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PREFACE 

THE second series of Studies in Ancient History is now 
published at so long an interval, not only from the publica· 
tion of the former series but also from the author's death, 
that a word of explanation is called for. The delay is 
owing to a succession of most lamentable misfortunes. 
Mr. M'Lennan had originally contemplated the produc. 
tion of a great work on early society, which should have 
collected and presented in a better form all his pre· 
viously published investigations,. together with the 
results of his later study, and which should in particular· 
have thrown some light on the origin of exogamy. 
Despairing, in his state of health, of ever executing this 
project, he decided to publish an intermediate volume 
to supply its place, but even this intention was frus· 
trated by his death. His brother, Mr. D. M'Lennan, , 
then took up the task, for which he was eminently 
fitted. He completed from Mr. J. F. M'Lennan's 
posthumous papers, and published in 1885, The Patri· 
archal Theory, a preliminary and polemical inquiry 
meant to clear the way, while at the same time em· 
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bodying positive results. He also brought out a new 

edition of the first series of Studi£8 in Ancient Ilistory, 
with some notes added by himself (1886). But, while 

still employed in working on the most important part 

of his task, he was also carried off, and the work p&l!8ed 
into the hands of Professor Robertson Smith. Unfor

tunately he was already attacked by that long illness 
to which he finally succumbed, and nothing has been 

found among his papers which has any bearing upon 
the work. 

Under these circumstances, we determined to 

do what seemed to us possible in the way of arrang

ing the mass of material which Mr. :M'Lennan had 
left for the book. This consisted of a great quantity 

of notes, several chapters partially or entirely finished, 

and a list of chapter headings, which show clearly 

the principal lines on which the work would have been 

devcloped. One of these papers, that on Agnation, 
was used by Mr. D. M'Lennan for the Patriarchal 
Thwry. Besides this, there was the" Essay on the Wor
ship of Animals and Plants" (Totemism), published in 
the Fortnightly Review in the years 1869 and 1870; 
this would certainly have J>een embodied in the work 
by the author,-indeed parts of it have been used, as it 

is, in the ninth chapter of this volume. The rest, with 

some trifling changes, is here reprinted in an Appendix. 
or the chapters which were written for the new book, 
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none has hitherto appeared except that on the Origin of 
Exogamy, with additioIIB by D. MCLennan (English His

torical Review, January 1888). They are here arranged 
in the order indicated by the list of chapter headings 
already referred to, deficiencies being supplied by short 
connecting passages, which give a skeleton of what 
should have been there. But the eighth and ninth do 
not correspond to any heading in the list, and we have 
thought it best to place them after the rest to stand 
independently. Our own additions are in smaller type 
and in brackets. The whole was to have been arranged 
in three books, the second of which would have 
included the evidence for the different races of man all 
over the globe. It would have come between our third 
and fourth chapters, according to the list left by the 
a.uthor, but it has swelled to such a size that we pre
ferred to depart in this instance from his arrangement, 
and to place it separately as Part II. of this volume. 
The vast collection of matter which had been made for 
this section of the work was left in a condition of most 
unequal development. Some parts were completely 
finished, others were mere heaps of notes either marked 
in books or copied out, others worked up into shape in 
various degrees. The most important chapters, which 
could be printed as they stood, appear here in large type. 
America should have come first, but the notes for 
America were so fragmen~ for the most part that 
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we prefer to give the precedence to Australia and the 
Pacific Islands, as being in the most satisfactory con
dition. This is largely due to Mr. D. MCLennan's 
having worked at them after his brother's death. He 
rewrote a great part of, and added to, the chapters on 
Fiji, Samoa, and Australia. He also did the same for 
that on Ashantee, and wrote the essay on the Kamilaroi 
and Kumai which is printed in the Appendix. Mr. 
Ralph Cator of Lincoln's Inn has arranged the rest of 
the African evidence, which was left in a nearly com
plete form, and has given us valuable assistance in 
other respects. The American evidence, as hinted 
above, was 80 fragmentary that little could be done 
with it, and it seemed better to leave the reader to 

draw his own conclusions from it than to attempt to 
give' Mr. M'Lennan's. As for the rest of the world, 
there were notes in abundance, and in particular upon 
Arabia, but nothing in any approach to literary form. 

. It proved quite imposaible in this division of the 
work to carry out consistently any distinction between 
the author's text and the alterations which it was neces
sary or advisable to make; and 80 the brackets had to 
be generally discarded. What additions have been 
made were taken from the author's own notes, with 
only one or two exceptions, the principal of these 
being the references to Theal in Chapters XXVIIL and 
XXIX. The nature of the present work sufficiently 
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explains by itself the absence of any reference to recent 
writers on the subjects concerned, in particular Messrs. 
Frazer, Letourneau, and Westermarck. 

It remains for us to thank Mr. W. H. D. Rouse 

for correcting that part of the work where a knowledge 
of Sanscrit was required, and for adding references; two 

notes of his are signed "R." Professor Strong was 
kind enough to assist us in the Arabic. We have 
also to thank the proprietors of the Fortnightly and 

English Historical Reviews for 'permission to reprint 
from them the papers above mentioned. 

ELEONORA A. M'LENNAN. 
ARTHUR PLAT!'. 

With the deepest regret I have to add that while 
the following pages were in the press Mrs. M'Lennan 
passed away. During her husband's life she was his 
untiring assistant and amanuensis, and from his death 

every moment of her time was given up to the prepara

tion of this book. Despite contin~al ill-health, she 
persisted in working at it, and after Professor Robert
son Smith's death determined to complete it herself. 
It is due entirely to her unceasing devotion and resolu
tion that it now sees the light. 

A. P. 
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I 

THE WORSHIP 011' .ANIMALs AND PLANTS 1 

[THE matter of the following essay would have been all recas~ 
or redistributed had the author lived to complete his work; 
indeed some of it has actually been so treated in the preceding 
pages. Thus those parts of the essay which deal with totemism 
among the Hindoos have been embodied in the chapter on 
fabricated genealogies, and are therefore here· omitted. And 
the totemism of e.g. Anlerica has been rehandled and put into 
a new form in the chapters on Anlerica. But it appeared 
better to incur the charge of repetition than to alter the first 
part of the essay in any way. 

As to the ancients, Mr. M'Lennan was well aware that 
Bryant was a treacherous authority to rely on. He said him
self that nothing taken from him· must be allowed to stand 
without being verified. And when his brother and Professor 
Robertson Smith entrusted me in 1885 with the task of 
supplying references to the ancient authorities, they instructed 
me to cut out all statements for which no such authority 
could be found, as well as anything else which might plaiuly 
be better removed. However, I have pruned this part of the 
text as sparingly as I could. 

A great many further- notes on relics of totemism among 
the ancients were left by the author. But in the present 
state of opinion on the subject it is really unnecessary to add 
anything. A. P.] 

1 Reprinted from the Forfmiglltl" &.Mw, 1869, 1870. 
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PART I. TOTEMS AND TOTEMISM 

Few traditions respecting the primitive condition of man
kind are more remarkable, and perhaps none are more ancient, 
than those that have been preserved by Sanchoniatho; or 
rather, we should say, that are to be found in the fragments 
ascribed to that writer by Eusebius. They present us with 
an outline of the earlier stages of human progress in religious 
speculation, which is shown by the results of' modern inquiry 
to be wonderfully correct. They tell us, for instance, that .. the 
first men consecrated the plants shooting out of the earth, and 
judged them gods, and worshipped them upon whom they 
themselves lived, and all their posterity, and all before them, 
and to these they made their meat and drink offerings." They 
further tell us that the first men believed the heavenly bodies 
to be animals, only differently shaped and circumstanced from 
any on the earth. .. There were certain animals w4ich had no 
sense, out of which were begotten intelligent animals . • • 
and they were formed alike in the shape of an egg. Thus 
shone out Mot [the luminous vanlt of heaven 7], the sun, and 
the moon, and the less and the greater stars." Next they 
relate, in an account of the successive generations of men, that 
in the first generation the way was found out of taking food 
from trees; that in the second, men, having suffered from 
droughts, began to worship the Sun-the Lord of heaven; 
that in the third, Light, Fire, Flame [conceived as persons] 
were begotten; that in the fourth, giants appeared; while in 
the fifth, "men were named from their mothers" because of 
the nncertainty of male parentage, this generation being dis
tinguished also by the introduction of «pillar" worship. It 
was not till the twelfth generation that the gods appeared that 
figure most in the old mythologies, such 88 Kronos, Dagon, 
Zeus, Belus, Apollo, and Typbon; and then the queen of 
them all was the .Bull-headed .Astarte. The sum of the state
ments is, that men first worahipped plants; next the heavenly 
bodies, tlUpposed to be animals; then" pillars" (the emblems 
of the Procreator); and, last of all, the anthropomorphle gods. 
Not the least remarkable statement is, that in primitive time8 
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there was kinship through mothers only, owing to the uncer
tainty of fatherhood.1 

In the inquiry we are entering upon we shall have to 
contemplate, more or less closely, all the stages of evolution 
above specified. The subjects of the inquiry are totems and 
totem-gods, or, speaking generally, animal and vegetable gods; 
and the order of the exposition is as follows:-First, we shall 
explain with some detail what totems are, and what are their 
usual concomitants; showing how far they have, or have 
recently had, a. place among existing tribes of men; and we 
shall throw what light we can on the intellectual condition of 
men in what we may call the totem stage of development. 
Next we shall examine the evidence which goes to show that 
the ancient nations came, in prehistoric times, through the 
totem stage, having anintals and plants, and the hea.venly 
bodies conceived as anintals, for gods before the anthropo
morphic gods appeared, and shall consider the explanations 
that have been offered of that evidence. The conclusion we 
shall reach is that the hypothesis that the ancient nations 
came through the totem stage, satisfies all the conditions of a 
sound hypothesis.-

1 Sanohoniatho's PhamticiI:m History, 'by the Right. Rev. R. Cumberland, 
pp. 2, 8, 23 et 1tlJ. London, 1720. Eusebius, Prrr:pa;r. E1xmge1., lib. i cap. 10. 

S While the materials we have bearing on this subject are deemed worthy of 
being submitted for consideratioD, the investigation is yet far from being com
plete, and its completion will demand the co-operation of many. In the inquiry 
aa here exhibited, it will be Been that several persons have given 888istance. 
Did our hypothesis not sum sound, we ahould not propound it; but, be it under
.tood, it i.s Bllbmittod .. an hypotbeaia only, in the hope thot it may bo tested 
by othan better qualified for lUeh investigations. The ancient mythologies have 
been 10 often crossed upon one another, interfused, a.nd in appearance confounded 
with the interminurea, intercommtmications, and varying development. of the 
tribes of men who initiated. them and modiJied them in Buccesaive generatiollB, 
that it may appear a hopeless task to endeavour to throw new light upon them', 
.till more hopei ... to traoe them to their beginnings. The only ohonco of dealing 
with them succeasfully, however, is to make them the subject of an hypothesis; 
and though .ome may think the chance too amall to justify the IBbonr-that 
this species of inquiry should be excluded &om human endeavour-we do not at 
aU agree with them. Their opinion is opposed by the lessons taught by the 
history of scientific discovery. These show that the inquirer who has facts to go 
upon should never despair; that in Buch a case II the present even a failure is a 
.tep of progreBII .. d .... onotnting • line along which the truth dOBBIIOl lie-<>no 
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TOTEMS.-The first thing to be explained is the totem. 
The word has come into use from its being the name given 
by certain tribes of American Indians to the animal or plant 
which, from time immemorial, each of the tribes has had 88 

its sacred or consecrated animal or plant. A proper under
standing, however, of what the totem is cannot be conveyed 
in a sentence, or reached otherwise than by studying tbe 
accounts we have of totems among different tribes of men; 
and, therefore, for behoof of those who are not familiar with 
these accounts, we must go somewhat into details. U nfor
tunately, totems have not yet been studied with much care. 
They have been regarded as being curious rather than 
important; and, in consequence, some points relating to them 
are nnexplained. As it is, we know that they prevail among 
two distinct groups of tribes--the American Indians, already 
mentioned, and the aborigines of Australia. Many more 
instances of their prevalence, it may be believed, will yet be 
brought to light. In the meantime it is some compensation 
for the incompleteness of the accounts that we can thoroughly 
trust them, as the totem has not till now got itself mixed up 
with speculations, and accordingly the observers have been 
unbiassed. 

1. Totems (IT Kolxm!}B in AuatraJ.iD..-We have an account 
of these from the pen of Sir George Grey, who saY8 the 
natives represent their family names 88 having been derived 
from some vegetable or animal common in the district they 
inhabited. Each family adopts as its sign, or lwlxmg-a word 
which is the equivalent of totem, and means, literally, a /rientl 
or 1"'oUdor-the animal or vegetable after which it is named. 
The families here referred to are not families in our aenae of 
the word, but stock-tribes, or tribes of descent, as appears from 
the following statement:-

The native. .... divided iDtD .. rtain great familieo, on the memhen at 
which bear the same IllUDe .. • family or oeeoud D&JDe. The principal 

...- by .... the baDeh to be labelled __ ted to the Joek. A JUtIOdn 

....,}t -J fDnrard aD innotigatiDu. Whether we haY. hit the truth or DOl, .... 
!:nut .... ben at Ieut been pr<poriag the 1I'OJ lor u... who in tho _ of 
lime 1rill....:h iL 
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bn.nches of these families, so far as 1 have been able to ascertain, are the 
BaJlaroke, Tdondarup, Ngotak, Nagarnook, Nogonyuk, Mongalung, and 
Narrangur. But in different districts the members of these families give 
a locel name to the one to which they belong, which is understood in 
that district to indicate some partieu1ar branch of the principal family. 
The most common 10ea.1 names are Didaroke, Gwerrinjoke, Maleoke, 
Woddaroke, Djekoke, Kotejumeno, Namyungo, Yungaree. These family 
names are common over & great portion of the continent; for instance, on 
the weetern coast, in a tract of country extending between four and five 
hundred miles in latitude, members of all these families are found. ••• 
The family names are perpetuated and spread through the country by the 
operation of two remarkable laws: lst, that children (boys as well as 
girls) always take the family name of their mother; 2nd, that a man 
cannot marry a woman of hie own family name. 

Sir George Grey elsewhere says that "the whole race is 
divided into tribes," more or less numerous according to cir
c1lllllitances, and designated from the localities they inhabit, 
for though universally a wandering race with respect to 
places of habitation, their wanderings are circumscribed by 
certain well-defined limits." He further notices as "a most 
remarkable law;' that "which obliges families connected by· 
.blood on the female side to join for the purposes of defence 
and avenging crimes." 1 

From this statement it appears that we have in Australia 
certain great family or stock names, represented by persons in 
various local tribes; that the marriage law prevents any local 
tribe coming to consist entirely of persons of one name or 
stock; while the law of mutual defence and blood feud com
bines into what we may call gtnttB, within the local tribes, all 
who have the same totem and are of the same stock This is 
clear from what follows inlmediately after the words last 
quoted, namely: "All their laws are principally made up of 
sets of obligations due from members of the same great family 
towards one another-which obligations of family names are 
much stronger than those of blood." There are not only 
gentes within the local tribes, but the gentile bond is such as 
to constitute, in effect, a stock-tribe of all the gentes of the 
same family name, totem, or kobong, wherever they are situated. 

1 Grey'. JOIIJ"'IIObqf T1oo1kptditimr.J 'II ~"'N...u..W" aM W ...... 
.4.tUtrolia, vol. il. pp. 225 "I<!l., 280. 
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In the work just quoted, Sir George Grey refers to his 
Vocabulary of tke Dialed8 of South-Western Australia, 88 

giving under each family name its derivations, 88 far 88 he 
could collect them from the statements of the nhtive& 
Unfortunately, he seems to have been able to collect the 
m.eu/m'll{} in eight cases only, and we have been unable to 
enlarge the list. I Subjoined are the derivations in the eight 
cases:-

1. Ballaroke.-Ballar-wauk, Ballard, is given in the 
vocabulary as a very small species of opossum, with this 
note: .. Some natives say that the Ballaroke family derive 
their name from having in former times subsisted principally 
on this little animaL" Balla-ga-ra is also a species of 
opossum. 

2. IJjin-be-nung-era, a species of duck. .. The N gotaks 
formerly belonged to this class of birds, before they were 
changed into men." 

3. Karbttnga, a species of water-fowl; the mountain duck. 
"The No-go-nyuks are said to be these birds transformed into 
men." 

4. Kij-jin-broun, a species of water-fowl .. The Didaroke 
family, a branch of the Ngotaks, are said to be these birds 
transformed into men." 

5. Koo-ltHna, a species of water-fowl .. The Tdondarups 
are said by the natives to be these birds transformed into 
men." 

6. K uJ-jaJ., a species of swan. "The family of the Ballar
okes are said to owe their origin to the transformation of these 
birds into men. " 

7. Nag-karm, a species of small fish. .. From subsisting 
in former times principally on this fish, the Nagamook family 
are said to have obtained their name." 

8. Na11lr1fUn-go, an emu; the local name for the Tdondarup 
family in the Vasse district. 

In this imperfect list we have eight families, or branches 
of families, derived from beasts, birds, or fishes; and in five 

I The linguists or the United Slats EsploriDg Expeditioa _ DOt to han 
p.;d attention to tIWI aubjeeL 
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cases the statement that the tribesmen believe themselves to 
be of the stock of the bird or beast, and that their progenitors 
had been transformed into men. We have an Opossum tribe, 
an Emu tribe, a Swan tribe, a Duck ·tribe, a Fish tribe, and 
three water-fowl tribes; and along with them, we have the 
general statement that all the tribes have kobongs or totems, 
animal or vegetable, after which they are named. The 
Opossums are bound together by what may be called a 
common faith and numerous mutual rights and obligations 
"thence derived; so are the Emus, Ducks, and Swans; the 
stock names being thereby perpetuated, while the persons 
having them are diffused throughout the country by the law 
which makes it incest for an Opossum to marry an Opossum, a 
Duck a Duck, and so on. 

No one has yet taken the trouble of making the inquiry, 
but our persuasion is that this totemism, as it has been called, 
will be found to prevail, or have prevailed, through the whole 
of Oceania. It is mentioned in the Report of the United 
States Exploring Expedition 1 that the great Deity of the 
Tahitians, Taaroa, is named from the Taro plant; and a legend 
is given which connects the Marquesan and Tahitian traditions, 
in explanation of the fact of-as we infer-the prevalence of 
vegetable names (presumably as tribal) both in Marquesas and 
TahitL The legend is, that the eponymous Oataia" named 
his children from the various plants which he brought with 
him from Vavau." The first king on the Tahitian list is 
Owatea, who is identified with Oataia of the Marquesans. 
His wife, in either case, is Papa-" mother of the islands "
and is the same with the wife of the great god Taaroa.· The 

• Vol. vi. p. 133 • 
• This Pap" appears in the New Zealand mythology .. the mother of all 

beings. She is the earth; her husband. Rangi, the heavens. The two clave 
together during 1000 divisions of time. each division a being called Po; and 
their children, who II were ever thinking" what the di1I'erence might be between 
dorkne .. and light, after maditating their murder, resolved at last to rend them 
apart. In the family were the following goda: tho father of foreats, birds, 
insecta, and all things that are in woods ; the fa.ther of winds and storms; the 
father :of cnltivated food; the father of Iish and reptiJ"'; the father of un· 
cultivated food; and the fathor of fioree human being&. They all, in turo
e""ept the father of .tOrm ......... y to .rend their parents apart. S ...... at lut 

2K 
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Royal line is named from the Taro plant in this way: Owatea 
and Papa had a deformed child whom they !>uried; from it 
sprang the Taro plant, whose stalk is ca1Ied kaloa, which name 
they gave to their son and heir. This we must regard as a 
sample of the legends which are formed on an advance from 
totemism taking place, in explanation lif its origin or relics. 
Names taken from vegetables appear to prevail in the Sandwich 
Islands. 

2. Toums in America.-Or these we have pretty full 
accounts. One is to be found in Dr. Gallatin's Synopwis 0/ the' 
Indian Tribes, contained in the ArcluEologia Americanuz,. He 
saY8:-

Independent of political or geograpbical divUions [i.e. of diviaiona of 
tbe native races into Iocal tribeo or natiOllll], tbat into familiea or clan.o 
baa been establisbed from time immemorial. • • • At preaent, or till very 
lately, every nation waa divided into a number of clana varying in the 
several nations from three to eight or ten, the membeD of wbich respec
tively were dispersed indiscriminately tbronghout tbe wbole nation. It 
baa been fully ascertained that the inviolable regnlation. by which thooe 
cIan.o were perpetnated amongst the eontbern nationa, were, first that no 
man could marry in his own clan; 1 teCODdly, thai ftIe"1J eM.ld beltmg. IAJ 
lou '" h.er fMIher'. dan. Among the Choctaw., tbere are two great 
divUiona, each of wbicb is subdivided into four cIan.o; and no man can 
marry in any of the four cIan.o belonging to his divUion. Amongst tbe 
Cherokees, the Creeks, and the Natchea, the reetriction does not extend 
beyond tbe clan to which the man be1onga. 

There are su11icient proofs that the same division into cIana, commouly 
called tribes, exiBto amongst almoot all the other Indian nationa [i.e. all 
the otb ... as well ao the eoutbern lndiano eaot of the MiBeioaippi, of 
wbom be is writing]. But it is not eo c\eor that tbey are suhject to tbe 
earne regu1ationa According to Charlevoix, U moot nationo are divided 

attendo tbe eft'orte o( Tane-llabuta, father of _, ... ho, with biB bead planted 
on biB mother and (eet against biB father, tbramng, oepuated them. .. Far 
beneath he p""- down the eartb; far above ha tbruata up the .ltT." Oa the 
oeparation multitudea or human beiagI ....... cIioeoYered that bad bten beg<>tteu 
by Baugi and Pa", and !aT eoucealed between their bodiM. What foil ..... 
introduceo new godo, &ad expJaino the .... or tha elemeuto. The ... hole or tbiB 
mythology i8 oeUnJiJie in thio...,.., that it io. aerieo or bJPOlbaoeo to explain 
pbeJIommL The put a.igned to tha _ god illumateo tbiB. II maT be 
believed Ihf _ god ..... highly eoteemed conoidering how much ..... dua to 
bim.-Grey'. Pol1l'fUiaa JlytAdow. 

J What i8 called tha a- bare io identical with tha Aumaliau (&milT, .. 
will_DtlT appear. 
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into three 'families or tribes. One of them is considered the first, and 
has a kind of pre-eminence. Those trib.. are mixed without being con
founded. Each. tribe has the 1U/II7UI "' .... U/ltiJrnaL Among the Hurons, the 
first tribe is that of the Bear; the two others; of the Wolf and the 
Turtle. The Iroquois nation has the &ame divisions, only the Turtle 
family is divided into two, the Great and the Little." 

The acconnts are not so explicit with respect to the Lenape tribe •. 
Mr. Heckewelder, indeed, aay. that the Delawares were divided into 
three tribes, but one of them, the Wolf, or Minai, hail altogether BtpMated 
(Tum the other., UIItd ""'" " dist"'! nation or trib, [not eeeaing, however, to 
·be a elan in the sense now under consideration]. According to Mr. 
Johnston, the Shawnoes have four tribes: the Chillieothe, the Piqua, 
the KiWpocoke, and the Mequachake. The first two, from having given 
name. to distinct towns, would seem to be living in .sparate p1ae •• ; but 
the fact that the Mequachake can alone perform the .. ~ ""~ of 
the nation gives it the character of a clan. Whether the totem or family 
name of the Clrlppeway. deacends in a regular manner has not been 
clearly explained. But Dr. James informs us that no man is allowed to 
change his totem, that it descends to all the a.ildtr.,. " m<m 'III"1J 7uwe, and 
that the restraint on intermarriage which it imposes is scrupulously 
regarded. The Chippeway. and kindred tribes are much more .ubdivided 
than the other Indians are into c1ans. Dr. J ame. gives a catalogue of 
eighteen totems, and &8Y' many more might be enumerated.1 

The totems, and the restraints they impose, are found with 
the Iroquois as with the Delawares and Sioux tribes. The 
Omahaws (among the Sioux) are in two grest tribes, the one 
divided into eight, the other into five bands. 

Each of these hands derives its name from some animal;part of an 
animal, or other Bubstance, which is considered aa the peculiar sacred 
object, or Medici"", as the Canadian. call it, of the band. The most 
ancient is that of the red maize ; the most powerful, that of the W.....uJtta 
(n Male-deer"~ The Puneas are divided into .imilar hands.' 

We have made these long citations because they show us 
the totems or kobougs, as in Australia, descending as a general 
rule under the same system of ltinship (through mothers only). 
and attended by the same law of intermarriage, namely, exo
gamy, leading to the interfusion of the stock tribes throughout 
the country; and the constitution into gentes in the local 
tribes of all persons having the same totem. The laws of 
blood-feud, of mutual rights and obligations between those of 

, A..w..r.gia A ......... ,.., voL ii. p. 109. 
• Id. vol. ii. p. 110; 
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the same stock, constitute stock-tribes of all having the same 
totem.' And we can see in the account cited how, at a stage 
considerably in advance of the Anstralian, the solidarity of the 
gentes in the local tribes has under these laws become so 
great as to enable the gentes, in some cases, to withdraw 
from the local tribes, in which they were developed,and stand, 
like the Wolves of the Delawares, by themselves, in local 
tribes of one stock On a change of kinship, which would 
permit the totem to descend from the father instead of the 
mother-as it is said to do among the Chippeways-the 
gentes would, even supposing exogamy to continue in force, 
become permanent homogeneous groups after their segregation. 

Let us obtain a list of the American totems. 

Nearly all, if not all, of the Indian nations upon this OOIltinent ( ... y. 
Mr. Lewis a Morgan, of Rocheoter, Stote of New York) were anciently 
subdivided into Tribu ur Familia. Th ... tribeo, with a few exceptiono, 
were named after animals. Many of them are now thOl oubdivided [10 
they have heen advancing). It is 10 with the Iroqnois, Delaw ..... Iowao, 
Creeks, Mohaveo, Wyandotteo, Winnebagoeo, Otoeo, Kawa, Shawn .... , 
Choctaws, Otowaa, Ojibewao, Potowottomieo, ete. [We eon oupply from 
the ArMao~ A"..,.."M, the Cherak..., Nateheo, and SiOllL] 

The fo11owing tribeo [or Jamiliu] are known to eriot, or to have 
-existed, in the aevera1 Indisn nations-the nomber ranging from three to 
eighteen in each. The Wolf, Bear, Beaver, Tortle, Deer, Snipe, Heron, 
Hawk, Clane, Doek, Loon, Turkey, Mook-rat, Sable, Pike, Ca"mh, 
Stnrgoon, Carp, Bnffa!o, Elk, Reindeer, Eagle, Hare, Rabbit, and Snake; 
.aIBo the Beed-graoa, Sand, Water, Rock, and Tohaeeo-plant.· 

To this list we may add from the Arelu1!OlogiD. and other 
ilOllrces, the Tortoise, the Turtle-in two divisions, the Great 
Turtle and the Little Turtle-the Red Maize, the Male Deer, 
the wind, the Tiger, the Bird, the Root, the Birch-rind, the 
Thick-wood, the Sheep, the Brush-wood, the Moose-deer, the 
Cat, the Trout, the Leaves, the Crow, the Sun, the Rising Sun, 
and the Grey Snow, the Sun and the Snow being regarded 88 

king&. There are thus forty-eight totems enumerated for 
American tribes, not counting the Male Deer or the Little 
Turtle, tuld we know there were others. 

1 ~ Af1IrrietJM, yoL ii. po llL 
• Cin:uIar lette< _ by Hr_ ~ q_ ill the c.._ J",.""u lor 

1880, po 149. 
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The following quotation from the Arcluzologia illustrates 
the effect of these names on narratives respecting the tribes 
and the actions of the tribes-men or tribes-women :-

Some superiority is everywhere ascribed to one of the clans: to the 
Unamis (" the Tortoise 0) among the Delawares; to the Wase-ishta 
(" Male-deer") among the Omahaws ; to the Bear tribe among the Hurons 
and five nstiOIl& Charlevoix &BYS that when the Mohawks put to death 
Father J ognes, it was the work of the Bear [clan] alone, and notwithstand
ing all the eJforts of the Wolf and the Tnrtle to &Bve him.' 

Of course the indefinite article would be employed, instead 
of the definite, in speaking of individuals. The Bear, is the 
tribe or clan; a Bear, a tribesman. In speaking of their 
marriages, it would be said, for instance, that" a Bear married 
a Wolf," and "a Turtle a Beaver." In cases of nwriWng, a 
man's foster-mother might be a She-Wolf, a She-Bear, or a 
Tigress. 

3. Relations between Men and Totema.-Let us now see 
how those who have totems regard them; and what, generally 
speaking, are their religious views. Grey says that "there is 
a mysterious connection between an Australian and his kobong, 
be it animal or vegetable." It is his "friend" or "protector," 
and is thus much like the" genius" of the early Italian. If 
it is an animal, he will not kill one of the species to which it 
belongs, should he find it asleep; he always kills it reluctantly, 
and never without affording it a chance to escape. " The 
family belief," says Sir George, "is that some one individnal of 
the species is their dearest friend, to kill whom would be a 
great crinle. So a native who has a vegetable kobong may 
not gather it under certain circumstances, and at a particular 
period of the year.'" We previously saw that the belief, in 
certain cases at least, is that the family were of the species of 
the totem before they were turned into men. 

It may be asked, What are their views of the power by 
which these transformations were effected 1 We cannot 
answer this question; but one thing seems to be clear, that 
their speculations have not carried them as yet beyond the 

1 A,""",""ogia A..........", ToL ii. P. 113-
• Sir George Gray'. JfIIIII'TWh, voL ii. P. 229. 
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contemplation of the material terrestrial world they inhabit, 
and that in that world everything is to them at once material 
and spiritual, the animate and the inanimate being almost 
undistinguished. Like many races in Africa, they do not 
believe in death from natural causes, and think they would 
live for ever were it not for murderers and sorcerers. The 
latter they call Boyl-yas. A Boyl-ya gets power over a man 
if he obtains possession of anything that is his.' A Boyl-ya 
may cause death in many ways; he may cause a man to be 
killed "by accident," or he may render hintself invisible and 
come nightly and "feast" on his victim's flesh. He can 
transport himself through the air at pleasure; and when he 
makes hintself invisible, he can be seen only by other Boyl-yas. 
He enters his victim like a piece of quartz, and as such may 
be drawn out of him by the enchantments of friendly Boyl-yas. 
Pieces of quartz that have been so drawn out are preserved as 
the greatest curiosities. As eume tme is al ways the cause of 
death, the law is tltat when anyone dies, some one else must 
be killed-the Boyl-ya, or the murderer, or some relative of 
the one or the other. . Of course the Boyl-yas are objects of 
great dread. Tbey consume the flesh of their victims slowly, 
as fire wonld;· they can hear from afar; they come u moving 
along in the sky"; and they can only be counteracted by 
other Boyl-yas. Besides the Boyl-yas, there is another object 
of terror-the Wau-gul It is an aquatic monster, residing 
in fresh water, and has supernatural powers. It also can 
" consume" the natives like the Boyl-yas; but it confines it. 
attacks mostly to women, who pine away almost imperceptibly 
and die. Nightmare is caused by an evil spirit tbat may be 
driven away by muttering imprecations and twirling a burning 
brand. Shining stones or pieces or crystal, called" Teyl," they 
respect almost to veneration. None but Boyl-yas venture to 
touch them. Tbey believe in ghosts; and on one oooasion 
Sir George Grey was taken by an old lady to be the ghost of 
her son" who had lately died ! Such is the creed of this 
primitive race. They have DO God in the proper sense of the 

1 Sir c...p cmr. J--u, 001. ii. P. 323. 
• Id. yoL ii. P. 339. 
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word; and the only benign beinga they know are their totems. 
The Boyl-yas of course practise imposture,' but are probably 
self-deluded as well to a great extent. Speculation has not 
reached as yet among them to the heavens. Their super
naturals are all naturals, for even the Wau-gul-no doubt a 
convenient fiction of the Boyl-yas for protection under the law 
of retaliation, and perhaps also in explanation to themselves of 
deaths they 1t:Mw they had nothing to do with-is a living 
creature, the tenant of a stream or lake. Even their ghosts 
may return to them, if precautions are not taken to secure 
them in their bui-ying-places-their "houses:' as they are 
called, and in which, even after death, they are not incapable 
of action." 

It will have been seen that the totems are, as we may say, 
religiously regarded by the Australians, and that the Boyl-yas 
resemble the genii of the 11 rabian N;ghts, excepting that while 
they are genii they are also men. The Wau-gul might well 
grow into the water-kelpi, water-horse, or bull. It would be 
curious to know whether it is a fish or an aquatic kangaroo or 
opossum I 

The American Indians, though they occupy a distinctly 
higher platform, have still much in common with the abori"aines 
of Australia. Dr. Gay, who resided for several weeks among 
the Omahaws, states that among them the totem of each band 
"is considered as the peculiar sacred object (Medicine, the 
Canadians call it) of the band,"· and all we know supports 
the view that in every case the totem is religiously regarded. 

1 Sir George Grey'. J ... .....z., vol iL p. 218: .. The whole tendency of their 
superstitions is to deprive certaio classes of benefits which are enjoyed by others." 

• Id. vol ii. p. 836: "After burial, the dead. man can insert a mysterioua 
bone into ...,h of three doctor&, who aleep on the gT&ve for the purpose. By 
m ..... of this bone, the doctors can kill anyone they wish hy causing it to enter 
into his body. Of 

• .JI.rc1umlogilJ .JI.....-i<tma, vol. iL p. 112. The personillcation of inanimate 
obj ..... the ............ II Mr. Tylor caIlo it, of the Indian. is nearly .. ocmplete 
.. in A.notrslla. See .JI.rc1umlogilJ .JI.....-i<tma, vol iL pp. 25, 166, 169. No 
diJtinCtiOD between the animate IUld inanimate is made in the languages of the 
Esquimaw<, the Chocta .... the MWICOgee, and the Ceddo. Only the Iroquois, 
Cherokee, and the A.lgoukiD Lenape hove it, 10 far .. is known, and with them 
it is partie!. 
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One author, Mr. Long, in a work published in 1791, describing 
the manners and customs of the North American Indians, 
holds totemism to be a religious superstition, and says the 
Indian believes that his totem, "or favourite spirit," watches 
over him. "The totem," he says, "they conceive, assumes 
the shape of some beast or other, and therefore they never 
kill, hunt, or eat the animal whose form they think the totem 
bears." 1 In illustrstion of the truth of this, he relates what 
once befell an Indian whose totem was the bear. The man 
dreamed he should find a herd of elks, moose, etc., at a certain 
place, if he went thither. Having a superstitious reverence 
for his dream, he went,-unaccompanied, as he could get no 
one to go with him,-saw the herd, fired, and shot a bea;r I 
"Shocked at the transaction," says Mr. Long, "and dreading 
the displeasure of the Master of Life, whom he conceived he 
had offended, he fell down and lay senseless for some time." 
On recovering, and finding that nothing had befallen him, he 
hastened towards his home, when (according to his own report) 
he was met on the way by a large bear, who (he narrated) 
asked him what had induced him to kill his totem. On 
explaining the circumstances and his misfortune, he was for
given, but was dismissed with a caution to be communicated 
to the Indians, "that their totems might be safe, and the 
Master of Life not augry with them." "As he entered my 
house," says Mr. Long, who writes as if he saw the man 
immediately after his accident, " he looked at me very earnestly, 
and pronounced these words in his own language, 'Beaver, my 
faith is lost; my totem is angry; I shall never be able to 
hunt any more.'" Should one be surprised to find that 
admonitory bear of the man's imagination worshipped as a god 
further on in the history of Bear tribes advancing undisturbed 
by external influences, correlated with the Master of Life in 
the Olympus, or even preferred to, or identified with him 1 
The Master of Life of this story, we infer from other passages 
in the wprk qnoted, is KUeku Manitoo, a high rock in lake 
Superior, which is worshipped 88 a god by the Chippeway 
Indians, and also by the Mathangweessawanks, whoever they 

1 Long'. y_, p. 8«. 
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may ba' Is Kitchu Manitoo, it may be asked, the commence
ment of pillar-worship, of Siva-ism? He is the Master of 
Life, and, in some tribes, the Great Spirit. The accounts of 
him are most vague, and show a faith shading up from the 
" great black man in the woods" of the Fuegians 00 the Master 
of Life, with a high rock for his representation, and thence to 
the Great Spirit--who had no representation-whose temple 
the Incas are said to have found standing and deserted on 
their arrival at Cuzco. In two cases only have we certain 
information of the ideas of God which the Indians entertained. 
(1) In Gookin's History 0/ tM Christian Indians is preserved 
a contract in the form of question and answer between them 
and our Government. It opens as follows: "QUes. 1. To 
worship the only true God, who made heaven and earth. 
Am. We do desire to reverence the God of the English, 
because we see he doth better to the English than other gods 
do to others." (2) Of the Pawnees, whose "Great Spirit" is 
W ahcondu, Dr. Gallatin writes, .. Like all other Indians, they 
put more faith in their dreams, omens, and jugglers, in the 
power of imaginary deities of their own creation, and of those 
consecrated relics (the totems) to which the Canadians have 
given the singular appellation of Medicine." 0 

The American Indians, like the aborigines of Australia, 
regarded themselves, we have every reason to believe, as 
being of tM bred of the totem. We know this was the view 
of the Sun tribes-which we shall notice presently-and of 
several Snake tribes. That the Caribs were of the stock of 
the Serpent we learn from Mr. Brett.8 And on this point-
the regular authorities being silent--we are entitled, we think, 
to found on evidence furnished by Mr. Feninlore Cooper. His 
view appears in TM Last of tM Mohicans. Magua, a Fox, 

1 Long, pp. 68 d "'I., 139. In Long'o opinion totemism resembloo tha 
idea of Destiny, and he says it is not confined to 1IlvageB, as U many instancea 
might be adduced from hiatory to pro ... " Very probably. Tha ona instance 
he cite. is that of & Jew banker, of the court of Louis XIV. of France, tI who 
had • black hen, to which ha thought hie destiny atteched." Thay died to
gether • 

• ArcAmologi<J A....-ictJna, voL iL p. 130. 
I Brett's India" 7'ribu 'If IJuiImG, .pp. 890·398. 
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with a party of warriors, comprising a Beaver, happening to 
pass a colony of real beavers, the Beaver refused to pass with
out addressing his kinsfolk. .. There would have been a 
species of profanity in the omission," says Mr. Cooper, "had 
this man passed so powerful a communi ty of his fancied kins
men without bestowing some evidence of regard. Accordingly, 
he paused and spoke in words as kind and friendly as if he 
were addressing more intelligent beings. He called the 
animals his cousi1l8," and so on, concluding his address by 
begging them to bestow on his tribe" a portion of the wisdom 
for which they were so renowned." Uncas, again, Mr. Cooper 
represents as claiming to be of the stock of the Tortoise, "that 
great-grandfather of all nations"; and, indeed, all his Indians 
appear to regard themselves, and one another, as inheritors of 
mental and physical qualities from their respective totems. 

One other and last relation between the totem and its 
owners, both in America and Australia, remains to be noticed. 
Grey tells us that the Australians use the totem as the family 
crest or ensign, and expresses the opinion that onr heraldic 
bearings are traces of the totem stage lingering in civilised 
nations. It is well known that the totem was also used as an 
ensign by the American Indians, who tattooed the figure of it 
on their bodiea, and, not content with this, painted and 
dressed themselves so as to resemble it. Every reader of 
stories about these Indians must be familiar with the fact. 
Magna, for example, in the beaver scene, from the account of 
which we have just quoted, wore "his ancient garb, bearing 
the outline of a fox ou the dressed skin which formed his 
mbe"; while the Beaver chief .. carried the beaver as his 
peculiar symbol" The accounts we have of the old Mexicans 
in war show that they had similar badges, every chief having 
his aign-Qll animal. or animal's head, or a plant; and every , 
company having a similar symbol ou its standard.' 

4. Traditions of Totems in CenJral A.oia.-The totem < 

stage awears to have been passed tbrough by numerous tribes < 

of Central Asia. lIM.. Valikhanof inform us that a heritage 
of the nomadic races in that part of the world ia a profound 
regard for, and an abundance of traditions respecting old times, 
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preserved by their elders in legends and ballads. and that 
these traditions refer the origin of their tribes to animals as 
progenitors. 

The story of the origin of the Dikokamenni Kirghiz (they say 1) 
from a red greyhound &1ld a certain queen with her forty handmaidens 
is of ancient date. A characteristic feature in Central Asiatic traditions 
is the derivation of their origin from some anim&I. According to the 
testimony of Chinese history the Goa-qui (Kaotsche). otherwiee known as 
the Tele or Chili people, sprang from a wolf and a beautiful Hun 
princess ••• who married the wolf. The Tngus (ea1led the Du1gasees 
by Pe .. Hyacinthe) professed to derive their origin from a she-wolf; 
and the Tnfan.a (Tbibeti&ns) from a dog. The Cbin ... assert that Balachi, 
hereditary chief of the Mongol Khans. was tha son of a blue wolf and a 
white bind.' [The authority cited for this is Mimllises relatifs cI. rAm, 
by KJaproth, p. 204.] ••• It is evident from these inst&nces that this 
kind of tradition in Central Asia and America is the most &1lcient, and 
even seems to be regarded as a descent to be proud of. . The outspoken 
yet exalted tone of the Kirghiz legends, considered indecent by the 
present generation of Kirghiz. is a strong proof that they have descended 
in their original form. The tradition of the origin of the ninety-nine 
Kipebuk branch .. has been preserved among the U zbeks and Kaisaka in 
ouch &1l indelicate shape that it is doubtful whether it will ever b. 
po88ible to present it to the general reader. 

It is accordingly not given; but surely the essence might 
have been. though not the shape- We learn from the same 
authorities that the genealogical tables of the Kaisaks. U zbeks. 
and N ogais show that "they are a medley of different Turkish 
and Mongol tribes." The names of several tribes are given. 
but none have been examined etymologically to ascertain 
whether they comprise the names of animals or plants. The 
interfusion. or .. medley." of the tribes (we are without & 

statement of the origin of it. but nearly all these tribes are 
exogamous. that is. prohibit marriage within the clan). and the 
general statement (though it is feebly supported by details) 
that they drsw their origin back to animals. make it probable 

1 TM Bwriatu ... ConJral Aria- London, 1865. Translated by the 14...,.. 
Mitchell 

• In tho A~ A......:ca.a, voL ii. P. 112, it is noticed that among 
the Creeks the vilIegee are divided into white and red, "diatingoished from 
each other by poles of those respective colours. I. Query-Would a Deei' in a 
white village be & Whit< D ..... and a Wolf in • red village be. JIM. Wolf' 
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that we have in the Kirghiz, U zbeks, and N ogais a series of 
tribes that anciently passed throngh the totem stage. This 
view is confirmed by what was recently stated at a meeting 
of the Geographical Society by Captain T. G. Montgomerie; 
namely, that round Cashmere, and among the aboriginal hill 
tribes on the Himalayan slopes, tribes of men are usually (or 
jrequenJ;ly, we have not the report before us) named, or we 
think he said" nicknamed," from animals new. If 80, we may 
believe inquiry will bring to light a series of tribes in that 
quarter still existing in the totem stage. The statement was 
made in support of the hypothesis that an Ant tribe had 
existed to the north of Cashmere, put forward in explanation 
of what Herodotus relates that the gold-fields there were 
worked by ants. 

5. PM Sun as It Totem: Hints oj It Toum Olympus.-We 
saw that in the local tribes or nations in America, some one 
of the tribes of descent had a superiority ascribed to it--that 
the Bear, for instance, was the leading tribe among the Hurons. 
This superiority infers subordination, of course; in other 
words, a political system. It is stated in the ArcktzolOl'jia 
that" it is among the. N atches alone that we find, connected 
together, a highly privileged class, a despotic government, and 
something like a regular form of religious worship." The 
N atches occnpied three villages near the town that has pre
served their name, and were in four clans. What their totems 
were is not stated; bnt "the privileged class H and the 
sovereign had for their totem the sun. This seems a legitimate 
inference from their being called Suns, and claiming to be 
descended from the sun-the Sun tribe being so far like any 
other. "The hereditary dignity of Chief, or Great Sun," we 
are told, "descended as nsual by the female line, and he, as 
wdl as all the other 1MI1Ihera of Au clan, whether male or 
female, con1d only marry persons of an inferior [ i.e. another] 
cIan." 1 That is, the clan or tribe was in the same case with 
any otper, except that it was dominant as the Bear .... as 
among the Hurons! A Sun could not marry a Sun any 

1 I.e. yoL ii p. 113. 
S Are the """"",b1 iDeompJete I ad ill the <Iom;""'t tribe ......, the H....,. 
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more than a Beaver could marry a Beaver; and the Sun 
name was taken from the mother. 

If the sun could become a totem, why not the moon 1 
That they were both beings we can see in numerous cases; we 
have distinct proof of it among the Indians in the case of the 
Chippeways.l If they were totems, they will explain for us 
the solar and lunar races of the Aryans. We have them in 
Peru as married persons, and also as brother and sister. The 
Incas were Suns, as their name and all the traditions imply
a Sun tribe, nothing less or more; their first parents children 
of the sun, sent to the earth to found society, as the reader 
may see in Prescott's opening chapters. Acosta tells us the 
brother of the Inca succeeded in preference to his sons,' and 
if so, this points to kinship among the Peruvian Sun tribe, 
having been at one time through mothers ouly-a note of the 
totem stage. The pride of power led the tribe to give up 
exogamy and become a caste; but then, to keep the stock 
pure, the Inca always married a sister, and when a son 
succeeded, it was as heir of the Coya, the lawful sister-queen, 
showing the lingering preference for the mother's side. We 
infer the presence of Sun tribes among the Hurons, the Baya
goulas, now extinct, the Cherokees, the Choctaws, and the 
Caddoes of Red River, all of whom there is reason to believe 
more or less formally worshipped the sun. The Natches had 
sun temples and perpetual fires.. The Sun tribes may have 
been very powerful, but it is ouly what we should expect, 

alao the Sun tribe I Tho chiof of the HIU'ODS, Charlovoix otatoe, is believed to 
havo isoned From the BUD, and tho dignity of chioftaiuship is horeditary through 
femaloa only. It is 0 poaaible explanotion thet tho Mul' of tho B_ trW. moy 
have invented for themselves. solar origiD, in which case the chief would be a 
Bear, and yet a. S1Ul. Peru presents us with au instance of a Sun that ie yet a 
Serpent, for which&. similar explanation would mf6.ce-namely, that the' Snake 
tribe was dominant, and that its chief families &!I81lDled the SIlD. 18 their totem. 

1 ~n:Aa:ologiIJ A~ voL i. P. 362. The aUB and moon were occasionally 
gi .... to fighting, it oppoano. 

I; Lib. vi. cap. m.., cited by Prescott. 
• .dn:Aa:ologilJ .d_ .... voL ii. pp. 118, 114. W .. Holl.., who had henls 

of oxen on the island of Trinacria, chief of a Sun tribe there 1 The Heliadea are 
suggestive of a Sun stock. ::Max lIuller complains of Mr. Grote". disposition" to 
wist on the purely lltoraJ m .. ning or tho wholo of Greek mythology." We 
ohall ... by ODd by thot Mr. Grote·. disposition is tho right one. 
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among a race simple enough to believe anything, that a 
peculiar sanctity, and corresponding privileges, would readily 
be conceded to those believed to be descended from the great 
Lord of Day; and that the supremacy in many groups should 
on this account be the more readily obtained by the solar 
stock. It is also apparent that this totem might well com
mand a general veneration-the worship of all the tribes in 
the group; but it is equally manifest that the Sun would not, 
any more than the Master of Life, where it took the first place 
in the State religion, interfere with the allegiance due from 
the stock tribes composmg the nation to their respective 
totems. The Incas, as Mr. Prescott points out, had the good 
policy to collect all the tribal gods into their temples in and 
round Cuzco, in which the two leading gods were the lfaster 
of Life and the Sun. In the temples, Mr. Prescott tells us, 
"there were animals also to be found," but he does not specify 
them, stating only that .. the llsma with its golden fleece was 
the most conspicuous. • Were these animals the totems, or 
their emblems, of our friends the Bears and Beavers l' 

6. Totem God&--a Totem Olympus.-Among the Fijians 
we find a state of affairs such as may have preceded the con
solidation of the monarchy and the Olympus of the Incas. 
They are proud of their pedigrees, and Toki, one of their 
chiefs, claims to be the descendant of a Turtle. Others have 
fishes for their progenitors. Their greatest god, the Creator, 
who is omniscient,. omnipotent, and 80 on, in the opinion of 

1 The mythologieo of P ..... and lIexko haYeyet to he np1ored, and may he 
expec1ed to pro.e & field worthy to he worked. The (ew facio we han yield • 
strong IlUggestion thai the Tol~ Cbimen_ Azt..., and T...,..... were groupo, 
compounded, like the N&teh ... of trihea with totema-the Sua domiDaDt, in 
Peru at J.ut. ThelegeDd of the (oonding of Teuoehtitlau giv ... prickly·.-r, 
au eagle, • eerpent, and the IUD. The lIexieoua had the eagle on their ...oo.vd, 
and the eerpent at Ieut among their god-. The ..... god, Huitzilopochtli, meana 
Iitmilly, ". humming·bird" and "left." He wu figund with the feathen of 
the hamming·bird on his lell; foot. II the humming.bird w ... totem, th .. lAo 
the only ..... ezeeptiDg 00. aerpeut god ill the ...... Olympaa, o( • totem he
eoming a God or Terror that we are acquaiDted with. The ),ean iD the fifty.two 
yewe Mexican Cycle were nemed from plaDta and ... im.J.-& JUt of them lAo not 

~ble. Their law of -.... .... polyandroaa, from brother to brother. 
and to sister' ... no, l'aiIing bIuthem. Th .. demonmaua (or them the otago of 
(emale kinehip. W. know nothing of the law of ilI............ul!". 
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his special votaries, is Nue'Tl!Jei, "whose shrine is the Serpent." 
Some of their gods are "enshrined" in birds, fishes, or plants; 
some, in the same way, in men. Their second god in import
ance is 11d LakemJ:Ja, who claims the Hawk as his shrine; but 
another god disputes his right, and claims the Hawk for 
himself. The Shark is a great god; also the Crab. " One 
god," says Mr. Williams, "is supposed to, inhabit the eel, and 
another the common fowl, and so on, until nearly every animal 
becomes the shrine of some deity. He who worships the 
Eel-god must never eat of that fish, and thus of the rest; so 
that some are tribu from eating human. flesh because the shrine 
of their god is in a man. . . . The Land-Crab is the shrine of 
Roko Suka, formerly worshipped in Tiliva, where land-crabs 
are rarely seen." When a land-crab favours them with a call, 
they make formal presents to him, "to prevent the deity 
leaving with the impression that he was neglected, and visiting 
his remiss worshippers with drought, dearth, or death." These 
gods are tribal, and no one can doubt but they are totems 
who have made such progress as we above suggested the Bear 
might make, and are become the objects of a more or less 
regular worship-the Serpent tribe dominant, and the Hawk 
tribe in the second place. The Men gods are a new element 
in the Olympus; but they appear as "shrines" merely like 
the other animals, and were no doubt arrived at by an exten
sion to man of conclusions speculatively reached as to the 
nature of totem gods in general The Fijians have filled the 
world with spirits and demons. They are incessantly plagued 
by ghosts, witches, or wizards. Vegetables and stones, nay, 
even tools and weapons, pots and canoes, have souls that are 
immortal, and that, like the souls of men, pass on at last to 
MInd'll., the abode of departed spirits. They worship pillars 
and rocks; but, so far as we know, they do not worship the 
sun unless their men gods are of the solar steck' 

7. ThB Mental Otmdition of Men in the Totem Stage.-The 
state of mind of men in the totem stage is familiar enough, from 
the accounts we have of the lower races of men. The absence 
of scientific knowledge nowise implies an absence of specu-

1 Fiji cmd 1M Fijia .. , by Thom .. Williama, voL i. pp. 114, 123, 215 11". 
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lation; it rather necessitates the presence of B great amounl 
of it. Some explanation of the phenomena of life a man mum 
feign for himself; and to judge from the universality of it, the 
simplest hypothesis, and the first to occur to men, seems tAl 
have been that natural phenomena are ascribable to the 
presence in aninIals, plants, and things, and in the forces of 
nature, of such spirits prompting to action as men Bre conscious 
they themselves possess. So far as we know, this has been at 
some time or other the faith of all the races of men; and 
a.,"8in, so far as we know, it is a faith that has nowhere been 
given up as unsatisfactory otherwise than gradually on its 
being perceived, from case to case, that the behaviour of the 
forces of nature and of the bodies they act upon is not way
ward or wilful, but conformable to law; and until the law has 
been ascertained. This animation hypothesis, held as a faith, 
is at the root of all the mythologies. It has been called 
Fetichism; which, according to the common accounts of it, 
ascribes a life and personality resembling our own, not only to 
animals and plants, but to rocks, mountains,' streams, winds, 
the heavenly bodies, the earth itself, and even the heavens. 
Fetichism thus resembles totemism ; which, indeed, is Fetichism 
plus certain pecnliarities. These pecnIisrities are, (1) the 
appropriation of a special Fetich to the tribe, (2) its hereditary 
transmission through mothers, and (3) its connection with the 
jus connubii. Our own belief is that the accompaniments of 
Fetichism have not been well observed, and that it will yet be 
found that in many cases the Fetich i8 the totem. Be that 
as it may, we may safely affirm that as Fetichism dies slowly, 
withdrawing its spirits from one sphere after another on their 
being brought within the domain of science, 80 it grew slowly 
through various stages of development, bringing the realms of 
nature one by one within the scope of the hypothesis which is 
its foundation. Our information is incomplete; but from all we 
know, the aborigines of Australia are, as theorists, far in advance 
of the Bushmen, Veddahs, A ndamans, and Fuegians, while it.l 

• 
1 Himavat (the llimalayu) ... a great Hindu god. He had god&. 

claaghtmo; ..... GaDga (the GaDgao), another, U_ "the _ acoUmt of 
goddeoas.' Bee DonoD, DilL Bittd. xytJ&., .... "_Yat." 
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appears they themselves have many steps to take before 
reaching the fulness of the animism of some American Indians. 
They have not yet, for example, so far as we know, vivified 
the heavenly bodies. The Indians, again, have not yet 
advanced so far as the New Zealanders, who assign spirits to 
groves and forests,' as did the Greeks and Romans, while none 
of the peoples last mentioned reached that perfection of 
Fetichism allied to an ontology which is Pantheism.' 

The justification of the ststement that there is no race of 
men that has not come through this primitive stage of specu
lative belief, will [not] be found in this exposition 'in its 
entirety.· We may here say that such a stage is demonstrated 
for the Hindoos and Egyptians by their doctrine of trans
migration. It is of the essence of that doctrine that everything 
has a soul or spirit, and that the spirits are mostly human in 
the sense of having once been in human bodies. All the 
spirits are of course ultimately divine-detached portions of 
the Deity. 

, We find in the Code of Manu that" vegetables, and mi'M'ral 
I11ibsta1!Cll8, worms, insects, reptiles-some very minute, some 
rather larger-fishes, snakes, tortoises, cattle, shakals, are the 
lowest forms to which the dark quality leads [the soul of a 
man]." • A man may after death, according to the shade of 
the dark quality, become an elephant, horse, lion, tiger, boar, 
or a man of the servile class; while, in virtue of the good 
quality, he may rise to the raul!: of the genii, to be a regent 
of the stars, or even a god. This implies, of course, the 
existence of spirits resembling our own of various ranks, from 
those that dwell in minerals and vegetables up to that of 
Brahma. We have a similar implication from the Egyptian 

1 See "The Adventures of Bata," and uThe Children ofHeaveu. and Earth," 
in Gre,.s Polyrwi<m MyUvJlogy. 

• A striking illustration of the gradaality of the ovolntion of I!'eticbillm will 
be found in F>ji a"" 1M F>jitml, P. 241. The Fijians "'" far in advan .. of the 
Tongans. 

• Two popera having a bearing on thia matter, written by Mr. Eo B. Tylor, 
the one on It The Early Condition of Kant" and the other on If Traces of Savage 
Thonght in Modern Civiliaation," both road before the Royal Inatitntion, London, 
are well worthy of being ooD8Ulted. 

• Code, ohap. xii. 'tV. '2. 43; and see chap. i. TV. '9, 50. 
2L 
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doctrine. Let us consider how such a doctrine could have 
arisen.1 

The doctrine connects itself at once with the Cosmogony 
and with ethics. Manu's account of the genesis, from the 
first divine idea to the seed and the golden egg and the 
waters; to the Vedas milked out from fire, air, and the sun; 
and to the final evolution of all Beings, animals, and vege
tables, will be admitted to be as unscientific, or foolish, as 
anything the Austmlians could devise, supposing them to have 
inlagination enough to shape so grand a theory; and it is not 
a whit more ingenious than the Austmlian view of life, taking 
success in getting at the truth as the test of ingenuity. TM 
truth, it may be said, is beyond the reach of speculation. No 
doubt; this fantastical doctrine, however, may safely be 
assumed not to contain it. "A transmigmtory soul" is not 
an hypothesis like phlogiston: the latter explained some 
facts; the former, none. How then did it arise 1 It resulted 
from ethical considemtions, and the theory of the Cosmos. 
But whence came the latter 1 Its source, we think, is in
dubitable. It was a speculation to explain the facts, real and 
imaginary, of existence. That is, in the order of events, 
Fetichism, which assigns "souls" to all things. came first, and 
afterwards the cosmical theory, which explained, ftnter alia, 
.. the souls of all things," the ethical doctrine regulating their 
transferences merely. In other words, had the U souls" not 
been pre-existing we should not have had the theory-1ln 
unquestionable product of human effort to explain facts--nor 
anything resembling it. This, we submit, is the common-sense 
view. The doctrine supervened on a system of ideas com
prising all the elements with which it had to deal The 

1 The oystema of tnDmrigIatioI1 han boeD nrioao. In the. Ilrahmaaic the 
purified 801Il _ to Bnhma; in the Baddhiotic it _ NirYua. The 
Egyptian reoembled the Jkahmudc, .. did the Greeiaa, which .... _ 
iDdigeDoua to 0- D<Jr a popaIar faith. The Jen _ haft had their.,._ 
&om the GftIOk philiJoopbon.. It io taught in the.1loUJoJ4, awl ...... bUJo tho 
BrabmaDl.. The ..,.) of Adam reaPJW&red in DaTid, awl w .. to _~ iD the 
lIImoiah. Some early Christi.ma held the doeIriDe, bat it ............ the ..-I of 
th. ChmdL It .... the <ned of the v •• _.. Orism belieTed it; .. , 
lately, did ~ It 11'&8 indigouoao in GermaDy ODd in _t _ 
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windows in heaven, and the firmament separating the waters 
above from the waters below them, do not more clearly 
demonstrate the old theory of Talin, than this doctrine demon
strates pre-existing Fetichism. 

That the doctrine of transmigration was invented at a 
pretty late date in the progress of the Hindu races we may be 
certain. There is but one sentence in the Rig- Vella. (Hymn i. 
164) which has even been supposed to imply transmigration, 
and it does not do so, we are assured, when the words are 
taken literally in their ususl sense. Yet the belief in the 
soul's life after death may be traced in some of the hymns of 
the Veda. This belief, however, assumes many forms, and the 
present writer has no certain information as to its Vedic form. 
Of the forms it assumes many are highly curious. The 
Australian and Fijian we saw. Among the Tahitians human 
soule were supposed to be the food of their god, and they 
offered to him human sacrifices that he might be fed. The 
Khonds have a limited quantity of soul as tribsl property, 
and they explain their female infanticide by saying that the 
fewer their women are the more soul there will be for the 
men. The customs of some tribes in Madag'ascar show that 
they think that one man may have severs! soule; and not a 
few tribes, holding that the soule of the dead return in their 
new-born babies, bury in the houses or near the doors to 
facilitate the return. 

It is familiar that men everywhere in ancient times be
lieved spirits to inhabit trees and groves, and to move in the 
winds and stars, and that they personified almost every phase 
of nature. We have now seen that such beliefs cannot be 
regarded as having been deduced from the grander doctrines 
of the ancient religions; but that the latter must be regarded 
as having \lean constructed upon such beliefs as their founda
tions. Demons and genii, and the spirits of plants and 
minersls, were older than Brahma; let us hope they will 
not survive him. They are everywhere lively still, even 
in the most advanced nations; and we have not to go very 
far back in time to find them playing a most important part 
in our medics! theories. Demons--a species of disembodied 
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Boyl-Y8&-were connected with diseases by the Jews and 
early Christians, and it is familiar how on one occasion when 
driven out of a man they entered into a herd of swine. The 
genii of the early Itslians-so like the totem-are familiar, 
and even more 80 are the genii of the .A:ralJian NightB. The 
Mahometsns, if they are true to their prophet, must still 
believe. in them. In that very curious book Millhkdtu 'l
M~"', a. record of the sayings and doings of the prophet, 
bearing to be made by those who knew him best--his wives 
and disciples-we find the following, which is pertinent to 
our subject:-

Ibn-Omer said, "I heard his bighn... I8Y, 'Kill mak.., and kill 
the make which haa two black Iinee upon itt hack, and kill the make 
called abter, on 8CC01lIlt of itt small tail; for verily these two kinda of 
make blind the eyee 88 IOOIl 88 they are looked at; and if a pregnant 
woman should Bee them, she would miscarry from fright.'· Ibn-Omer 
says, "J1I8t 88 I w .. about killing a make, Ab1I-LabAbah-An.o&ri called oul 
to me Dot to kill it. Then I said,' Hill highneea ordered me to kill 
them; why do you forbid l' He Mid, 'Hill highn .... after giving the 
order for killing them, said, You mWlt not kill the mak .. that live in 
the housee, because they are not IIII&k.., bnt a kind of genii' n Ab1\. 
Silyih said, "We went to Ab1I-Silid-Khud'hri; and whilst ......... e .. lit
ting. we heard a shaking under hie bedstead ; and we looked and 1&11' a 
make. Then I got up to kill it, and Ab1I-Silid ..... eaying hi. prey .... 
and he made a lign to me to lit down, and I did BQ. And when he had 
finished hie pmy ... , he made a oign towardl • room in his bonae, and 
IBid, 'There w .. a youth in my family lived there who had newly 
married.' Then Ab1I-Siljd oaid, 'We came out of Medlnah along with 
the Prophet, to • trench which ..... digging for fighting, and thie youth 
would ask the Prophet's permiII8ion to return to his house every day at 
noon, wbieh .... granted. Then one day the youth .. ked hie highneM'. 
leave, who IBid, Put ou your armour, becaUIe I am a1armed about you, 
from the evil designs of the tribe of Beni-Kumidhab. Then the youth 
took his anna, and retnrned towardl his honoe; and when he arrived, he 
.... his wife standing between two dOOl'll; and the youth .... about 
piercing her with a 8pOal', being Ieized with jeaIonoy at seeing her stand
ing out of her room ; and she Mid, Withhold your 8pOal', and come into 
the room that yon may oee what hu h1'ougbt me out. Then the youth 
went into the room, and beheld a large make eoiJed up o1eeping upon his 
bed, and he strnck his 8pOal' into the make; then the make attacked 
the yout,h, and hit him, and it w.. not known whleh of them died firIt, 
the make or the yonth. Then I went to the Prophet and mentioned the 
occurrence, and Mid, Supplicate God to give lif. to the youth. Then 
his higbneM IBid, Ask God to forgive your friend; wheref"", do you wiIh. 
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a prayer to be m&de for his life I After that he said, In th ... houseo 
are the genii, some of them believers, and some infidels; therefore when 
you .... anything of tho .. iDhabitants turn them out, but do not hurry in 
killing them, but say, Do not incommode me;. if you do, I shall kill YOlL 

Then if he goes away, so much the better; but if not, kill it, bece.use it 
is an infidel gmWus. And his highness said to the youth'. tribe, Take 
him away and bury him. And in one tradition it is thus, that his 
highneas said, Verily there are genii in :Medinah which have embraced 
IslAm j then when you see anyone of them, warn him three days; and 
if he appears after that, kill him, because he is none but an infidel.' " 
Omm Sharic said, .. Ria highness ordered a chameleon to be killed, and 
said, 'It was a chameleon which blew the fire into which Nimrod threw 
Abraham.'" •.• Abfthurairah 'AG.S. .. An ant bit a prophet, and he 
ordered the ant-hill to be burnt, which was done. Then God sent a 
voice tD the prophet, 8Ilying, 'Have you burnt, on account of one biting 
you, a whole multitude of those that remembered God, and repeated his 
name?"'l 

His highness's scientifie views on other subjects were in 
keeping with his zoology. "The genii: he lays it down, 
"are of three kinds. One kind have wings and fly, another 
are snakes and dogs, and the third move about from place to 
place like men."· The third are not so unlike the Boyl-yas. 
In Mahomet's system the devil and bad genii are at the root 
of all diseases except fever, which results from the heat of 
hell-fire, an element of which the Australians are as yet 
ignorant. He be.li.eved, of course, in the evil eye, and in 
spells and amulets, as so many of us still do; but perhaps 
he nowhere appears to more advantage than in his astronomy. 
Stars, he says, were created for three purposes-to embellish 
the regions, to 810M the devil, and for guidance in the forest 
and on the sea. Our poor Wolves, Bears, Beavers, and 
Opossums must be tenderly regarded, and may, we think, 
be believed to be thoroughly earnest in their faith, when 
views like these appear as propounded by the founder of one 
of the greatest existing religions. Of the traces of Fetichism 
among the Greeks and Romans, it would be waste of time to 
say anything. 

We have said enough to prepare the reader for the ex
amination we are about to enter upon, of the evidence of the 

1 VoL ii. p. 310. Book xviii ch&p. iii. Part I. II In aplanation of animals, 
lawful and unlawful, to be saten.'· Calcutta, 1809·10. • Vol. ii P. 314. 
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worship of animals and vegetables among the anciente; 
to give him the feeling that it is not very improbable 
that in classical regions we shall find totems, or something 
like them. 

Let us, however, before proceeding with that examination, 
state the resulte we have reached. We have found that there 
are tribes of men (called primitive) now existing on the earth 
in the totem stage, each named after some animal or plant, 
which is ite symbol or ensign, and which by the tribesmen 
is religiously regarded; having kinship through mothers only, 
and exogamy as their marriage law. In several cases, we have 
seen, the tribesmen believe themselves to be descended from 
the totem, and in every case to be, nominally at least, of ite 
breed or species. We have seen a relation existing between 
the tribesmen and their totem, as in the case of the bear, that 
might well grow into that of worshipper and god, leading to 
the establishment of religious ceremonials to allay the totem's 
just anger, or secure his continued protection. We have seen 
in the case of the BUD, conceived as a being, and having his 

. tribe like any other animal, a first place acquired and 
the honours of a regular worship among tribes still in the 
totem stage, and that it is not improbable the cultus of other 
totems became regular as SUD worship advanced; and in the 
case of the Fijians, where the serpent and not the Bun in
troduced regular religious observances, we have a more 
or lese regular worship of the other totems-ae we seem 
entitled to consider them-cdvanced to the status of gods.' 
We have also seen that while the intellectual condition of 
men that accompanies totemism is well established for all the 
lower races of men now existing, there is mIlCh evidence that 
the higher races had anciently been in a similar condition. 
We have totemism in varions phases attending that condition, 
and having reason to think that the higher races had once 
been in the same condition, we have a probability that they 
also may once have had totems. 

I In aome quarten ill America, images of auimal. haT. heeD found in esea .... 
tiou, _ ..... .;.,.;. that they ...... idolL It will be remembered thoro ..... 
lI1ICh imaga in the San TempI .. of the _ 
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PART IL TOTEM-GODS AMONG THE .ANCIENTS 

We now proceed to examine the cases ,of the ancient 
nations. Inasmuch as these had, before the dawn of their 
histories, advanced far in civilisation (otherwise their histories, 
which depend on monnments and literary records, could not 
have commenced), we should expect that in the interval which 
intervened between their being in the totem stag~upposing 
they were ever in it--and the beginning of authentio records, 
the totems, if they were to become gods, would be 'promoted 
to a distinct place as the gods of the tribes that possessed 
them, and be the objects to them of regular rtlligious worship. 
Looking again to the results of exogamy and female kinship, 
we might expect that while here and there, perhaps, a tribe 
might appear with a single animal god, as a general rule tribes 
and nations should have as many animal and vegetable gods as 
there were distinct stocks in the population. Some one animal 
we should expect to find in a first place among the animal 
gods of a people as being the god of the dominant tribe; but 
we should not expect to find the same animal dominant in all 
quarters, or worshipped even everywhere within the same 
nation. Moreover, since if the ancient nations came through 
the totem stage their animal and vegetable gods must have 
been of more ancient standing than the anthropomorphic gods, 
such as Zeus, Apollo, and Poseidon, we should expect to find 
in the sacred legends some hints of that priority. If we find 
any great nnmber of such gods worshipped by the ancients, 
and if we find hints of their priority; still more, if we 
find tribes named after the sacred animals, and having them 
for their ensigns; and, lastly, should we find the .worshippers 
believing themselves to be, or having traditions, such as the 
Kirghis have, that they were of the stock or breed of the 
animal they worshipped,-then we think we may safely con
clude that so many concurring indications of the totem stage 
having been passed through are not misleading-that, in fact, 
the ancient nations had in the prehistoric times been in the 
same case as that in which we now find the natives of 
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Australia. It will be a confirmation of tills conclusion should 
we find the hypothesis that they had been in the totem stage 
to make intelligible numerous legends that have hitherto 
appeared entirely without meaning. It will be a further 
confirmation should we find that there is evidence that the 
ancient nations had been exogamous, and had the system of 
kinship through females only. 

What evidence then have we to show that the ancient 
nations came through the totem: stage 1 If they did, it was 
in preillstoric times. About these we have some facts preserved 
in the signs of the Zodiac, the majority of which are animals, 
or compounds of human and animal forms. We have another 
set of facts in the fanciful forms of those constellations which 
were figured, preillstorically, in animal forms.' 

Some of the stellar groups, we know, were named after 
gods or deified heroes. Were the animal groups named after 
gods also, or how was it the animals came to be promoted to 
the heavens? There is nothing in the grouping of the stars 
to suggest the animal forms: no one can seriously pretend to 
perceive materials for any such suggestion. The stars, we. 
must believe, were long familiar objects or study and observa
tion before they were grouped and named; that they were 
conceived to be btJings we may 88y we know. How came the 
early students or the heavens to name the groups from animals, 
and even many of the individual stant 1 The probability is, 

1 The Zodia<aI COIl.IteI1atiou figured OIl tlle portieoeo of the T ... pleo of 
Denderah uul Eone, in Egypt, .... of great aotiquity. .. X. Dapail, ill hio 
OrigifU da OuJIu, bas, ""'" _ ..muJ iuTeotigation of the position of theMlignt, 
uul c:aIcuIating JI'I'C"IIion at ita .....t late, arrived at the <ODcluoioD tllet tlle ear_ of them data ""'" 4000...... 11. Fourier, in hio 1I«MrdJa ,., '" 
8"..".., mabo tlle repmeDtatiou at _1800 y .... older thOD X. Dapail. ••• 
The truth ....... to be that DOthiDg ill .. yet definiteJyluunrD or theM ...a...t 
repmeDtatiou; for tlle Ill&llller in ... hidl tlle inveotigalioDo haYe boeD miDd up 
with the Biblical qaeetioa of tlle aotiquity of mao hu _outed aay tnUy 
edeati1ic ......-.h.. -Chamben'. Boqe. art. .. Zodioo. • The IOIlcieat Zodia<aI 
figanoo of tlle Hind..., IIllcient p ......... em-, uull __ ill _ reapeetII 

....... bIe _ of tlle ~ lIr. WilliamI, of tlle .utroDOlllieal &eiety, 
iDfDrmIl .... tllet three of tlle ChineM oigu .... _ ""'" tlle quaiL The 
aymbolo of tlle y-. ill tlle Aztec Cycle ...... _ alter plaota uul auima1L 
Neither theM Dor tlle tiro Iuuubod soda in tlle Aztee Olympaa han yet _ 
eumiDod. 
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that in ancient as in modem times, stars, when nam~o!t'~ 
given names of distinction, that commanded respect, ~ 
veneration; and the suggestion therefore is, that the animals 
whose names were transferred to the stars or stellar groups were 
on earth highly if not religiously regarded. The legends that 
have come down to us, explanatory of the transference to the 
heavens of particular animals, bear out this suggestion. It 
will immediately be shown that nearly all the animals so 
honoured were anciently worshipped as gods. 

Let us see what the animals are. There is first of all the 
serpent in the constellation Serpentarius, which 'some said 
represented lEsculapius; there are also Scorp!o and Draco
the scorpion and dragon; there is the horse--Pegasus; the 
bull-Taurus; the lion-Leo; the dog-Canis (major and 
minor); the swan-Cygnus; the doves (according to some)
the Pleiades; the ram-Aries; the goat---Capricomus; the 
fishes-Pisces; the bear-Ursa (major and minor); the crab 
-Cancer; and the asses' colts-the .Aselli. There are others, 
but this selection will suffice for our purposes at present. 

1.' ~ Serpemt.-We take the case of the serpent first, 
because for several reasons it has been more studied than any 
other. The serpent faith was very wide-spread, and it has 
attracted special notice from the part assigned to the serpent 
in Genesis in connection with the fall of man. Faber and 
Bryant have both pretty fully investigated this subject, which 
has also been treated in a separate work by Mr. Bathurst 
Deane.' Lately (in 1864) M. Boudin handled it in what 
may be called a large pamphlet rather than a book, i and 
last year Mr. Fergusson's elaborate work 8 threw much light 
upon it, at the same time that it has done more than any 
previous work to draw public attention to this extraordinary 
religion. . 

It is unnecessary to adduce the evidence which establishes 
the prevalence, in ancient and modem times, of this worship. 

1 TM W,,","p of u.. SerpMII.. London, 1880. 
• 0tdU du PIw1ltu; 0tdU du SerpMII.. Et.1Ida .J...u...opologiquu. Paria, 1864. 
• Tru _ 8..".,., WoroAip, by Jam .. Fergusson, F.&8. India Hnoeum, 

Loudon. 
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It is a fact conceded on all hands, and in Mr. Fergusson's book 
it is demonstrated. That work, also, is very important in this 
respect, that it ahounds in photographic illustrations from the 
Buddhist Topes of Sanchi and Amravati, which enable the 
reader to realise the fact that the worship was real worship. 
Men and women are exhibited in the sculptures in the act of 
adoring the Serpent God, so that the actuality of the worship 
is, by the book, as vividly impreesed on the mind as it could 
be by attendance at divine service in a Serpent Temple--eay 
at Cambodia. In Cambodia, indeed, one would have found 
the god to be a living serpent--a totem-whereas these 
sculptures show that the living serpent had, among the 
Buddhists, lost rank, tke god being a heavenly (Ophi-morphic) 
being whose symbol was a serpent of five, seven, or nine 
heads, such as never had been seen upon earth. In short, we 
are enabled to see from Mr. Fergusson's work that the serpeut 
religion, starting from the- worship of the living animal as its 
root, had grown into a refined faith, comprising a belief in a 
spirit world in which the Serpent God held high rank j and in 
an Olympus in which other gods were combined with him, and 
in which, below the gods, were angelic beings of varinus orders 
of standing and power. It is remarkable that the divine 
nature of these angelic beings in human form is demonstrated 
by serpents springing from behind their backs or from their 
shonlders, as the divinity of angels and cherubs in our own 
symbolism is indicated by their wings. 

Mr. Fergusson's introductory eesay shows that the worship 
of the serpent has, at some time ilr other, found a place in 
the religious system of every raCe of men. It had its place in 
~t and in Palestine, even among the Hebrews j in Tyre 
and Babylon j in Greece and Rome j among the Celts and 
Scandinavians in Europe j in Persis and Arabia; in Cashmere 
and India; in China and Thibet; in Mexico and Peru; in 
Abyssinia, and generally throughont Africa, where it still 
llourisbes as the state religion in Dahomey; in Java and 
Ceylon; among the Fijians, with whom, as we saw, it still 
prevaiU; and in varinus quarters in Oceania. Not lees well 
established is the fact that it was a temllly real faith, with its 
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priests and temples, its highly-organised ecclesiasticism and 
ritual, its offerings and sacrifices, all ordered according to a 
code. The code, the ideas of the divine government, the god 
himself even, varied from point to point, there being no more 
uniformity observable here than elsewhere in a matter of faith. 
In one place the god was a living serpent; in ap.other a 
collection of serpents, as if the whole species was religiously 
regarded. Here, again, the object of worship was an image of 
a living serpent; there, an image of a creature of the religious 
imagination-a spiritual ideal-the five-headed, seven-headed, 
or nine-headed Naga. The god in some systems stood alone, 
was the god-God; in others he had associates, sometimes 
equal, sometimes even superior to himself, such as the sun, or 
fire, an anthropomorphic god, the emblems of the procreative 
power, some other auimal, like the horse, or some tree or 
vegetsble, or the ocean. But under all the varieties the fact 
is manifest of the serpent having attained di1J'iJne honours: the 
character of being a good, wise, beneficent, powerful deity, to 
adore and propitiate whom was man's duty and privilege. We 
have ented no authorities in support of these statements, 
because the facts are indisputable and well known, and a 
general reference to the works of Bryant and Fergusson is 
therefore sufficient.1 Two points, however, must be touched 

1 Ao to the doctrimu of the serpent faith, we have, unfortunately, but meagre 
accounts. The Dahom&us have both an earthly serpent and a heavenly. The 
earthly serpent (called Danh gbwe) ia the &rat person in their Trinity, the othe .. 
beingtreeeend the ocean. Burtonaayo ofthiaaerpent, .. It ia esteemed thesuprame 
bliao and general good. It has a thonaand Danh·';' or snake wives, married 
and single votaries, aud ita influence cannot be meddled with by the two othen 
[tre. and oceanl which are subject to it." It is believed to be immortal. 
oDllli.acient, IUld all. powerful In ita worship there an solemn proceasiODl i 
prayers are addressed to it on every occasion, and ans,vered by the snakes in con· 
veraation with the high priea!. The haavenly serpent ia called Denh, end has 
for his emblem a coiled and horned snake of clay in • pot or calabaah.. Be is 
the god of "aa1tb. The priealeaeell, in this aerpent system, are girla .... mbling 
the Nautch girla in the tempI .. of Southern India, end when of age they are 
married to the god, who himself .. 18 his seal upon them, merking them with his 
image under eircnmBtencee end with myoteri .. that are undivnlgad. Ancestral 
worahip is conjoined with that of the BD.&ke in Dahomey, 88 it has been and is in 
other plac8l, and with it almost certainly. and Dot with &erpent-worahip, are 
connected the horrible human eacri1ices that occur on the coast of Guineaa The 
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upon before we can advance with our argument. The first 
respects the antiquity of the faith; and the second, the 
relations between the god and his worshippers. 

(1) Of the great antiquity of the faith there can be no 
doubt. Compared with it, all the religions are modern; they 
imply it at their foundations, and their earliest history is the 
record of its more or less complete suppression or subordination. 
The cultus prevailed, for example, among the Hebrews before 
the true faith. "With the knowledge we now possess," says 
Mr. Fergusson, "it does not seem so difficult to understand 
what was meant by the curse of the serpent [in Genesis]. . . • 
When the writers of the Pentateuch set themselves to intro
duce the purer and loftier worship of Elohim, or Jehovah, it 
was first necessary to get rid of that earlier form of faith which 
the primitive inhabitants of the -earth had fashioned for them
selves." The curse, of course, was not on the serpent, but on 
the cultus. We find a similar story in Persia and in India, in 
both of which places this religion prevailed. "The serpent 

state of our information on the Dahoman re\igioD ia to be regretted, u • miDDte 
knowledge or the belier. or the wonhippen, ODd or their tnditiooo regarding tho 
history or their religioo, would be valuabiAI ill thia inquiry. It ia equally to be 
regretted that we are without cIetaiIs .. to the beller. or th. nak&-..... hippeno or 
India, who, .. e learn hom the Indian ...... opapen, are to be found throughout our 
I!aatem empire. How much have we yet to learn or onr .... temponriee even 1UIder 
the Bame Government with 0IU1Ie1_ I As w. write, • letIer appeare hom Biabop 
Crowther, noopecting aerpenlowerehip at B ....... station or the Niger miIaimJ. 
"No poultry," the Biahop .. }'II, " .... be reond on IICOOIlDt or the make eobn, 
which ia held aaered here. Not to be ldIIed __ ooered, they boeome ~ 
or the buahee, .. d prove • great Il1Iioance to the eouotry. They vO'rf or .... vUited 
the poultry eoopo at night, ODd owallowed aa _y u they .... ted ; ill ..,..... 
quenee or which no poultry eould be kept, either by the nauv .. themaelv ... or 
bylbe _ ill their establiahmente OIl .bore, neither pta, abeep, nor 
amalI pip .... pod them. Tlma Ibe eountry ia Iitonlly impovoriahed by them. " 
To .. ppm the ~tion there are two _ ill the treatT modo ODd 
ametioned by Her Britmoie 1Iojeoty'. eon..d for the Bight or Biaba aDd the 
Island or Femando Po on Boyember 17. 1858, ODe of.lUch I"IID.I tbu ~ 

.. Artide 12. That long detention haYing heretofore oeeurred ill trade, aDd 
much aogry feeIiog haYing been a.dted ill the naUv" hom Ibe deetructioD by, 
white mea ill their ign_ or. eertain apeeioo of bcJa.eonstrieto that vUila the 
h""""", aDd which ia ju-ju, or ooered, to the l!-. U io hereby forbidden to 
all Britiah ... bj_ to harm or dootroy ..,yllll<h make, but they are requiJed, on 
liDding the roptile OIl the pmDiaea, to gin notieo thereof to the ehiel .... ia 
tmm. who it to come aDd remon it awa, ... 
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that beguiled Eve," says Max Miiller, "seems hardly to invite 
comparison with the mnch grander conception of that terrible 
power of Vritrs and Ahriman in the Veda and Avesta." 1 In 
the Avesta there is a great hattIe between ~taona and 
A2hi dahlli, the destroying serpent.' The greatest exploit of 
Indra was the slaying of the serpent Ahi. "Where, 0 Maruts," 
he is made to say in one of the Vedic hymns, "was that custom 
of yours that you should join me who am alone in the killing 
of Ahi." • In another song Traitana takes the place of Indra 
in this battIe; more frequently it is Trita who fights, but 
other gods also share in. the same honour.' 

The result of Mr: Fergusson's investigations is to represent 
serpent-worship as the basis of the religions of India, ex
cepting Sivaism, in which the bull has had the first place." In 
Africa we most probably have the faith as it existed before 
the dawn of history. 

We know from the Egyptian monuments (aaya Mr. Fergusson) that 
neither the phyaical features nor the aoeial status of the negro have 
altered in the slightest degree during the last four thouaand years. If 
the type was then fixed which has since remained unaltered, why not 
his religion abo 1 There aeema no d pMori difficulty. No other people 
in the world aeem ao unchanged and unchangeable; movementa and 
mixtures of racea have taken place elsewhere. Christianity baa swept 
serpent-worship out; of what were the limita of the Roman world, and 
Mahomedanism baa done the aama . over the greater part of Northern 
Airic& Neither influence has yet penetrsted to the Gold Coast; and 
there, apparently, the negro holda his old faith and his old fee1inga fast, 
in spite of the progreaa of the rest of the world. It may he very horrible, 
but, 10 far as we at present know, it is the oldeat of human faiths, and 
is now practised with more completen... at Dahomey than anywhere 
else, at leaat at the present day. 

1 lJAipBfrom" &........ Worla/wp, vol i. P. 166. ' 1Md. p. 100. 
, Milllar', Big· 1'",", s....n.aa, vol i. P. 166 • 
• The Vedio AhiWal three·beaded, like the beoveuly Nagaain Mr. Ferguooon', 

pbotogrsphe, or like the Persian ZohJl.k, only one of ZohJl.k·, three heoda had 
become human. 

• This, wo shall .... ia • very partial view. Beaid .. the aerpent and bull, 
the SOD and moon ; the sheep, goat, and elephant; and the tortoise, fish, boar, 
and lion, enter (u totems) into the basel of the Hindu mythologies. Fire also, 
we may believe, was & totem in India. The Piqua tribe (one of the tribes of 
the Shawan .... ) .... d .... nded from & fabulous man genarated in & _-

AreA. A ...... vol L P. 276. 
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(2) It was common for those who had this worship to 
believe that the serpent was their progenitor. They were 
called, and called themselves, Serpents, after and as being 0/ 
tM breed of their god. Whole peoples, says Bryant, had the 
serpent-name, and counted themselves as being of the Serpent
breed.1 "In Phrygia and upon the Hellespont was a people 
styled ·Orf>Ul"feJl.i~, or of the Serpent-breed, who were said to 
retain an affinity and correspondence with serpents.'" In 
Rhodes, an old name for which was Ophiusa;· in Tenos, one 
of the Cyclades;' in Cyprus, also of old styled Ophiusa and 
Ophiodes ;' in Crete,e and in the island Seriphus; it is related 
there were Serpent-tribes, or, as fable put it, swarms of 
Serpents, the personality of the tribesmen being lost in their 
name, as derived from the god. Sin1i1arly at this day in 
India there are numerous tribes of Nl1{fas on the north-eastern 
frontier, i.e. literally, Serpents, who were undoubtedly so named 
from the Serpent-God, as the Snake Indians are named from 
their totem. The name NI1{f has passed into a family or 
stock name among Hindus generally. Colonel Meadows 
Taylor says, "It is a common name both for males and females 
among all classes of Hindus, from Brahmins down to the 
lowest classes of Sudras and MIechhas." 8 The Thehans were 
esteemed Serpentigenre;' .£gens, one of the Atbenian kings, 
was reputed of the Serpent-breed; 10 and the honour of having 
been first king of Athens was assigned either to t.pa-w, a 
dragon, or to Cecrops, who was W/ a snake u-probably as 
being on the mother's side not of the Serpent stock. Sparta 

1 .dJOeierrl M1JIlwl<>w, voL i. p. 48L The lOr..."... to BrylDt aN to the 
8ecoDd Edition. Londou, 1775 • 

• See Bty ... t vt ..""...; 8_, 1. xiii. 1, p. 880; PliDy, 1. 'rii. e. 2. ! 

.. Crates Pergam.enua in HeIIeopcmto circa Pariam, _ homiDum em- Imditj ; 
q1lOO OpIliogoDa yoeat. • 

• StJabo, nv. 2. • i>tAJz6-t .~,., SUph. Byz. 
• Ovid, Md. L 229. • ADtooiD .. Liben!io, xli.. 
, ViIg. om., P. 477 C" oerpentifenm, • Scaiig... coIL 8traboae, L 5). 
• Tree aM ~ WorMip, Appaldix D. W. iD! ... hom the .-

that Nag is the ....... or. ,.,... 
• SchoL 8oph. .d",;g. 121 • 
.. Tzetzeo, 8dwl. ~ 4M. 
u _ '" lJeg • .dIA.. i. e; Diad. Sic. i. 28 ; Ariotoph. y tIP. 438. 
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is said of old to have swarmed with serpents; 1 and the same 
is related of Amyclre,' in Italy, which was a Spartan colony, 
the meaning of the tradition being that the inhabitants in 
either case were what in India would be called N agas, and in 
America Snakes.· The kings of Abyssinia put the Serpent 
first on their list of kings as the progenitor of the royal 
line. In Peru, where the worship of the serpent was 
conjoined (as in many other cases) with sun-worship, the 
principal deity in the Pantheon was the Sun-Serpent, whose 
wife--the female Serpent or female Sun-brought forth at 
one .birth a boy and girl who became the first parents of 
mankind. So the Carib~ fact already glanced at-relate 
that the first of their race was half a serpent, being the son of 
a Warau woman by a .river-god. Being slain and cut in pieces 
by his mother's brothers, the pieces, when collected under a 
mass of leaves, grew into a mighty warrior, the progenitor of 
the Carib nation.' 

The legends of Cashmere throw not a little light on these 
beliefs. They show us a doctrine resembling that worked out 
in the story of .Elsie Venner-the serpent nature in the human 
body capable of being displaced by a proper human nature. 
An ancestor of Sakya-Muni, for example, fell in love with a 
serpent-king's daughter, and married her. She could retain 
her human body, but occasionally a nine-headed snake sprang 
out of her neck. Her husband having struck it oft' one tinle 
when it appeared, she remained human ever after. Others of 
these legends represent a serpent-king (Nags Raja) as "quitting 
his tank," becoming converted, and building churches; and a 
ainful Brahman as being turned into a Nags, and spending his 
life for some years thereafter in a lake. 

1 Aristot. d4 MiN/). A.wcult. 23. 
, Pliny. NaL HilL iii 6; viii. 29. 
a It is remarkable how many fables become intelligible when read in the 

light of this and oimilar facta which wo ahall produce. Take, for e:mmple, the 
.... of Cadmna .. intarpretad in this light by Mr. Fergusson: .. Cadm .. fought 
and killed the dragon that de.onrod his men, and, BOWing his teeth, roiaed 
ao!diera for his own pnrpoae. In Indian language, ho killed tho Noga ~. 
[Serpent-king) of Thabes, and made Sapoya of his enbjoota." 

• Brett'. ltUli4n 1'ribu 'If Guiana, pp. 890-898. 
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It was a natural consequence of the serpent being believed, 
where 4e was dominant, to be the first father, that he should 
be believed to be the first instructor of men. Accordingly we 
find that it was "the feathered serpent" who taught the Aztecs 
a knowledge of laws and of agriculture, and the principles of 
religion; and Cecrops (who was half a serpent) that introduced 
marriage to Greece, and taught the people law8 and the arts 
of life. 

Let us now see the results we have reached. They are-
1. That the serpent was in numerous quarters of the world 
worshipped as a god by the most diverse races of men. 2. 
That serpent-worship is of the highest antiquity. 3. That 
the worshippers, in many cases, believed themselves to be of 
the Serpent-breed, derived from a serpent ancestor. 4. That 
the worshippers were in numerous cases named after the god 
-&rpen.ta. We now notice (5) that the serpent was used as 
a badge in many cases among the tribes that had the cnltus. 
It was so used, for example, in Egypt, where was the sacred 
serpent Thermuthis. 

The nativ.. are said to have made II8e of it .. a royal tiara ("Y' 
Bryant) with whioh they ornamented the ota_ of loi&l We Ieam 
(rom Diodorus SieulD8 that the kiDga of Egypt wore high boDneto which 
terminated in & ... and hell, and the whole .... 81IlT01lDded with figuree 
of upo. The prieeto likewi.oe on their hcmneto had the repreeentation of 
eerpenta." . 

Menelaus, a Spart&n-and Sparta, we saw, was "Ophite H 

-is represented as having a serpent for a device upon his 
shield." 

The deity might also be expected to find his place on the 
coins of his worshippers, and the ancient coins having the 
serpent are accordingly numerous. It appears on early Egyp
tian coins of uncertain towns, and also on other early African 
coins; on early coins (all of date B.C.) of Heraclea in Lucania; 
of Perinthu8 in Thracia; of Homolinm in ThessaIia; of 
Cassope in Epirus; of Buthrotum and Corcyra in Epirus; of 

I &liaD, Nal. .AIL '" 31 • 
• .A....., Xyfltologr, yoL i. P. 475; Diod. 8Jc, iii. s. 
• P-w, '" 211. 
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Amastris in Paphlagonia; of Cyzicus and Pergamus in Mysia ; 
of Dardanus in Troas; of Cos, an island of Caria; and of 
Magnesia, N acrasa, and Thyatira, in Lydia.' 

2. The Hor8e.-The Horse figures in the heavens as 
Pegasus, and we find him on the coins of numerous cities. 

He is on the coins of various cities of Hispania and Gallia; of 
Fanum in Umbria; Beneventum in 8amnium j Nuceria in Campania; 
Arp;, Luceria, and Salapia in Apulia; Grumentum in Lueania ; Thurium 
in Apulia; lEtua in Sicilia, and also Camarina, Gel&, and Panormus, 
in Sicilia; of Syraeuse; Melita (malta); Pantieap.,um in Taurica; 
Cypsel&, Marone&, lEg08pOtaIDi, and Cardia, all in Thracia; Amphipolie, 
Bottie&, and Thesea\onica, all in Macedonia. On the coins of Theeaalia 
m g_., and on tho.. of Atra", Crannon, Demetriae, Elatea, Gyrton, 
Larissa, Pelinna, Ph&lanna, Pharcadon, Phe."" Perrh.,bia, Ctimene, 
Scotueea, and Trieee, in Th .... lia; of Alyzia in Acarnania; Loeri· 
Opuntii in Locril; Phocians in Phocis j Tanagra. in BCIIotia; Pheneu8 in 
Arcadia; Gargara in Myeia; Parium in Myeia; Alexandria in Tro .. ; 
Cyme in lEolie; Colophon in Ionia; Magnesia in Ionia; Mylaaa in 
Caria; Termeasua in Pisidia j Antioch in Cilieia; Adana in Cilicia. j 
Aninetum in Lydia; Phrygia Epictetus; Lari... in Seleueis; Cyrene 
in Cyrenaica; Tarentum in Calabria, and (adu. Mr. Sini) perliape on 
many others. The coins are all of date before the Christian ere. 

Was the horse, who was thus honoured, a god 1 In the 
photographs in Mr. Fergusson's book we have some evidence 
that he 'l'!'as a god among the serpent-worshipping Buddhists. 
The horse first occurs in Plate xxxv. Fig. 1. Mr. Fergusson 
remarks on it," In this bas-relief the principal object is the 
Sacred Horse, richly caparisoned, who heads the procession, 
and towards whom all eyes were turned; . . . behind him a 
chief in his chariot, bearing the umbrella of State, not over 
himself, but apparently in honour of the horse." It next 
occurs along with SiddMrtha on Plate liL, but the worship in 
this case seems to be all given to the prince. It occurs 
again on Plates lxxx. and lxxxi. On these Mr. Fergusson 
observes:-

Figs. 2 and 3 of this Plate ( .... hu.) and Fig. 3 of Plate lnxt, 

1 The llioto of ooins oited in this paper have boon fnrnishod to the writer by 
on .... mplliohod numismatist, Mr. George SUn, Curator of the Coins in the 
Antiqnerisn .Mneoum, Edinburgh. 

2M 
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instead of the emblems w. are U8Ually accustomed to, contain tw, 
medallions, the upper repreaenting the wOl'Ohip of the Boroe, the lowe. 
Buddha, seated croee-legged, surrounded by listenel'O or adore.... AI ... 
heve frequently had occasion to remark, the Bone plays au importan 
part in the acuIptures at Amravati. It is once repreaented as honou .... 
at Sanchi; but this form of ",ol'Ohip 0C<lUl'8 here eeveral tim .. , bu 
nowh.re 10 prominently as in thoee three Dagobaa (and it is to b 
presumed thet there was a fourth). It is not easy to say whet .... are ~ 
underotand from the prominence of the Boroe in mch a potition as this 
Is it an importation from Scythia, brought by immigranuo from tha 
country I Is it the Boroe of the Sun or of Poseidon I Is it tho 
Avalokiles'vara of the Thibetan fablta 7 Some one must answer who • 
more fami1iar than I am with Eastern mythology. At preaent it will b 
aulIicient to recall to memory how important a part the Horoe aacrifice 
or As'wamedhe, plays in the Mahibhirata, and in all the mythic histol"] 
of India. Whet is still more curious is, thet the wOl'Ohip of the H""" 
still seems to Iinger in remote parte of India. At least, in a recent wod 
by Mr. Hislop, mieaionary at Nagpore, edited by Sir R. Temple, he [lh 
Hislop] deecribea the religion of the Gonda in the following nine ... arda 
"All introduce figoree of the" horoe in their wOI'8hip." Other instanCOl 
might, no doubt, be found if looked for; but the subject is new and 
unthought ot 

H Mr. Fergusson had looked further in Mr. Hislop's book 
, he would have found that the fact of horse-worship is not left 
to inference or conjecture. In a footnote at p. 51, Sir R. 
Temple says: "The god Koda Pen, or Horee-god, is IIOlll& 

times worshipped by the Gonds, and 80metimes there are 
sacred images of this animal" So we have in India a horse
god now. What tribes besides the Gonds have worshipped 
him? 

The horse occurs again in Mr. Fergusson's platea. In 
Plate xcv .. Fig. 4, he is introduced in mid-a.ir, alongside the 
wheel (a Buddhist idol '), as an object of equal reverence; and 
on a piece of sculpture, where the wheel just above him is th~ 
special object of worship. In P1ate xcvi., Fig. 3, he iee~ 
from the portal with the umbrella of State borne over him, the 
hem of the representation. The same subject is repeated 011 

another slab, Plate xcviii, Fig. 2. The opinion formed by lIi 
Fergusson is that the bas-relieCs show that the horse was aD 

object of reverence, if not exactly of worship, at Amravati, and 

I 800 Eukiel, <hap. So n'. 8 If. 
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that the reverence paid to him is the counterpart of the worship 
of the bull Nandi by the Shi vites. 

Let us now see what evidence there is of this worship else
where. Mr. Bryant supplies a goodly array of facts. In his 
Essay 1 on Metis and Hippa, after disposing of the former as one 
of the most ancient deities of "the Amonians," represented 
under the symbol of a beautiful female countenance surrounded 
with serpents, he proceeds to say:-

Hippa. was another goddess of like antiquity, and equally obBold<. 
Some traces, however, are to be still found in the Orphic verses, by which 
we may discover her original character and department. She is there 
represented as the nurse of DionyBU8, and seems to have been the same as 
Cybele, who was worshipped in the mountains of Phrygia, and by the 
Lydiano upon Tmolne. She is said to have been the Soul of the World 
---.!H ~v 'Yap' I,.."." 'l'OV 1I'&V'I'o, 0&-" YroX~ :' and the person who re
ceived and foetered Dionysus when he came from the thigh of hie father.s 
This hietory relates to hie second birth, when h. returned to a second 
state of childhood. Dionysus was the chief god of the Gentile world, and 
worshipped under various titles, which at length came to be looked on 
as different deities. Most of these eecondary deities had the title of 
Rippius and Rippia; and as they had female attendants in their templee, 
th .... too, had the name of Hippai. What may have been the original 
of the term Hippa. and Hippus will be matter of future diequisition. 
Thus much is eertain, that the Greeks uuiformly referred it to Hid .... 

Ares was Hippius;' so was Poseidon, although a god of 
the sea, being so called from raising a horse out of the earth in 
his contest with Athene for the superiority at Athens;· but 
Athene herself was Hippie., as were also Demeter and Hera.· 
Demeter, styled Hippa, the Greeks represented as turned into 
a mare; 7 Hippius Poseidon, in like manner represented as a 
horse, they supposed in that shape to have had an intimate 
connection with the goddess.·' The nymph Ocyroe was chang~d 
into a mare, and so was Philyra, whom Saturn, in the shape 

1 VoL ii. P. 27. 
• See, in proof of this, OryMr. ~. 48; Orpheus erneri Lipehe, 1764, 

p.401. 
I Ory/>. Hymr&. 48, 49. • Pa\1S&ll. Y. 15 • 
• Serv. ad (hqrgiI:. L 12. • Pauaan. I ... 
7 PausaUo viii. 25, § 6 ; and tee Smith', Did. I.V. II Arion." 
I Ovid, M<Iam. vi 118. 
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oC a horse, followed neighing over the mountains of Thes 
saly! 1 

Bryant, who conceived that the ancients knew nothing 0 

their own mythologies, and whose great discovery was thai 
every mythological fact anywhere to be fonnd related either t< 
Noah, the ark, or the deluge, thinks the Greeks were quit< 
wrong in fancying Hippa and Hippus to have had anything t< 
do with the horse. These gods, he says, came from Egypt 
and were one with the snn and Osiris, and ultimately with thE 
ark' He tells us, however, that the lwrse Qike the ox and 
eagle, which we shall see were gods) was a sacred symbol in 
Egypt, where almost every animal, from beetles to bulls, wae 
worshipped, so that the Egyptians made the mistake equally 
with the Greeks, if there was one. Mistake or not, there is 
no question of the reality or the faith that followed on it. 
The horse-gods and mare-goddesses had their temples and 
regular worship, and not only gods and goddesses, but places. 
and presumably tribes of men, were named from the hol'l!e. 
There were the Hippici Montes in Sarmatia ; QI1I"II"ov I<"'fII'/ in 
Lyeia; QI1I"II"oll UP'" in Libya; and a town Hippos both in 
Sicily and in Arabia Felix! The horse-name occurs frequently 
in composition, as in Hipporum, Hippouris, Hippana, Hip
ponesus, Hippocrene, and many others; and, indeed, horse
names are 80 frequent in Homer alone-& fact observed by 
Mr. Gladstone-&a to suggest that there were horse-tribes in, 
and bordering on, Greece, as there were Nagas and Ophites. 
One of the twelve Athenian tribes was Hippotboontis,' their 
eponymous progenitor Hippothoon, who was nurtured by mares!tj 
lEolus and his family were Hippotades." and a village in the 
tribe <Eneis was Hippotamada.7 There was a tribe, Hipporere."i 
in. Upper lEthiopia, and the Hippopodes were a people at 
Scythia, who had horses' feet!' There was a city Hippo~ 

I <md, JI-. ii. 88S; ViJg. Getwg. iii. !12. 
• Vol ii. p. 408. That the _ ohoald be idea_with the Sun " ..w 

.e ahoald expect. • • Agathem. ii. I' ; 8teph. Bp:. . 
• IIackh, Corp. I ...... AIL 40, 45, 48, 511, elL; ponas, rii. 110. 
o HygiD. rab. 187. • Hom. (Ii. '" 2, elL 
• 8teph. Bp:. 0 PIia. Hilt. NaL ri. 10. 
• DUm,.. Per. 310; PIia. NaL Hilt. it'. l3, • 'l7, _ 
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in Carla, and another of that name in Libya.' There were two 
towns called Hippo in Africa, and a town Hippola in the 
Peloponnesus; also a Hippo in Spain, and a. town of the 
Bruttii, now Monte Leone." 

The horse appears on the coins of four cities of Thrace, 
where were the horses of Diomedes, that.fed on human flesh 8 

-a suggestion that these horse-tribes men were cannibals. 
Bryant says these horses were the priests of Dionysus; 11,18 
theory also is that they were men. When we turn to Thessaly 
----equ<»"'IJR altriaJ--on the coins of fourteen towns in which 
we find the horse, we are in the country of the Centaurs, half 
men and half horses-no doubt men who were yet called 
horses, after their animal god. Their battle with the Lapithre, 
springing out of a quarrel at the marriage of Hippodanlla, is 
famous in fable.' Chiron, the most celebrated of the Centaurs, 
was a son of Saturn (by repute), who changed himself into a 
horse to avoid his wife Rhea.' Intinlate relations these be
tween the horse and the oldest anthropomorphic gods. He 
was the instructor of mankind in the use of plants, the study 
of medical herbs, and the polite arts, having in these even the 
great serpent lEsculapius for a pupiL" Finally, Jupiter ma.de 
a constellation of him under the name Sagittarius. T 

Pausanias says that Demeter, worshipped by the Phigalians, 
was represented as a woman with the hea.d of a horse." Marus 
Balus, an old Italian god, who lived three times, was biform, 
half man, half horse." In. Pegasus we have a winged horse 
sprung from the blood of Medusa, that flew up to heaven 
immediately on being born. 10 He was the favourite of the 
Muses, figured in various exploits on earth, and was finally 
placed among the constellations." He was the special insigne 
of Corinth, and occurs on ancient coins of that place, of Syra.
cuse, 1l.Ild Corcyra. 11 A Gaulish coin belonging to the first 

1 8toph. By .. 
, 8llabo, xvii. 8, § 18; Stopb. Bys. ; Plin. Hiat. Nat. iii. 1, § 3; Pompon. 

ldela, ii... • Lucret. v. 29, etc. • OdYBI. xxi 295, eta • 
• TzetzeB ad Lycophron. 1200. • Pind. PgtA. iii. 8, etc. 
, Ovid, Fait. v. '14. 8 Till. 42. • &liAu. Yew. HilL ix. 16: 
.. Hoo. TMog. 281, etc. U Ovid, F08I. iii. '57. 
IS Spa.wmK N-, voL i. pp. 27i III "'/. 
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century B.C. has the horse with a human head. We have 
heavenly horses in Homer; the horses, ordinary and winged, 
of Agni, Indra, and Soma, and the eight-legged horse of Odin. 
There is a controversy as to whether Agni himself was 
not a horse.' In Max Miiller's Rig- Veda, Sankitii (p. 15) the 
reader will find the IJistinguished professor combating Messrs. 
Boehtlingk and Roth over certain Vedic passages, in which 
these gentlemen, in their Dictionary, eay: "He (Agni) him
self appears as a red horse." We cannot pretend to enter into 
the merits of the controversy, but the reader may already be 
eatisfied that an Agni Hippius should create no more wonder 
than a Hippiu8 Poseidon." 

We conclude, then, that the horse had been anciently a 
god in India, in Egypt, in Greece, and many other quarters ; 
that it was such before most of the deities figuring in the 
Olympus appeared; that it became the insigne of many tribes 
of men; and that it is certain there were numerous tribes 
named after it. 

3. The Bvll.-The Bull figures in the heavens; and bulls, 
bisons, minotaurs, and parts of these on coins are too numer
ous for specification. A few will be found figured in the 
Numismata. Spa.u.emii. As the bull and cow are well-known 
eacred animals, we may be brief with them. 

The living animal (say. Bryao1) .... in many plaeea held ooered, 
and reverenced .. a deity. ODe inatance of this ..... at Hempbio, where 

I Whether be .... a h .... or Dot, be .... -"11 a pt, ..... ahaU -. 
Like the other ....... .godo, be ..... in turD idealilled with the WIelD, .. bateYer it 
..... of tho tribe that I<>ok him up. 

• See Big-V .. 8aMiI4, pp. U·IS; aDd _ P. '1f/. JD the Padma PuriJja, 
KrUhDa iD the fonD of • hone io _ted u -ms the y_ ... """ .. the 
worlds· .. ere _ up ()laD'. T..u, yo!. iii IOCOIId ediliDD, P. 28); aDd in 
the Vio~ PIriqa .... ban tba Sua ... hone teo<biDg a ~tribe-mm 
..ned VigiDo (i.e. h ..... ), from beiDg _ by the Sua·bone ()laD'. TtzU, 
yoL iii _ ell. p.51; aud_p. 62). Tbebone gi ... biauometo. BnbmMie 
gvtza. The Sua (Mitya) __ ogaiD .. a horae iD the c;.tap.tba Bnb_ 
(hi. yo!. iy. P. 112; aDd ... yoL i. IOCOIId ell. pp. m. aDd 1~ .. here the h .... io 
.... ideatiDed with Yarna aDd Trita.) W. ban DO doubt that _ putioIooa-: 
tributioDo to eueimt ludiau li_ .. ere made by mea 01 the hone otoek. 
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they worshipped the sacred hull Apia; 1 and another was to he found at 
HeliopoJis, where they held the bull Mnevis in equal veneration.' The 
like cu.tom waa observed in Mo.memphi2, AphroditopoJis, and Chuaa, 
with this difference, that the object of adoration in these places waa an 
heifer or cow." 

The anllna.J. was also worshipped under symbols, or as re
presented by images. We see this illustrated in the case of 
the Jews, who fell into the idolatry with the sanction of Aaron 
himself.' An apology made for Aaron is, that he adopted this 
inlage not from Apis or Osiris, but from the 0MrulJiJm, having 
the faces of oxen!· The idolatry was probably never fully 
suppressed. It was openly renewed under Jeroboam, who 
made two calves, and set one up in Bethel, the other in Dan. 
In this case, as in the preceding, the calf was recognised as 
the god that had brought the people out of the land of Egypt! 
The calves of Jeroboam are spoken of by Hosea (x. 15) as 
young tXYW8; as also by the Septuagint and by Josephus, who 
says that Jeroboam made two heifers of gold, and consecrated 
to them two temples. The Bull Nandi is, at the present day, 
a quasi-god in India, worshipped by the Shivites; while by all 
Hindus the cow is religiously regarded. Of course, in Bryant's 
system, the bull is N oab, while the crescent on the side of 

_ Apis is the Ark. Everyone knows what cows are in the 
Dawn system of Mr. Max Mtiller. 

As in the case of the serpent and ho.rse, the religious 
imagination conjured into existence a variety of spiritual 
bovine beings-bulls with men's bodies, men with bull's 
bodies, bulls with two heads, and so forth. Astarte, we saw, 
had, according to Sanchoniatho, a bull's head, and Diana was 
worshipped by the Scythre, under the title of Tauropolus 6 and 
Taurione: In the Orphio fragments Dionysus is represented 
as having the countenance of a bull, and elsewhere as being a 

J Herod. ii. 168. • Plutsrch do I •. It 0 •• 88. 
I Vol. ii. p. 416. ambo, nii. I, 122; 1i>id. ISS; lEIian, Nat.~"im. x. 27. 
e See a curious chapter on thia subject in Lewis, ~, vol iii. p. 82. 
, The later Jews 881 th&t the insigne of the tribe of Ephraim was an ox.. 
• Eurip. Iplo. T ....... 1467; AriJtoph. Lg .. 447; Soph. Ai.." 172-
, Suidao. 
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buILl In Argos he was fJoUYEl"i~, the offspring of a bull; I 
TaVPO"fevt}~ is one of his epithets in the Orphic hymns.s 
Poseidon was Taureus' as well as Hippius, and so also was 
Oceanus.' The bull-faced people are frequent in tbe legends 
of India, where the bull i8 a god; and in Japan we find a 
deity, Goso Tennoo-the ox-headed prince of heaven.. 

The people of the Tauric Chersonesus were named, accord
ing to Eustathius, from the bull-Taurus-ol 8~ Taupo, 1';' 
e8/Jo~ a.ro TOU v..;ov Tavpov, 4>-t, IU1.'XoVvT",.7 So were the 
following mountains, places, and peoples :-Taurus, Taurania, 
Tauries, Taurenta, Tauropolis, Tauropolium, Taurominium, 
Tauri, Taurini, and Taurisci. 8 How far the god might be 
followed as gi ring names to other places and peoples by the 
process of etymologically analysing the names in different 
languages, we have not the means of ascertaining. 

We have found the bull figured in the heavens and on 
numerous coins, and giving his name to numerous tribes of 
men, worshipped as a god, and regarded as the father and first 
lawgiver by his worshippers. We have found him also in 
intimate relations with the earlier gods and goddesses, who 
either drew titles from him or wore bis form, as if they 
supervened upon a system in which he had been chief, and 
from which, in the process of time, they displaced him. His 
case thus resembles that of the two animal gods previously 
considered. 

4. The Lion.-The Lion is in the heaven as Leo, and 
figures on the ancient coins of many cities, e.g.:-

On ooiDs of HiopaDia and GaIlia ;' Teat.. in Marracini; Capua in 

J 0rp1&. e"... .... 30, 4S; Lye. ea... 209; It 8ehoL fMd. 
• Plutareh de hid. It Orir. 85; ~ 9n!orxz, 36. 
• 0rp1&. hag. 28. 
• Heoiod, Be. 106; H""1Ch.; a_til. ad IUod. ii. 381. 
• "BuIl·beaded.· £uriI' On& 1377. 
• Koonpfer'o J-. P. 418, eited by lIIpm. 
7 E...tath. ad DioayL pmq. 308. 
• 8leph. Byz.; c-. l1dl. en.. ii. '; 8trab. m. .. jy. a, • 12, lite. 
• lIIr. lohn a ...... in hit .ork OIl BrUi.M Coiu, P. 180, -1' the liou In

fII'1IIlr ........ on GauIioh coiDa. 
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Campa.nia; Arpi in Apulia; VenUBia in Apulia; P"",tum in Lucania; 
Heraelea &nd Vella in Lncania; Rhegium in Bruttium; Leontini, 
Panormns, Syncuse, &nd Measana, in Sicilia; Chersoneaus Taurica (Pan
ticapreum); Tomis in Mresia Inferior; Abders, Perinthns, Cardia, Lyai
macllla, &nd the Chersonesus, in Thraeia; Thasos; Amphipolis, Macedonia; 
Th .... Ji& in g __ ; Coreyra in Epirue; HerBel .. in Acarnania; Corinthus 
in Aehaia; Gortyus in Creta; Adrianotherae vel Hadrianotherae in 
Bithynia; Metroum in Bithynia; Germe in Mysia; Magneaia and Miletns 
in Ionia; Smyrna in Ionia; Aeraons, Apollonia, Attalis, Bloundns, Gordns, 
Hyreania, Magnesia, Philodelphia, Srettae, Bardee, Silandns, Temenothyroe, 
Thyatira, all in Lydia, being thirteen towns; Aemonia, Cadi, Cibyra, 
Pelt.., Sal., and Synaus, towns in Phrygia; Peaoinns in Galotia; eyrene 
in Cyrenaica; in Libya in grnere. The caine are all of date before the 
Christian era. 

Was the lion, who was thus honoured, a god? He was; 
but his worship must have early become obsolete, as we have 
only one well-vouched instance of it within the historical 
period, namely, in Leontopolis, the capital of a district of the 
same name in Egypt. lElian and Porphyry both say it was 
worshipped there-was the deity of the place.' There is a 
considerable amount of evidence, however, that this animal 
had, i;' prehistoric times, been more generally worshipped, 
and that tribes of men had been named after him. 

We have become familiar with compounds of human and 
bestial forms in connection with the worship of the serpent, 
horse, and bull; the serpent body with human head; the 
female human form with one or more horse - heads; the 
Minotaur; and should expect that if the lion were a god, he 
should, by the same mental processes, be made to enter into 
similar compounds. Since we have hinl in one place as a 
god, and have him in the heavens and on numerous coins, and, 
what is familiar, as the symbol of many tribes, should we find 
such a compound of the human and leonine forms worshipped, 
venerated, or feared, or with a remarkable hold on the inlsgina
tions of men, it will not be unreasonable to infer that the 
compound had an origin similar to the others we have become 
acquainted with. Now we have such a compound in the 

I Bryant's O~ GIld Inguiriu, Cambridge, 1767, p. 130 • .!!lian "" 
.l1Oim4l. lrli. 7. Porph. "".lbIt. iv. 9; of. Strah. uii 1, § 40. 
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Sphinx, which therefore may throw some light on the cultus 
of the lion. I In the Egyptian hieroglyphics, we are told, the 
sphinx hears the name of Nth or Lord, and Akar or Intelligence 
-the form of it being a lion's body with human head. The 
Great Sphinx at Gizeh is colossal, and hewn out of the natural 
rock' It is of great antiquity-an age at least equal to the 
Pyramids. In front of the breast of this sphinx was found, in 
1816, a small chapel formed of three hieroglyphical tablets, 
dedicated by Thothmes III. and Rameses IL to the sphinx, 
whom, it is said, they adored as Haremukhu, i.e. the sun on 
the horizon. 8 The fonrth tablet, which formed the front, had 
a door in the centre, and two couchant lions placed upon it. 
"A small lion was found on the pavement, and an altar 
between its fore-paws, appat:ently for sacrifices offered to it in 
the time of the Romans.'" In 1852 discovery was made of 
another temple to the south of the sphinx, built at the time of 
the fourth dynasty, of huge blocks of alabaster and granite, 
and which was most probably, like the former, devoted to its 
worship. Numerons sphinxes have been found elsewhere in 
Egypt, as at Memphis and at Tanis. That found at the latter 
place is assigned to the age of the Shepherd dynasty. Sphinxes 
have also been found °in Assyria and Babylonia, and they are 
not uncommon on Phrenician works of art. Mr. Layard 
mentions having dug out of the Mound of Nimroud "a CTouch
ing lion, rudely carved in basalt, which appeared to have fallen 
from the building above, and to have been exposed for centuries 
to the atmosphere"; also a pair of gigantic winged bulls, and 
a pair of small winged lions, whose heads were gone. Human
headed lions he found, of course; also human figures with 
lions' heads.. 

I The reader 1riIl fiDd & long _tile 011 the SphinJ: in the N_ 
l/p»tlIem.U. .here 0100 the SphinJ: ;. figured 011 _enl _ It 10 hardly 
~ to ., it g COIDJDOD OIl coiD:L 

• It io upwudo at 172 teet long ODd li6 teet high. 
a .. Isis IAIb forma Leonie: itidem. et cam facie maliebri ocemrit DOII1lUIlqUID 

in u1lllUllia Egyptiorum oicuti in quodam ADtoniDi Pii qu __ Gua JiIedieoa." 
-SpaMnoii Nu .. -, tmD. i. De /IpJWII1J< ............... 

• 800 article "Sphinx," Cbambon'. Etoeto-, ODd _ there cited. 
• Ni....,u" yoL ii. p. t63. 
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The Egyptian sphinx had the whole body leonine, except 
the face, and thia would appear to be the most ancient form; 
the sphinxes with wings are later, and are supposed to have 
originated with the Babylonians or Assyrians. The Greek 
sphinxes were still further from the primitive type; they were 
all winged, and had other elements in their composition besides 
the human and leonine. Probably they were unrelated to the 
Egyptian as an original. The Theban sphinx, whose myth 
first appears in Hesiod (Theog. 326), had a lion's body, female 
head, and bird's wings-a suitable emblem, we should say, for 
a composits local tribe comprising lions and, say, eagles or 
dovea 1 She was a supernatural being, the progeny of the 
two-headed dog of Geryon, by Chimrera;' or of Typhon, by 
Echidna.8 On either view she had lion kiudred, for Typhon, 
although a Naga, had one celebrated lion among hia offspring, 
the N emean lion to wit,' who infested the neighbourhood of 
Nemea, filling its inhabitants with continual alarms. The 
first labour of Hercules was to destroy him, and the N emean 
games-instituted in honour of one who had fallen a victim 
to a snake "-were renewed to commemorate the destruction 
of a lion! A strong suggestion, thia, of the new-comers, the 
Heraclidre, being alike antipathetical to the snakes and lions,
to the tribes, as we read it, who had these aninlals as gods, 
and were called after them. 

Lion names were common, and the name remains. We 
believe the result of inquiry will be to establish, by etymo
logical evidence, that the animal gave its name to numerous 
tribes. Such evidence as we have to adduce of thia fact, how
ever, will be better appreciated when produced further on in 
thia exposition. 

6. The Dog.-The Dog gives its name to three constslla
tions-Canis Major, Canis Minor, and Cauicula, as well as to 
the stars Canis Sirius (Calum Sehwr), the brightest in the 
heavens; Procyon and Cynosura, "the dog's tail" It appears 

1 Eurip. PhmL 1023; Pal .. phatua do Fabrdill; &hoI. Enr. PMm. 45, 806; 
Apollod. BibL iii. 5, 8. • HOI. I ... 

• Apollod. BibL iii. 5, 8. • lb. ii. 5. • lb. iii 6, 4. 
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on various ancient coins; for example, on uncertain coins of 
Etruria; on coins of Pisaurum in U mbna; Ratria in Picenum ; 
!.arinum in Frentani; on the coins of Campania in genere, 
notably of N ucena in Campania; of Valentia in Bruttium; 
Agyrium in Sicilia; of Eryx, Messana, Motya, Panormus, 
Segesta (very many), and Selinus, all in Sicily; of Chersonesua 
Tauries; Phalanna in Thessalia; Corcyra in Epirus; Same in 
Cephallenia; Cydonia in Crete; .Colophon in Ionia, and Phocrea 
in Ionia. Besides these, which are all of date B.C., there are 
coins figured in the Numimnnia. Spa.,.kemii with the legend 
of the dog Cerberus, and one in Mr. Evans's British, Ct>i1l8, 
of which that learned author says :-

The reverse is very remarkable, and must be regarded .. in oomo 
manner connected with the early British mythology, though I must eon
fess myself entirely at a 10lIl to offer any oatisfactory elucidation at the 
device. The attitude of the dog [which baa OM at ita fore feet placed on 
a serpeutl is very like that in which it is represented on the omall b ..... 
coins of Campanian fabric, bearing the name at Roma, hut there is no 
serpent on those coina The type is hitherto unpublished, and belongs 
to the third clau at the coins at Cnnobeline-those with the name at his 
eapital upon them.' 

With such facts before ns, and the knowledge we have 
already attained to of their probable significance, it need not 
surprise us to find that the dog was a deity. Bryant, after 
doing all he could to work him into his Ark scheme, has to 
confess that his view, that the belief in the worship of the 
dog was derived from Caben being the Egyptian name for a 
priest or sacred official, won't meet the facta. 

Though I have eudeavonred to ohow (he oayo) that the term at 
.... hich I have been v.ting ...... greatly misapplied in being 10 uniformly 
referred to doge, yet I do not mean to inoinnate that it did not oometimea 
relate to them. They were distingniohed by this oaered litle, and were 
held in oome degree at l'eneration.' 

The facts are as follows r-Juvenal states that dogs were 
worshipped in some places, "oppida tota canem venerantur 8 ;' 

J Evano, BrUiM CoIu, po 31 •• • VoL i. p. 35L , 8aLU,y. 8. 
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Diodorus Siculus says the same thing; 1 Plutarch relates that 
in Egypt they were !wI'll, but not after the tinle of Cambyses, 
when they misbehaved themselves by devouring the bull Apis, 
whom that king slew;' and Herodotus informs us they were 
so regarded by the Egyptians in his own tinle that when a 
dog died the members of the family it belonged to shaved 
themselves all over.· 

The dog was called Cahen and Cohen-a title given by 
the Egyptians to the aninlal and vegetable gods they wor
shipped in general-( query, an equivalent of totem 1); and 
while the living dog was thus esteemed, there were spiritual 
dog-beings or gods, such as Canuphis, or Cneph (Anuphis and 
Anubis of the Greeks and Romans), some represented as 
having the human body and dog's head, and others conceived 
as having the full canine figure, with one, two, or more heads, 
just as in the case of the heavenly N agas, bulls and horses. 
As the auimals last named gave titles to the gods who super
seded them, so did the dog; Hermes 4 was a dog. Hecate had 
three heads,-one a dog's, one a horse's, and one a boar's,
which suggests, on the system of interpretation we have been 
propounding, that she originated in a compromise of a local 
tribe, which contained gentes of the dog, horse, and boar stocks. 
The boar will be shown to have been a god,-at least a totem. 
In a temple of Vulcan near Mount Etna was a breed of dogs 
that treated good men gently, and were ferocious to bad men, 
which is curious, as we have ainIilar fables respecting serpents 
in Syria (given by Aristotle),' and birds in the islands of 
Diomedes (given by Pliny).' On these dog-beings Bryant has 
some remarks in which we are disposed to concur. .. When I 
read of the brazen dog of Vulcan," he says," of the dog of 
Erigone, of Orion, of Geryon [a two-headed dog], of Oms, of 
Hercules, of Amphilochus, of Hecate, I cannot but suppose 
that they were titles of so many deities, or else of their priests, 
who were denominated from their office." T 

1 L 18. • 1M. It 0 ..... 44. • Ii. 66. 
• Plut. do l.id. " 0 ..... zL ; Porphyr. do.;l.1>II. Iii. 16. 
• Do Mirab. .;I......u. 161. • PliD. NaJ. Hiat. z. 61. 
r Bryant, voL L P. 8'7. 
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There were dog-tribes as a matter of course. Such WE 
must assume the Cynocephali in Libya to have been, whom 
Herodotus mentions as a race of men with the heads of dogs; I 
named, as Bryant observes, from their god-fable adding thE 
physical peculiarity in explanation of the dog-name. lElian 
and Plutarch, besides bearing witness to the veneration paid 
to dogs in Egypt, relate" that the people of Ethiopia had a 
dog for their king; that he was kept in great state, being 
surrounded with a numerous body of officers and guards, and 
in all respects royally treated. Plutarch speaks of him 8.ft 

being worshipped with a degree of religious reverence. n • No 
doubt they had heard something like this, and miaunderstood 
it. The king was a dog, in the same way that a Naga P.aja 
is a serpent, and the reference is to a dog-tribe. What the 
lamented Speke tells of the traditions of the Wahuma in 
Central Africa suggesta to us that inquiry may yet show that 
there W<Z8 a tribe in that quarter with the dog for its totem, 
and it is probably there still' 

6. The Swan.-The Swan is in the heavens as Cycnus, 
and figures on the coins of Camarina in Sicilia; Leontini in 
Sicilia ; Argiasa in Thesaalia; Clazomerue in Ionia; on the 
coins of other uncertain cities of Ionia, and of Eion in Mace
donia. The coins of Eion, says Mr. Sim, are of date 500 B.C., 

while the others having the swan are probably of date about 
300 B.C. 

We have no direct evidence of the swan having been a 
god-that is, having temples of his own; but two great gods, 
Zeus and Brahms, wore his form, and the latter was named 
after him; and there is a considerable quantity of myth and 
fable explainable on the supposition that the bird had been at 
least a totem. Mr. Evans inclines to think the swan was 
Phrenician. It is found figured on ancient Phrenicia.n works 
of art. 

J Herod. iy. 191 ; Isidor. Hisp. Orig. zi. a. 
• BryaDt, .. 01. L P. 829; &liaa d< NaL .A ....... rii. 40; Plat. tMh. -. zi. 
• Spoke'. JOIM'7IDl, pp. 252, 267. ' 
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Three persons Itre named by Ovid as having been changed 
into swans :-a son of Poseidon, who was killed by Achilles 
before the metamorphosis; a son of Apollo, who in a fit of 
vexation committed suicide, and was changed into a swan; 
and a son of Sthenelus, of Liguria, who in his affliction for the 
death of his friend Pha.ethon was changed into a swan.' Of 
the last story there is another version given by Lucian, who 
speaks of swans in the plural in his jocular account of an 
attempt to discover the sweet-singing birds when boating on 
the Eridanus.· In the Prometheus of lEschylus, 10 is directed 
to proceed till she reaches the Gorgonian plains, where reside 
the three daughters of Phorcys in the shape of swans, with 
one eye and one tooth between them." Socrates is represented 
as speaking of swans as his fellow - servants, and Porphyry 
assures us that he was very serious in doing so.' Calchas, a 
priest of Apollo, was called a swan;' and at the first institu
tion of the rites of Apollo, it is said many swans came :from 
Asia, and went round the island Delos for the space of seven 
days.· The companions of Diomedes, lamenting his death, 
were changed into birds resembling swans: They settled in 
some islands in the Adriatic, and were remarkable for the 
tameness with which they approached the Greeks, and for the 
horror with which they shunned all other nations." Lastly, 
the singing of swans was very celebrated, and spoken of not 
only by the poets, but by such men as Plato, Plutarch, Pliny, 
and Cicero as a thing well known. Their melancholy strains 
were never so sweet as when they were dying. The only 
instance of the form of this bird being assUOled by a Greek 
god is in the case of Leda or Nemesis. Zeus, in the form of 
a swan, deceived the lady. She produced two eggs in con
sequence, from one of which sprang Pollux and Helena, and 
from the other Castor and Clytremnestrs! 

Again, the inhabitants of islands who, though in the swan 
1 Ovid, M<L xiL 144, viL 879, Ii. 877. 

pel'8OnI of the name, both 1008 of Ares. 
Beaid .. th ... th .... are two mythioal 

• Lucian tU Bldro 1ft&. OygniB. • Alach. Prom. 814. 
• Porph. '".4bo1. iii. 16. • Lye. C .... '26. 
• Callim. H1/fM '" Du.., 2.9. . ' Ovid, M<4. ziv. 609. 
• Plin. Na4. Hill. z. 61. 
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form, were yet human, like the birds of Diomedes, can onl 
mean a Swan-tribe, we think. The fact of the swan figurin 
in the heavens and on ancient coins, taken along with the fac 
that it was a tribal name, makes it probable that the swa' 
was a god, and highly probable that it was at least a toter 
elsewhere than in AustraIia, where it is a totem now. 

7. The DOl/e.-The Dove, or Pigeon, is figured on coins, iJ 
the Numimutia SpamJ..mii,l of Eryx in Sicilia (where we sha! 
see it was worshipped). Mr. Sim states that it is figured 01 

the coins of Scione in Macedonia j Halonnesus, an island 0 

Thessalia; Cassope in Epirus; Leucas in Acarnsnia; 8eriphw 
and Sipbnus, islands in the ~ean Sea; Antioch in CariB 
Side in PamphyIia; and on nncertain coins of Cilicia, all 0: 

date B.C. It is a question whether the Pleiades derived theiJ 
name from the doves direct, 7l'e'Mul&~, the virgin companion.! 
of Artemis, who with their mother Pleione, when pursued by 
Orion in Breatia, were rescued, changed into doves, and put in 
the heavens; or from the word 7l''Mi", to sail, the moet favour
able season for setting sail being supposed to be the time oj 

the heIiacal rising of these stars. But there is no doubt that 
omens were taken from dovee at the setting out on a voyage, 
and that the two acconnts are reconciled by a third, namely, 
that these stars came to be called dovee from the eoincidence 
of their rising and the seasons eeteented most favourable for 
taking such au,,<7lI1'ies, and for setting sail It is unnecessary, 
however, to fonnd on the dovee being a constellstion; as, 
whether they were or not, there is abnndant evidence that the 
dove was a deity. The cnItns is treated of at some length in 
Selden's IJe Piu Syria," and at great length in Bryant's work, 
the dove being very inIportant to the Arkite scheme of that 
writer.' 1 

That there were persons called ""eMul&~, or dovee, in) 
various places, is agreed upon. They were said to have beeR 
the most ancient prophetesses at Dodons, and also at Thebes ~ 
and indeed the oraclee at Dodona and in Libya were /tmndd 

I Tom. i. P. 188. • Ed. Lipoile, 1872; 8yntogn>a ii. .. p. " De DagtIu. 
• VoL ii. pp. 281"..,. 
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by two doves that came from Thebes. Herodotus' account of 
these black pigeons that flew from Egypt, and settled the one 
at Dodona and the other in Libya, is familiar. He state$ that, 
according to the priestesses of Dodona, the pigeon that arrived 
there spoke from a beech-tree in a human voice, directing a 
temple to be founded to Zeus; but that the priests of ThebE¥!, 
on the other hand, assigned the founding of Dodona to one of 
two of their sacred women who had been carried off by PhQl
nicians.' These women were called dovel/, as being ministers 
(says Bryant) to the dove-god. It is thus he explains the 
several narratives of women being, like the danghters of Anius, 
turned into doves.' They became priestesses. It seems 
certain that in some temples the deity had no representation 
bnt the dove. He was Vn, the shape of that bird. Athenreus 
states that Zeus was changed into a pigeon, and this notion 
prevailed in Achaia, and particnlarly at .2Egium. 8 

It was not merely Zeus, however, to whom doves were 
" ministers." They were sacred to Venus. "Ejusdem Dele 
quemadmodum ministrre habitre fuerint, docet optinte historia 
illa de Columbis circa Erycem Montem in Sicilia volitantibu8 
et diebus quas ;;'"ruy""Ya~ et ICa.Truyrby,a. nominabant incol!e." , 
A dove, also, was the 801e emblem of Semiramis, who was 
worshipped as a deity.' Selden quotes Johannes Drusius as 
follows: "Samantanus circumcidit in nomine Vmaginis Cotunr.. 
bam '1'eftrentis, quam inventam in vertice Montis Garizim certa 
quodam ritu colunt;" and says, "Allam quam Semiramidis 
figuram hie non intelligo; cujus etiam nomen Syria seu Baby
loniis Columba.m Monta.nam denotare volunt nonnnlli." The 
legend was that, on her death, Semiramis was changed into a 
dove, and under that form got divine honours;· but Bryant, 
we think, is right in maintaining that she never existed, and 
that her title Samarim, or Semiramis, was a stock name. He 
says that it belonged to the Babylonians, and to all others as 

1 Herod. iL 54, 66. I Ovid, Md.. xiiL 674. 
I Alb .... iL 61. 
• Selden, I.e. p. 274; Atheweus, tt.; &liID, P"ar. Hut. L 16. This temple 

of VeDua at Eryx wu oelebmted. I Diodor. Sic. ii. 20. 
• Diodof. SiD. Lc.; Ath_. lAg. pro OM. 26. 
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well who acknowledged Semiramis, the dove, and took it 81 

their national insigne, i.e. totem. That the Baby lonian8 rue 
thia seems to be well made out. One of the gates of then 
city, Herodotus mentions, was called Semiramis.1 The Baby. 
lonians, according to Bryant (and Selden vouches that man) 
have taken that view), were also called Jonim, or children 01 
the dove; and their city Jonah, the dove being the national 
ensign, and depicted on the military standard. 

Hence (sa)'ll Bryant) the propbet J eremiab, opeaking or tb. land 
of Israel being laid waste by the Bebylonian&, mentiona tb. latter by tlu 
name of Ionah, whicb pasoage is rendered in tb. Vnlgate, /ad4 at Im'o 
......... in duo/.o.titmnn. " /w irre aolwnbt& In anotber place tb. propbet 
forete\le that the Jewe should toke edvantege or th. invasion or Bebylonia, 
and retire to their own land, and be pula tbese .. oro. into tb. mouthl oj 
the people at that eeason: .. Arm, and let DB go again to our own people, 
and to the land of our nativity, from tb. oppreooing .word." But the 
word ouxml bere is IOnah, and [tbe pasoage] &ignifieefr"'" 1M opJ1TUIiIm oj 
1M DoN-tb. tyranny of the 1Onim. It is accordingly .."dered in tb. 
V nlgate ,,/w g/adii Colwnbt& The like 0CC111'II in the 60tb chapter oj 
the same prophet! 

Worshippers of the dove existed in Chaldea, among other 
districts in Babylonia. The Samaritans worshipped it, as the 
Jews alleged, and had a representation of it in Mount Gerizim, 
already noticed in a passage cited from Selden. The.Assyrians 
worshipped it; BoO...u.,.oix; 'lurtT1Jp~~" '1t'epurrepa" .,.,piW 
~ Oa.", says Diadoms," on which passage Bryant remarks, "It 
was, we find, worshipped as a deity." The worship prevailed 
in Syria, about Emesa and Hierapolis! and "there were Sama~ 
.rim in those parts," says Bryant. The dove, in fact, was very 
generally received-was almost as great a gad as the serpent.: 
Pausanias 6 mentions that .lEsculapius, when exposed as a child~ 
was preserved by a dove, which thus appears fostering a Nagao, 
It becan1e an emblem with the Hebrews, and is still, as evert 
one knows, a symbol of the Holy Ghost, who once appeared 
in its shape. We have seen, however, that it was a realitt 
long before it became a Christian symboL To put thia beyond 

1 Herod. ill. 155. • VoL ii. pp. 2IIt It • Ii. 20. 
• LaciaD do s,,;.. D<a, U, 54. • .u;. 25. 
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doubt we must cite Clemens Alexandrinus,l who says/its wor
ship was the basest idolatry, remarking that the people styled 
Syro-Phrenicians reverenced, some of them doves, others fish, 
as zealously as the people of Ells worshipped Zeus.· Xenophon, 
long before, noticed tbat in those parts divine hOIlours were 
paid to doves." Diodorus says the worship was universal in 
Syria.' It was most marked at Ascalon and Hierapolis, as we 
know on the authority of Philo Judreus 6 and Lucian, both of 
whom attest that the veneration of the people extended to the 
living bird. Lucian relates of the people of the latter city 
that the pigeon was the rmly bird tMu never tasted, as it was 
held by them to be pa.rticularly sacred. 6 We must believe it 
was so regarded by the Babylonians, who were named from it, 
and counted themselves to be its offspring; and we must 
believe that there were tribes elsewhere than in Babylonia that 
took its name and claimed the like descent. 

8. The Ram.-The Ram is in the heavens as Aries. It 
appears on the coins of many cities, as Panormus in Sicilia; 
Perinthus, Hephrestia, and Samothrace, in l'hracia; Halonnesus, 
an island of Thessalia; Issa, an island of Illyria; Phea in 
EUs; Cranii and Same, in Cephallenia; Clazomenre in Ionia; 
of uncertain cities of Cilicia; Antioch in Seleucis; Damascus 
in Crelesyria; and of some other towns in Africa. These coins 
are all of date B.O. A coin of Pancirmus having the ram is 
very remarkable and suggestive. It is figured in the Nwmis
mata SpIJInMmii, tom. i. p. 204, along with the Yoni, at which 
it is staring. 

The ram was sacred to Jupiter Ammon, and probably had, 
at the Libyan oracle, a position not inferior to that of the Dove 
at Dodona. The story is, that Jupiter, in the form of a ram 
-a ram incarnation-relieved Hercules, or Bacchus, and his 
army when they were in straits, from thirst, in the deserts of 
Africa, who, out of gratitude, erected a temple to the god, re-

1 What fo11oWll hore ia abridged from Bryant, ..,L iL p. 31a 
, Olem. AIeL Oolour!. p. 12, ed. Sylburg • 
• Xen. .Aw. i. '. § 9. • Diod. Sic. ii L 
• ApwJ Euseb. l'rYop. lW>ng. viii. 14. • Lucian do 81Jria D<a, 14. 
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presented with the horns of a ram.' There were some thl'E 
hundred Jupiters, as we know" and if one of them got a pia< 
in a group in which the sheep stock was dominant, it waul 
be a small tribute to the totem of the dominant t ibe to gh 
Jupiter ram's horns. So, where a horse or bull tribe we 
dominant, he might reasonably be Hippius or Taureus, au 
have, say, the head of a horse or bull, or some other eleme~ 
of the one or the other in his composition. I 

There are the usnal stories indicating that there had bee: 
supernatural, if not divine, ram-beings. In the fable of Phrixu 
a ram with a golden fleece rescued the son and daughter ~ 

Athamas from their stepmother, Ina, carrying them throng] 
the air. This ram was said to be the offspring of Poseidol 
and Theophane.· The lady being changed into a sheep, tb 
god took the form of a ram to woo her in.' The offspring a 

1 Serv. iii LEn. iv. 196. The god AmIllOll of Thebeo .... rtII11>-~.1 Be 
Kemick'l EgypI qf HertJdohu, p. ", and the DOte, p. 87, OD the ram-opbinn 
or Karnak. /!eo a1so Lord Herbert or e ..... bury'. IIdigion. of 1M o..uu.., p •• 5 
where the Bam.god iI identilied with the...... HiI wonhippm fIJ(N/d "" tIJ 
muttmJl 

• Terto1L .Apol. 14-
• w ..... in America • CODBiderab1e number of S- and Bon·tribeo, and ", 

remember the polic7 of the In.... There"ere r ... m .... z.- in Greek Jogmi 
than Bona in America. Take the otory of Endymiml .. handled In Hiillel', 
(JAil" (voL ii P. 78). Endymiml iI lOB of Zeuo and a1so of Atthli ... king " 
Eli&-<m I......-..he ia, of """'"'" _If • lOB of Zeal. _y __ b~ 
this. "The I&ID8 CIIStoI:D," i.e. of takiDg the San for lath« (or, .... "Y. 
totem), _,.. HiiIler, .. provaiIed in India, and 8'1" riee to the two gnat royal 
_ of Ancient India-the .....u.d Belar and the Lan... ........ 

• Hygin. Fob. 188. 
• IncamatiODl of goda in animIl _ for eoeh • porpoaa .. ". hen hero on 

fejgned in many mytheJogia. Perhe!! the ___ .co of the lIdioII 
ilthat which ....... in the Bri1tt14-.A"'!"Jf1k4 ClpMtUIuJ4 (Hoir'. rtzl#, voL I. 
pp. 2f 8'.), "hero PInIIha (the Pn>enator) heriDg diYided into ma1e and r.m.l4 
porto, the rolJowillg incidentl.........t. .. He ... hlbitod with ..... ( .... hi> r.m.l4 
diriliDn). From thum lh:ar " ... horn. Bhe nlIeetod, 'How _ he, after he.m, 
prodnced _ 60m ~ cohoIrit with mel .Ah' let _ diaappeor" 81M! 
_ • cow and the _ • bull, and he eohlbitod with her. from theuI 
kine ...... pmdncod. The ODe _ ......... and the other.ltaIliDa; the _ 
• w- the _ • ma1e _ He eohabitod with her, .... The ODe 
_ • ohe-pt, .. ... The opeenlotioD .. to the origin of the ~ 
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the connection was thereafter by the gods gifted to Athamas, 
the father of Phrixus, as a reward for his piety. The recovery 
of the golden fleece from Colchis, as every one knows, was the 
object of the Argonautic expedition, an expedition of the most 
famous sort, ranking even with the hunt of the Calydonian 
Boar. These legends are intelligible if we conceive that there 
was a sheep-tribe, and an idol of the ram, believed to be a god, 
and an object of worship, that was stolen and sought to be 
recovered and restored to its shrine. The reader will remem
ber the Golden Fleeced IJama in the Temple of the Incas. 
Evidence, beyond what lies in these facts and legends, that 
the living $Ilimal was religiously regarded, we have none, 
except a few Vedic facts, and the fact that Shup were wor
shipped in Egypt. There were numerous tribes of men in 
Egypt--a land on which many races impinged; and, in our 
view, we have in that an explanation of the multiplicity of the 
forms in Egypt of animal and vegetsble worship. It was 
not that all Egyptians worshipped every creature, from bulls 
to beetles, and crocodiles to cats; but that there were certa.in 
of them presumably of distinct tribes, gentes, or stocks, to 
whom one or other of the anima.1s was sacred, and the others 
detestable. This is borne out by what Cunreus says (IJe Rep. 
Hib. lib. i Co 4), as quoted by Lewis, in the close of the third 
volume of the Or-i9ilnes HebrauB, in explanation of the saying 
that every shepherd was an abomination to the Egyptians . 
.. That nation," he says of the Egyptians, .. who reverenced., 
some sheep, some goats, some other four-footed beasts; being 
persuaded there was in them something of divinity." It is 
more forcibly borne out by what is stated by Wilkinson. .. It 
frequently happened," he says, "in the worship of the sacred 
animals, that ~hose which were adored in some parts of Egypt 
were abhorred and treated as the enemies of mankind in other 
provinces, deadly conflicts occasionally resulting from this 
worship and detestation of the same $Ilimal." 1 This is quite 
intelligible on the hypothesis that the animal gods were tribal, 

apecieo of anlmala h"", contained Is in ..... ral respects more prim_ than that 
of tho Khoncia on tho oem. onbjoct, .. giv.n by Hllior H ·Ph.roon. 

1 "'....., 1ItnJpIiaM, voL iv. l' 15p. 
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or, more probably, gentile, ie. totem-gods; but how is it 
explicable on the supposition that they were em bleme 1 

9. The Goat.-The Goat is in the heavens as Capricomus, 
and figures on many ancient coins, all of date B.C.; on coina 
of Thermre, or Rimera, in Sicilia; lEg08potami in Chersonesus, 
Thracia; lEnus in Thracia; Macedonia in g81U'J1'e i ISBa, an 
island of IDyria; Pharos in IDyria; lEgira in Achaia; Elyru. 
in Creta; Syrus Insula; Antandrus in Mysia; Parium in 
Mysia; 1Egre in lEolis; Ephesus in Ionia; lEgal in Cilicia; 
Cyzicus in Mysia; Augusta in Cilicia; Tralles in Lydia; 
Commagene in g81U'J1'8. It appears on two British coins figured 
in Mr. Evans's book, and on some coins in the Gaulish 
series.1 

There is no doubt that the goat was a god, as the reader 
will find who consults any classical dictionary, art. " Pan." I The 
readiest to the present writer's hand is Lempriere, who has the 
following: " In Egypt, in the town of Mendes, which word 
signifies a goat, there was a sacred goat kept with the most 
religious sanctity. The death of this animal was alway. 
attended with the greatest solemnities, and like that of 
another, Apia, became the cause of a universal mourning." I 
Pan hinlself had a body compounded of the human and goat 
forms-was a goat-being of the same order oC beings as the 
Minotaur, Sphinx, Hipps, and others we have seen. Fable 
represented him as the offspring oC varioua deit~Mereury' 
and Jupiter 6 in particular. He took the complete Corm of a 
goat on some occasions, as once to woo Diana.' What Corm 
had she 1 He was alive in the time of the wars with the 
giants, and when the gods ded from their enemies to Egypt he 
1ISS1lIIled the form of a goat, and they all inlmediately followed 
his example! T The psrticular goat whom fable put in the 
heavens was Amalthrea, the danghter of a king of Crete, who 
fed Jupiter with goat's milk when he was a child." So there 

1 En"., l.e. p. 114. • See aI80 "'" "Lapercolia." 
• HeJOd. ii. "' • Hom. H_" p ..... ole. • Apollod. BiIJI. L 4, ole. 

• Philarg. ad fhorvi<. iii. BIll. 7 Hygia. Fob. IH. 
• r.ctonL L 2J ; Hygia. Pod.. _ ii. 13; c.wm. H_ J"". 4t. 
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was a lady who was yet a goat, and a king, who was her father, 
in Crete when Jupiter was a baby. The goat was no doubt a 
totem-god long before Jupiter was thought of. 

We saw in Egypt a town named from the goat. Were 
there tribes named from it also? It was also a stock name 
in India. 

Lewis, in his ~ (voL iii p. 21), points out that the 
Hebrews used to offer sacrifices to SeiJrim, who were demons 
in the form of goats. His explanation is that they did so in 
imitation of the ancient Zabii. "It seeIns more reasonable," 
he says-than another hypothesis, which need not be cited here 
-" to believe the old Hebrews worshipped the Demons adored 
by the ancient Zabii, who appeared in the shape of goats; and 
this practice was universally spread in the time of Moses, 
which occasions that this kind of idolatry was so strictly for
bidden in his injunctions." In the Olympus of Mohammed 
are seven regions, and above the seventh, eight angels in 
the shape of goats. On their backs stands the throne of 
god.1 

10. The Fishee.-The fishes may be rapidly disposed of. 
They are in ilie heavens, and very common on coins. They 
were worshipped in most places where doves were, as among 
ilie Syrians, Babylonians, and Phrenicians. In Egypt the fish 
had a prominent place in connection with Isis, who was 
figured with it on her head. The fishes in ilie heavens are 
spoken of by Hyginus as persons, and he quotes Erato
sthenes as saying that the fish, was the father of mankind: 
" Eratosthenes ex eo pisce natos homines dicit.'" The 
Phrenicisn god Dagon, also the Assyrian Oannes, was a man
fish, one of our fanllliar compounds. Dagon invented agricul
ture, of course, and many other arts, and was worshipped in 
many places.' Berosus, as quoted by Eusebius,' says Oannes 
had the body of a fish, and below the fish-head, placed upon 
the body, a human head coming out under ilie other. He had 
a man's feet coming out under the tail, and a human voice. 

1 MiBhI<dIu ·1.M~ vol ii. p. 652-
• Euaeb. Prrsp. Bt>r.ng. L 10. 

• Hyginus, Pod. Ast""", ii. 80. 
• Lewis, 0rigWI, ilL 81. 
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He used to come every morning out of the sea to Babylon til 
teach the arts and sciences, returning to the sea in the evening. 
Derceto was another such compound_ woman to the waist, 
for the rest a fish.' According to some she was human in 
the face only. I She was a Syrian goddess, and the Syrians, 
according to Diodorus Sicnlus, would eat no fishes," but they 
worshipped fishes as gods." There is a story in explanation of 
this, to the effect that, ashamed of an indiscretion, the goddess 
plunged into a Jake near Ascalon, where she had a temple, and 
became a fish.· Ovid calls her Dione, and gives a somewhat 
different history. of the plunge. He represents her as received 
in the water by two fishes, which afterwards became the 
Pisces of the heavens.' Fish were sacred to Venus.' A con
siderable variety of fishes are figured on ancient coins, the 
cetus and dolphin being the most frequent. We have DO list 
of any number of them, but a few are figured in the NWTTVi8-
'TIU1i4 SpO/1/Mm.iti. A variety of them will be found figured at 
p. 339 of voL iii of Mr. Campbell's CeltiA: TaJes, being .. all the 
fish figured on the sculptured stones of Scotland." Fish, in 
Mr. Campbell's opinion, .. clearly have to do with Celtic 
mythology." We have seen fishes giving stock names to 
tribes of men DOW existing. and can understand how, having 
been totems, they should have become gods to the tribes that 
had them in that character. Of course in Bryant's system the 
fish is the Ark, while Dagon, Oannes, ete., are the Patriarch 
Noah. 

As to OM fish we are able, thanks to Plutarch, to put his 
totemship beyond doubt. .. The Egyptians in general," saya 
that writer, .. do not abstain from all sorts of sea-fish; but 
some from one sort and some from another. Thus, for instance, 
the inhahitants of Oxyrynchus [Piketown] will not touch any 
that is taken with an angle: /01" tu tMv pay an apeeWl reur
fJ1Ia to tM pik, no. WlrEli'CB THEY BOBIIOW rBEIB IrAJOl 

[i.e. they are Pikes 1 they are afraid lest perhaps the hook may 
be defiled by having been some time or other employed in' 

• LaaiaD, ". s"r;;. IMG, If. • Diodor. Sie. Ii. f. 
• Diodor. 8i£. I. .. • 0Yid, FIUL Ii. <81. 

·~";;'18. 
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catching their favourite fish. The people of Syrene, in like 
manner, abstain from the Phagrus, or sea-bream." Can any 
one doubt that in Oxyrynchus there was a Pike-tribe? 1 

11. TM Bear.-The Bear is in the heavens as Ursa Major 
and Ursa Minor, the former distinguished as early as the time 
of Homer by the name of Arktos.· He occUrs on various 
Gaulish coins; on coins of Ursa in Spain, and on a coin of 
Orgetorix, chief of the Helvetii.B He probably occurs on otqer 
coins, but we have no list of them.' 

The constellation connects itself With the names of Callisto 
and Areas. Callisto was changed into a bear for a fault com
mitted with Jupiter, of which Areas was the fruit. Jupiter, 
to atone for the metsmorphosis, made her a constellation along 
with her son.' This Areas, of the besr stock, reigned in 
Pelasgia., which from him took the name Arcadia.. He taught 
the people agriculture, of course, and other arts, e.g. the 
spinning of wool" The Greek name for the constellation 
enters into Arcturus, and there was another star. near the 
Bear, Caned Arctophyla.x. The island of Cyzicus was called 
Arctan, and the Arctanes were a tribe of Epirus.' The 
suggestion is, that the bear gave its name to a stock, and 
was a god; that there were bear-tribes in Arcadia once as 
there are bear-tribes now in America. 8 

The bear, as a god, probably became, in most places, 
obsolete very early, having no special claim to a place in the 
Religion of the Life-powers-the first great speculative faith 
that supervened on the primitive animal and vegetable worship, 
and with which most of the other animals we have been con
aidering undoubtedly came to be connected. It is curious that 

1 .r.;. GOd 0ririI, 1. The word tranalated pac. is given in Liddell and Scott 
. u meaning a opeci .. of Il1Irgeon. • Iliad, xviii. <87; Otl. ... 278. 

I _ N~ 1860. Plate IV. 
• Mr. Sim'. Dote iI. U Bears are only to be found on uncertain cow of Galli&. 

Some of theee have the wild boar on the obverae. Some have two bean. They 
.... all earlier than Jnline c-r." • Ovid, M .. ii. 476·507. 

• P ....... viii. •• , Staph. Byz. 
• W. haw the bear u an obj .. 1 of worship in Atheno, with a strange hi8Iory 

in explanation of the fact. See Suidu, u •• Aplmx. 
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we have him as an eponymous progenitor elsewhere than in 
Arcadia. For example, a besr was the progenitor of the kings 
of Denmark In Olaus Magnus' History,' it is gravely related 
how this came about, the narrative being quoted, "ex historis 
charissimi ante-cessoris," of the author-the Archbishop 01 
Upsala. It opens thus: "Cujusdam patrisfamilias in agro 
Suetico filiam, liberalis formre, cnm ancillulis lusum egressam, 
eximile granditatis ursns, deturbatis comitibns, complexus 
rapuit." The lady, being carried off by the bear, had by him 
a son. "Ut ergo duplicis materire benigna artijez 1U1iwra 
nuptiarum deformitatem seminis aptitudine coloraret, genera
tionis monstrum nsitato partu edidit. W She gave him his 
father's name. His grandson begat Ulfo, "a quo Rex Sueno 
et cretera Danornm Regum stemmata, cen qnodam derivata 
principio, longo successionis ordine (teste Saxone) profluxerunt. 
Quomodo autem similes partns judicabuntur, August. de Civ. 
Dei plurima dicit de simili propagine, utri sexui magis sit 
attribuenda." On which Olans Magnns piously remarks, 
"Crediderim ego id a vindice Deo effectum, ut Dani, 'lui de 
sanguinis nobilitate plus nimio gloriantur, Suetismque ere
quentins quam felicins impngnare consueverant, Regibns a !era 
Suetica geuitis obnixos vertices inclinare cogerentur. Quam 
acer autem hic Ulpho Sprachaleg Suecns 'lWM 1U]XJ8 fuerit 
in bello, quam etiam astuti et vafri ingeuii supra videre 
licet !" 

Joannes Scheffer mentions as one of the primitive gods of 
the Lapps, "Hyse,w whose function it was "lupis et ureis 
imperare." Whether this king of the wolves and bears was a 
wolf or a bear, and what was his nature or functions, does not 
appear. In Scheffer's chapter, De SaeriI JfagieU It Jfagia 
LaJ1PO'f£um, we find the Bear on the Magic Tympanum along 
with Thor, Christ, the Sun, and the Serpent-who were gods 
to them--and some other auimals, e.g. the wolf and reindeer; 
and in his chapter on the wild beasts of the country, he tells 
us they call .the bear the lord of the woods, "vacant enm' 
dominum sylvamm," which is explaiued to mean that he iI 
"her!u omnium animalium reliqnornm"; so that the king o( 

1 P. 702, ed. BuiJao, lib. niii. .. 80. 
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the wolves and bears might well be a bear, and could not well 
be a wolf.l There is no clear evidence, however, of the worslvip 
of the animal by the LapPs. 

12. The CTab.-The crab stands next. He is in the 
heavens as Cancer, and on the coins of CUIDlII in Campania, 
Butnntum in Apulia, Bruttium im. gmere, Crotona in Bruttium, 
Terina in Bruttium, Agrigentum in Sicilia, Eryx in Sicilia, 
Hinlera in Sicilia, Panormus in Sicilia, Priapus in Mysia, Cos, 
island of Carla. The dates of these coins range from 300 B.C. 

to 100 B.C. There are probably many others having the crab; 
We do not know much of him in mythology; but we saw 
him as a god now worshipped by a tribe in Fiji. The reason 
assigned for putting him in the heavens is of Ij.n intenser 
degree of silliness than that usually given for so promoting an 
animal. When Hercules was attacking the Hydra--the many
headed Naga--" Juno, jealous of his glory, sent a sea-crab to 
bite his foot. This new enemy was soon despatched, and 
Juno, unable to succeed in her attempt to lessen the fame 
of Hercules, placed the crab among the constellations, where 
it now bears the name of Cancer.'" It will be admitted 
that this story, read literally, is quite ridiculous. If we take 
Hercules to stand for a trib_the Heraclida! (what does this 
name mean etymologically 1), the Hydra for a Serpent-tribe or 
nation, and the sea-crab for a Crab-tribe, the story becomes 
intelligible. The Crabs, having come to the relief of the 
Serpents, when attacked by the Heraclidm, were defeated 
along with their allies. The introduction of Juno into the 
legend probably was of late date, and had for its object to 
explain why Cancer was a consteIlation-f\ fact that would 
cease to be easily accounted for when, as a totem-god, the 
crab had become obscure or obsolete. 

1 Schelreri Lapptm.ilI, ad. Frankofurti, 1673, PI' 59, 125, and 336. There W1l8 

• WOlf-UlaD in .Arcadia (and he wu worshipped), namely, Lycaon, aa well u • 
bear-man, who W8I king of the country; and Pan'. Greek name W8I LyC8U1, 
from. ).6nr, a wolf. 

I Article U Hydra. IJ in Lemprihe'. Dieti.tnuwy. This account is substantially 
the aame with that given in the most recent Encyclopedia. Apollodor. ii 6; 
Hygin. POlL .d ....... ii. 23. 
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We have now examined the list of animals set down fo: 
consideration, excepting the Aselli-the little asses, and then 
we mnst pass over, as they would take much space, and therl 
are more important animals to attend to. The Jews said thl 
Samaritans worshipped the Ass, and the Samaritans said th, 
Jews worshipped it. The Romans and' others joined chorw 
with the Samaritans. The reader who is curions on tbiJ 
subject, will find in Kitto'$ :&ncucloptIJdia - the editiO! 
before last-sub fJOU "Ass," some guidance in his ,inquiries 
,The story Tacitns gives is well known,' and so is the contro, 
versy between Josephns and Apion as to whether the Jewl 
had the cultns. Some light on the subject is thrown by th« 
book of Zacharias in the Apocryphal New Testament, and ill 
Hallam's Middle .Ages, in which there are accounts of thE 
Asinarii and the Festival of the.Ass. The reader will recaU 
the asses that helped Bacchns,' and that in Egypt the ass wa.e 
the symbol of Typhon.' We may be pretty sure he was thE 
to~m of some tribes of men who were of importance, other· 
wise he would not have been promoted to the heavens. HE 
furnished a stock name to the Arabs.' 

It would be out of place, even were we able to do it, W 
attempt to exhanst the subject in an article of this descrip
tion. There are two creatures, however, which it is as well 
we should notice before going OIl with our argument. They 
are the Bee and the Eagle. It is pretty certain, we think, 
that both of them were totems promoted to be gods. 

13. The .&e.-There was a goddess Melitta, or Melissa; 
who was ~ted by a bee, and there were tribes named 
after her, "Melittal," or .. Melissre," that is, Bees. .. The 
Grecians," says Bryant, .. have sadly confounded the historieeo 
where they are mentioned by interpreting the Melissre.&a. ", 

1 Toe. HUL Y. 3, 4. • Hygill. I. .. 
• WiIkiDooa, ~_I!grptf<ru, yoL iii. P. 124-
• See x_·z.x~ yoL ii. p. ta, footDote ~ HI_, .. tho_ 

(that ;., h ... ___ .. ~ .. tho lui; Khalifah of tho cIyDuty of 0mmiaIL ~ 
Tho .... here in tho royaJ IIue. 
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He admits the bee, however, to have been the hieroglyphic of 
Melissa. "It is to be found as a sacred and provincial 
emblem wplYl> coins which, 1MI'e struck at places where oM was 
worshipped (the italics are ours). But the Greeks did not 
properly distinguish between the original and the substitute, 
and from thence the mistake arose." The Greeks, we submit, 
knew quite well what they meant, and it is the moderns who 
should be reflected upon for misunderstanding them. They 
called them bees, as we, in referring to American tribes, would 
speak of bears, wolves, and eagles; and the bee that had 
originally been a totem had become a totem-goddess. The 
following passage, from Bryant, we submit, is almost perfectly 
sensible when read in the light of our hypothesis :-

Philostratus mentions that, when the Athenians eent their first 
colony to Ionia, the Muses led the way in the form of Bees. And 
Herodotus says that all the northern side of the Danube was occupied 
by Beea Jove &leo, npon Mount Ida, was said to have been nourished 
by Bees. When the temple at Delphi was a eecond time ereeted it was 
built by Beeal 

There was, we may conclude, not only a Bee-tribe, but 
there were gentes of the Bee stock spread over a vast tract 
of country, as they should be owing to incidents of the totem 
stage. What Bryant says of the be£ coins shows the im
portance of the sort of evidence ancient coins furnish. We 
have the bee on ancient coins of Athens, whence Philostratus 
says bees set out; on coins of Elyrus in Crete, where Melitta, 
daughter of a king Bee, lived, and helped the goat Amalthrea 
to nurture Jove;' on the coins of Coressia and J ulis, towns in 
the island of Coos; on the coins of Prresus in Crete; of Sicinus ; 
of Ephesus in Ionia, whose coins also give the bee and half
stag; of Cyon in Caria; Tabre in Caria; Elreusa, island of Cilicia, 
and of Acrasus, in Lydia. These coins are all of date B.c. 

14. The Eagk.-This bird could perhaps be made as 
much of as the serpent, horse, or bull. We must dispose of 
it in a few sentences. Bryant says it was the ensigu of the 
Egyptians, who were named after it; but more probably the 
• Philostr. 1_ iL 8; Herod.. T. 10; CalIim, HymfO /0 J-, 60; Pa1l88.n. L G. 

• Lactant. i. 22. 
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dominant tribe only was so named. The eagle was NisrOch 
the god of Nineveh. It was also the symbol of the kings 0 

Chaldrea. Of course it got to be compounded with the humal 
fonn, to have two and three heads, and so on. Mr, Layare 
remarks of these compounds of the eagle, bull, and lion, III 

follows: "It is worthy of obeervation that wherever the) 
(that is, the human-headed lions and bulls) are representee 
either in contest with the man or with the eagIe-headei 
fignre, they appear to be vanquished." And he adds, "1 
have already ventured to suggest the idea which these singulal 
forms were intended to convey-the union of the greates1 
intellectual and physical powers; but certainly their positio~ 
with reference to other symbolical figures would point to a~ 
inferiority (that is, of the lions and bulls) in the celestial 
hierarchy,n 1 Of the emblem hypothesis we shall have some· 
thing to say presently. Meantime, it suffices, as regards the 
eagle, to find a tribe named from it, and that in one quarl:e! 
it was a greater god than the horse or bull Among the 
Jewish tribes (the later Jews, say) the eagle was the emblem 
of the tribe oC Dan, an ox of Ephraim, and the lion of the 
tribe of JudalI,' the lion here appeaMg as beloDgmg to the 

1 N'-. vol, ii. P. 480. 
s See LowU, {)rigi1ta; chapter on coiDL It is Abeo Ezra, lOY' LowU, ,,00 

gives the tDdition "hieh ueigDto the LioD, Os, ...t Eogle to the tribel of JadIh, 
Epluoim, aDd Dan nopecti •• ly, .. 0DIigna. III the D0DI1 Bible (2Dd edition, 
edited by Haydook ... d HamilL Two vole. DabliD. N. dak) the _ wiJl 
... on • plate at P. 180, vol L the ..,.;gno of the tribel _ing to, at Ieut, 
..... authority esteemed by Bomao CathoJiea. The plate ilJomat.. v, 2, "p, ii. 
of l!Jumben, "here tb. "";gDII ...t _dudo of the Hebnw .... referred to. 
On Judah'. oIaDdud is the LioD ; OD Dao'., the Eogle; on N apthali'., the HiDd 
or Hart; on Beojomin'., the Wolt; OD _h'., the H .... (or Ala); ... 
Ephraim'., theBoJI or Ox ; ODAsher'., a Tree; ooJ.achar'., theStmaod 11000; 
ODd on Gad'., • 00II8 OD ... altar-the AIayriaD Lingo I In Jacob'. dyillg 
~ Geneaio xli£, to the _rm- progeniton of the tribel i. "hie" 
their -.... .... in<tieated, Judah is opokeD of as ". lion'. "help·; I.-cbaI! 
u ". Btmog .... ; DaD AI "a make in the way"; BeujamiD .. ". n..~ 
wolf"; NapthaJi .. ". hind (or hart) let looee"; ADd .Joeeph .. ". InUtl. 
bough.. Com_ our veniml with the Valgate. The "olt, hind, ODd limo 001" 
are the ...... in the ~ ODd in the plate of the Daaay Bible. III ecnmeetioa 
with the tmbjeet of thio DOte, Esekie1 So ... 8-22, ia "arth looking at, it -. 
kept in view "hat the _ 0( the c:hInbima....... And _ &tIn 014_ ~ 
p. 58; _ c.w.. IfIItiittk of IArukIrf, val ii. part iL; &ad Carpzar' • 
.AppII_ H~ <1<:., lnnkfart...t Leipdg, 1748. 
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dominant tribe. The Roman eagle will occur to every one, 
and in Rome eagle was a gentile name. A great many places 
were named from the bird, notably Aquileia, known as Roma 
secwnda. We must say no more of the eagle, however. It 
is everywhere. The coins having it belong to all places and 
dates, and are far too numerous for enumeration. 

The list of animals that were totems among tbe ancients 
might be extended, by evidence of varying degrees of force, to 
comprise the tiger, wolf, cat, panther, elephant,' stag, boar, fox, 
rat, and rabbit; the raven, hawk, and cock; the ant, butterfly, 
and grasshopper-all the creatures, in short, that figure in 
heraldry. Strange as it may seem, there is a Lord of tigers 
now, and he is a good god, as a totem should be." The Bygahs 
or J ogees regard him so much that they wrdt eat lvi~a poor 
compliment, but it is significant. In the Bygahs' mythology 
a milch tigress was foster-mother to the first man. " (Jowal 
wit,. tM creatUm. of the world were created one N aga J ogee, 
and his wife, Mussumat Naga. One day they went into the 
forest to dig for roots, and from the earth they dug up a boy
cbild, who was nursed for them, under the direction of 
Mahadeo, by a milch tigress." 8 Major M'Pherson, in his 
paper on the religion of the Khonds, says that people believe 
" natural tigers to kill game only to benefit men, who generally 
find it but partially devoured, and share it; wbile the tigers 
which kill men are either Tari (a goddess), who has assumed 
the form of a tiger for purposes of wrath, or men, who, by the 
aid of a god, have assumed the form of tiger&, and are called 

I The elephant is a totem-god now in B1Il'lIlOh, where tho king is styled 
.. King of the Rising Snn, Lord of tho Celootial Elephant, and Maotor of Many 
White Elephanto, and Greet Chief of Rightooum ... :· (There is a Rising Snn 
tribe among the Cheppoyans, in North America, A.-.Ju& A ...... voL ii. p. 18.) 
It oceura with totem marks in the ~ ~ and is the ... identilied 
with Vivaavat (the Sun), the BOD of Aditi (eoo Muir'. T-. voL iv. p. IS}-a 
sun-elephant corresponding to the IUD-serpent of Peru. Elsewhere we have 
Gunesh, an elephant-headed dimity, u the mother of the um:verse," an object 
of worsbip at thi. doy.-Diotry of "PeduIrla .. '" C-' ClIIIl Tl>ibU, 1868, 
p. S11. 

I He is mantioned in Mr. Jnetice CompbeU·. :&l!NJlogg of India, p_ B. 
• "Tho Bygebe' Mythology," P. 62 of thol/qHm of 1M InditJoo EtMIologi.t:al 

eommitta, 1866-67. Nagpore, 1868. _ 
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'Mleepa Tigers.'" 1 The way in which the beneficent natur, 
of the totem is here, by fictione, put beyond suspicion, iJ 
delightfully simple.· " Mleepa" or "Were" wolves are ruIN 
common, as every one knows; and it is equally familiar tha: 
the wolf has often been a foster-mother, as she was to Romulw 
and Remus. The tiger and wolf are totems in America, 81 

are several others on the list above given. It is altogethe1 
out of the question, however .. to attempt to deal here witl 
such a list. Enough has been said to prove that the mos1 
savage animal may be accepted by a tribe of men as a totem 
and be thereafter developed into a great and benign god.' 

1 l/digimu/tk KlwruJI, p. 25. 
• "1Ileepa Tigers," Du Cbaillu otateo, ore to he found ill Africa. ThO) 

aJso oceur 0Dl0Dg the Arawab, who call them "Kauima Tigon." See Brett, 
I.e. p. 868. . 

• Wema,. hmo, ill a footnote, ~ oIa few facio which, ilIdeed,.,._ 
thet, now four yean _ ouggeotecl thio ilIqmr,., thODgh the writer baa boom 
nnable to work upon it till _tly. The fact 01 Serpent and Bull tribeo boIDl 
known to Wat, aruI to have m.ted, oeemed to offer OIl nplaDation 01 the DJ71b 
of Codm .... at The"", aruI 01 the cow that Jed him thither.' On the ...... 
IDggestion it oecunod that then might have boon a Bnake-trihe ill Rhoda 
Phorbu obtaiDed the _ by freeing the holand 01 maka,' The myth 01 
the Auto and lI!gina DUtllnmgthened the ooggeatioD of the ~ 01 tribe< 
with totem& The .. to ill the iohond ...... mineuJouaI,- tnrned ilIto lDOD-th< 
~ ilIto the Jlyrmi<lou.-Anta, that io, quite on the lneJ 01 the Aut1lIIian 
o~' Thou _ the Celydonhon _ hunt-there ho I011IOthing Iik. 
it ill the =" Tala, aruI ill the HighJanda, we ha .. no donbt, iDqmr,. will yet 
eotahlilh the totem otage. It oeemed _ble that the .Joaghter 01 a _ 
ahould have employed the whole chinlry 01 ___ ....,. oI.....non--.1 
that the feat.houId ..... after rank _ the proadeot nploito 01 the notion.. 
The question .... Wu then • _·tribe I The Oncle enjoiDed AdJutuo to 
gi .. hill daaghtero ill marrioge, .... to • _, ODd the other to. Jioa.' ThiI 
wu complied with by thoir monyiDg Tydeuo ODd Pol,..u- lNpICti .. I,- I 
Tydeuo ..... from CoIydou, aruI wu .... 01 ~ king 01 the C01I11Uy. U. 
1I'U therefon _"1,. _, if the question .bon pat ... to he ...... end u. 
the aflirmati_ W u Pol"';"" then, • IiDn, aruI ... then. Lion-tribe I AI 
he ... the .... of (Edj_ flo .. the land of the opIWa, It oeemed DOt impr0b
able, on the totem Tiew, that he might he .. Iioa. And .. the __ appeareoI 
worth,. of inveotigatioa. The facio __ will, WI think, he feh to add 
..... to _ ill the teD. _ of them ...... __ by the _ ill 18M, 

_ chaJJeDgiDg IIICh OIl inqmr,. u the _to : 
_ this _ ... in typo the .....u.r. __ hu boon ea1Ied to no 

'Pauoo.iz.I2., 
• Boo. FN,. n. ' 

S Diod. Sic. Y. 58. 
• ApoIIod«. IlL .. 
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We must also dispose of the worship of plants in a 
summary manner. This matters the less that the worship of 
a considerable variety of them is established in Mr. Fergusson's 
recent pnblication on Tree aJTUl Serpent Worship.' Among 
these we have the Pear-tree, Oak, Asclepias-a creeping 
shrub-(the Soma, a great Indian god), the Pipal, the Fig
tree, the Bela, the Tulsi plant, the Tamarisk, and the Elapatia 
and Talok trees. To this list we may add the Olive, Laurel, 
Lotus, Palm, Pomegranate, and Poppy. A spiritual idea of a 
tree we have in YggdrasiL Some of these became great gods, 
and got a place in the religion of the Life-Powers. In one 
or two cases the legends' that give us the earliest acconnts of 
plant worship, give us also a primitive mother for the tribe 
having the worship and the suggestion of kinship through the 
mother only having existed in the tribe. Thus in the legend 
of Athens, which introduces the Olive, as we have it from 
Varro (apud August. de Civi Dei, xviii 9), we learn that .. a 
double wonder" having appeared springing out of the earth
namely, the Olive-tree and Water-the Oracle declared the 
Olive to signify Athene, and the Water Poseidon, and that the 
citizens must choose from which of the two they would name 
their town. Men and women voted together, and the latter 
carried the honour for Athene by a majority. Poseidon was 
thereon enraged, and to appease him women were deprived, 
among other privileges, of that of lurming their children '1IOIIT!ea 
AntiquUiu qf H.,.,.w".y, by Mr. W. S. ElliB, which has rooently been issued, 
and which proponnda a riew which, at first sight. leema to resemble that in 
these papers iDaisted on. Some of the point. made, and DOt a few of the fa.cta 
founded aD, in the chapter devoted to the Heraldry of Mythology are the same 
aa thOle here given. His view of the order, and even of the nature of the 
evolutioD, will be seen. however, on • close inspectioD, to dift'er eaeentially from 
that of the preaent miter. Hod Mr. Em. mora fO\ly studied th. totem he might 
have anticipated. what iii here being said. 

1 Mr. Fergusson'. book ii, in our opinioD. apt to mislead in several respecbJ. 
(1) The reader gets the impression from it that the worship or the serpent fa aD 

exceptional phenomenon; Y. that it hal been singular among animals in being 
worshipped. (2) It gives tho impression that there is a apecial connection 
between the I8rpent and tree. (3) Ita title givea the impression that treea only 
were worshipped, whereas ita contents prove the wonhip as well of small shrubs 
aod plants. All this notwithstanding, it is a valuable book, and .. e of the moot 
beautiful ever wuad. 

20 
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after them. So that anciently, the story bears, children iD 
Athens took their names from their mothers, as they d~ 
among the Australians and American Indians. The case oj 
the Ioxidre again gives us the suggestion of female supremacy 
in a legend which also informs us that .. they reverenced as 
holy and worshipped," a certain marsh plant, which no doubt 
was their totem.' 

With these few observations on plant worship we must 
pass on to our argument. We shall consider first the explana
tions that have been offered of divine honours being paid to 
such beasts as the serpent and lion, and to trees, etc.; and 
after showing that they are unsatisfactory, we shall proceed 
to consider the weight of the evidence direct and indirect that 
goes to show the soundness of our own hypothesis. 

1. The Emblem HypotkaiB.-Suppose we knew that all 
men were, as Bryant believed, derived from one family since 
2348 B.c.-the date of the Deluge-that writer's Arkite 
system would still be worth nothing, either as an explanation 
of animal worship, or as evidence of the Deluge having occurred. 
He does not pretend to include nearly all the animals or plants 
that have been worshipped in hia list of Arkite emblems; and, 
accordingly, to give a reasonable colonr to hia hypothesis that 
there had been any Arkite emblems at all that had degenerated, 
into gods, he ought to have excluded the possibility of those, 
he includes having become gods throngh the operation of such' 
causes as led to the worship of the others. Such ca\1Se8, what-, 
ever they were, being admitted to have been in opemtion~ 
will explain all the cases; and before an hypothesis of special 
causes in IJQme cases can be entertained, the operation of the, 
general causes as regards them must be shown either to lMf, 
insufficient or to be excluded. This, however, Bryant has Dol 
attempted, or even thought of attempting. to show; and, therei 
fore, even could we make the necessary supposition as to t~ 
hiatory of human tribee, we must still conclude that tWa 
learned aud, in a confused sort of way, ingenions man baa 
succeeded in nothing-not even in setting np a respectable 

I ""-. n-, chap. Wi. 
r 
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hypothesis. It is simply impossible, however, with our modern 
information-the history of several nations having been 
carried beyond the point of time assigned to Noah and his 
family-to make such a supposition as Bryant requires to set 
out with. Moreover his system demands not one, but a series 
of hypotheses, to support it, and they are all bad. (1) There 
is the hypothesis that the animals had been emblems. This 
is bad, as we have shown. (2) There is the hypothesis that 
the emblems degenerated into gods. . This is not supported 
by one instance adduced of such degeneration having, histori
cally, taken place, or even by a fair analysis of the probable 
steps through which it could have happened. (3) There is 
the hypothesis that through the idolatry of some one animal 
of a species thus induced, a religious regard came to be 
extended to the species. This is subject to the same remark 
as we have made on the preceding hypothesis. The far
fetching processes by which even a poor appearance of a case 
has been made for the emblems as at all probable, we need 
not remark upon. At the same time, as we have amply 
acknowledged, we have profited much by Bryant's researches 
at one point. It was necessary in his scheme, as in ours, that 
it should be shown that the totems-as we say; the animal 
emblems, as he says-were precedent to the gods of the 
mythologies. 

Another emblem hypothesis represents each animal as, in 
some way not now to be understood, typical of the nature of 
some one or other of the gods. This again is a fanciful ex
planation surrounded by the same sort ,of difficulties. How 
came men to think of taking animals and plants to represent 
their gods r We can understand the selection ouly when we 
conceive their gods as spiritual ideals of animals or plants. 
Besides, the hypothesis assumes the deities as existing before 
the animal gods, and this is contrary to the evidence. And 
why should the selection of an animal to be the type of a god 
render its species sacred r We do not religiously regard the 
pigeon, though the dove is one of our most mysterious symbols. 
We can understand, on the other hand, how it decayed in,to a 
symbol, knowing it to have been a god that had grown obsolete. 
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The fish is a Christian symbol; but we have not.a religiou 
regard for fishes. When the fish-god was a power, howevel 
his worshippers religiously regarded the finny tribe. The; 
would not eat them. It has been true of these as of mos 
symbols; facts come first, and symbols are facts in decad 
ence. 

There is yet another form of the emblem hypothesis. I 
is that mentioned in a passage cited from Mr. Layard, an, 
which, almost in a sentence, that author ststes and abandon! 
This is the hypothesis that· the compounds of various anima 
and human forms" were intended to convey the union of th, 
greatest intellectual and physical powers." This altogethe 
fails to touch the fact of the real worship of U17ing animal! 
Moreover, as an explanation of the compounds it is untenable 
It simply won't hold of the Naga compounds. They are 110 

intended to convey anything of the sort. Will it hold of th, 
dog compounds l .As to the bull, lion, and eagle compounds 
we saw Mr. Layard's opinion to be that it will not hold; thE 
evidence showing the creatures to have a place, and to b4 
subordinated to one another in the celestial hierarchy. ThE 
fact is, though we now make use of lions, sphinu8, and 80 on 
to convey s1lCh ideas as he refers to, we demonstrate in doinE 
80 only the poverty of the modern imagination and the feebl& 
ness of our art instincts; inasmuch as being incapable ~ 
inventions, we mimic old forms derived from the religiOUl 
faiths of long past and misunderstood generations. , 

While no cases are producible in support of the emb~ 
hypothesis of animals regarded as emblems merely, or ill~ 
trating their transition from being emblems to being themselves 
objects of adoration, we are not without cases to sbow that the 
animal-gods were prolongations of the totems. We have such 
a case, for example, in Peru. The Peruvians, according to 
Acosta, worshipped the sun, moon, planets, and stars; CountaiDS 
and rivers; rocks, great stones, hilla, and mountains; 1atu1 
(Tellus) and sea (Poseidon)-all these objects being reganled 
as persons. They worshipped Thunder, believing him to be Ii 
man in the heavens with a sling and mace ! Of lesser objecfl; 
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on earth, he tells us, they worshipped fruits a.nd toots, some 
small stones, and the metsls; while among the a.nimals they 
worshipped he makes special mention of the bear, lion, tiger, 
and snake. Now we are able from this author to see what 
were the speculstions of a people in the stage in which, having 
a.nimals as gods on earth, they also worshipped stars in heaven. 
Of his account of star-worship in Peru, we cite the following 
version from Lord Herhert of Cherbury: "They particularly 
adored that constellation which we call 9a1JriUas, or the goat, 
and they Colco,; and commanded that such offerings should be 
made to some stars, and such to others, those being particularly 
worshipped according as every one's necessity required. The 
Opisons adored the star U rchuchilly, feigning it to be a Ram 
of divers colours, who ouly took care of the preservation of 
cattle; a.nd it is thought to be the same which the astrologers 
call Lyra. Besides these two, they worshipped two others 
that are near them, and say that one of them is a SAeep a.nd 
the other a Lamb. There are some who adore another star 
that ruled over the Serpents a.nd Adders, from which they 
promised safety to themselves; others who worshipped the 
star called the Tiger, who they believed to preside over tigers, 
lions, and bears. They were of opi'lllion that tMre was not an'll 
beast or bird upon tM earth WHOSE SHAPE OR DlU.GE DID NOT 

SHINE IN THE HEA VE.l'1S, by whose influence its aimilitude was 
generated on the earth, and its species increased." 1 Thus we 
see that the beings in the stars were believed to have the 
anintal forms, and to be powers in the celestial hierarchy. 

This case proves (1) a connection, such as we have been 
endeavouring to trace, to have existed between the worship of 
animals and the nomenclature of the heavens; (2) that the 
celestial beings were conceived to be in eM shape of the 
animals, a.nd to have special relations to their breed on earth· 
and (3) while it indicates the persistence of tribal preference~ 
for particular stars as animal gods, it shows the process to 
have been in operation by which, on the consolidation of the 
political system, the divine functions are distribute~ among 

1 Acosta, HiIWiro NaI......u., P.ris, 1600, pp. 214, 217 (lib. v. chaps. 4 anel-
6); Herbert'l .&ligioA 'II 1M Gmtilu, l?05, P. 86. 
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the tribal., or mther we should say. gentile, gods of a 
group.' 

Now of two things one. Either the Peruvians, as BOme 
maintain, independently achieved the civilisation they had, 
starting from the totem stage in which their neighbours 
remained, or their civiliaation, including the religious doctrines, 
were derived by them from BOme one or other of those nations 
we call the ancient. On the former view, of course, the animal 
gods are the prolongations of the totems; on the latter we 
have, in the case of the Peruvians, a reflection of the religious 
system of BOme one or other of the ancient nations. So that 
on the least favourable of the alternatives we have the fact, 
that in BOme one at least of the ancient nations that wor
shipped animala--and they all did-the animals were wI 
emblems, but the exact images of the gods. What was true 
in one case, the presumption is, was true in all That is to 
say, there are not only no facts to support the emblem hypo
thesis in any of its forms, but the presumption derivable from 
the facts we have is against that hypothesis. 

2. Mr. Fer~8 lkplan.atiunl'-& much for the emblem 
hypothesis. There is no other that we know of except in the 
special case of the serpent and tree, in regard to which views 
have been put forward by Mr. Fergusson. Tree worship he 
conceives to have sprung from a perception of the beauty and , 
utility of trees. "With all their poetry and all their useful- ' 
ness," he says, "we can hardly feel astonished that the primi
tive mces of mankind should have considered trees as the 
choicest gifts of the gods to men, and should have believed 
that their spirits still delighted to dwell among their bmnches, 
or spoke oracles through the rustling of their leaves." or 
this it suffices to say, it ~oes not at all meet the case of the 
shrubs, creepers, marsh-plants, and weeds, that have been 

1 We han .... ill __ thediopooitioa 01 the _ to ideatify 

_ totem with the oaa. It io highly probable that the idenlilioatioa 01 the 
__ with porIicuIor obInI _ .. the II1II'. iDferion io, lib the diltri· 
-... oIfImcIioDo,. late JIb............,., pooterior. that io to." to the oettIed 
_ 01 the srn- ia the poliliall .,...... 
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worshipped, and is obviously not the key to the mysteries of 
plant worship. His account of the origin of serpent worship 
is, if possible, even more nnsatisfactory. He ascribes it to the 
terror with which the serpent inspired men; to the perception 
of his remarkable nature, the ease and swiftness of his motions, 
and his powers of quickly dealing death by sudden spring or 
mysterious deadly poison. To this· the objection is, that the 
serpent religion is not a religion of fear but of love. The 
serpent, like the tiger and bull, is a benign god. He is a 
protector, teacher, and father. How Came a religion beginning 
in terror tD be transformed into a religion of love l The terror 
hypothesis will, we submit, not meet the case even of the 
serpent. And no such hypothesis, it is obvious, can be 
extended to cover the run of cases-to explain the worship, 
say, of the dog, the dove, or the bee. 

The hypothesis we put forward starts from a basis of 
ascertained facta It is not an hypothesis explanatory of the 
origin of totMn.Wm, be it remembered, but an hypothesis 
explanatory of the animal and plant worship of the ancient 
nations. It is quite intelligible that animal worship growing 
from the religious regard for the totem or kobong-the friend 
and protectol'--should, irrespective of the nature of the animal, 
be a religion of love. What we say is, our hypothesis explains 
the facta It admits an endless variety of plants and animals 
to the pantheon as tribal gods; it explains why the tribes 
should be named from the animal or plant, and why the 
tribesmen should even, as we saw in some cases they did, 
esteem themselves as of the species of the totem-god. It 
explains why in Egypt, Greece, India, and elsewhere, there 
should be a number of such gods, by showing that there 
should be as many as there were stocks, counting themselves 
distinct, in the population; and it also explains why in one 
place one animal should be pre-eminent and in another sub
ordinate, the .gods following the fortunes of the tribes. It 
explains, moreover, on rational principles, for the first time, 
the strange relations represented by the concurring legends of 
many lands as having existed between various animals and 
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the anthropomorphic gods; it throws a new light on the 
materials employed in the so-called science of heraldry, showing 
whence they were drawn; and, lastly, it enables us to see 
senae and a simple meaning in many legends, and in some 
historical narratives, that appeared to be simple nonsense till 
looked at in the light of this hypothesis. Since it is so simple 
and so comprehensive, and has a basis of facts for its founda
tion in existing totem-races; since we have seen reason to 
believe that the mental condition of these races alld the 
beliefs they entertain have been at some time the mental 
condition and beliefs of all the advanced races; .and since 
the only a88"Umption we make is that all races have been 
progressive, which in other matters they undoubtedly have 
been, it seems impoasible to resist the conclusion that our 
hypothesis is' a sound one-that the ancient nations came 
throngh the totem stage. 

Some facts which make for our hypothesis cannot be too 
much insisted on. We have found in numerous cases what 
seems good evidence that from the earliest times animals were 
worshipped by tribes of men who were named after them, and 
believed to be of their breed. We have seen in several cases 
the oldest anthropomorphic gods having titles derived from 
the animals, or believed to be of their breed, or to have been 
fostered by them; and the conclnaion seems to be forced npon 
us that these gods were preceded by the animals as totems, if 
not as gods,--8nd that the latter bore to them the same kind 
of relation that we know in India the serpent had to Buddha, 
and bears to Visiu}.u. On the rise of Buddhism among the 
N a"oas, serpent worship was for a time repressed or sub
ordinated; but the ~nts were too strong. They reasserted 
themselves, and the old serpent faith revived with a kuman 
figure in the Olympna! The heavenly Nags is even now the 
shield and protector of Vishnu. 

The hypothesis that similar oceurrences had taken place 
among Horse, Bnll, Bam, and G<lat tribes will explain the 
peculiar relations which we have seen existed between these 
gods and these animals respectively, and we know of no other 
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hypothesis on which they can be, at least so well, explained. 
That Dionysus or Poseidon, for instance, should be .,.avp"'YE1J';~ 
is a fact presentiog no difficulty on our hypothesis any more 
than that either of them should have been figured as a bull or 
with a bull's head. To what other hypothesis will the fact 
not be a stumbling-block? Since these and all the other 
gods of their class were false gods that were gradually 
developed by the religious imagination, the fancy of poetical 
persons, and the interested imposture that is everywhere 
promotive of novelties in religion; since the whole of the 
facts we have been surveying demonstrate a progress in 
religious speculation from savage fetichism; and since among 
the lowest races of men we find no such gods figuring as Zeus 
and his companions, we seem already, at this stage of the 
argument, to be justified in arriving at the conclusion that the 
ancient nations came through the totem stage, and that 
totemism was the foundation of their mythologies. 



II 

Tm: KAHILABOI AND KUBliAI 

(By DOJlALD M'LDJlAJI) 

SINClI: the preceding Essay 1 was written, Mr. Howitt has 
published au account of the Kornai tribes of Gippsland (South
Eastern Victoria); I but, though in some other respects interest
ing, this adds nothing that is certain to our knowledge of the 
structure of Australian tribes. 

The Gippsland natives, like the N wnyeri, called them
selves men (Kornai), and the neighbouring tribes, with whom 
their relations were usually hostile, wild men (Bra-jerak). 
When the country was first settled, in 1839, they may have 
numbered (Mr. Howitt says) from 1000 to 1500, but by 
1877 there remained of them only 140; and their conversion 
to Christianity and settlement in missions had to a great 
extent broken down the force of the old customs among this 
remnant. The old tribal divisions had disappeared; and the 
circumstances and mode of living of the survivors were entirely, 
different from those of thelr predecessors. Mr. Howitt had an 
official position in Gippsland, and no doubt had good opportuni-; 
ties of gathering such information as was atill to be got; but he, 
had, in fact, very few-too few-informants,and he relied chie1ly, 
on tbe knowledge of a man who had lived from early youth 

1 [L .. 1he chapter OD A~ ..". P. 278.) 
• ~..-K_ By1he lin. L. 1'_ ODd.A. W. Howitl. lIe!

boame, 1880. 
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among the settlers.' Though he had a slight knowledge of 
the Kumai language, too, his communications with his inform
ants had to be carried on in the main in English, and the 
Kumai English, however fit for other purposes, was not 
unlikely, without severe testing, to prove misleading or unin
forming in regard to such matters as kinship or tribal structure. 
Moreover, Mr. Howitt was chock-full of theories; and it is 
clear that this helped to divert hint from the line of inquiry 
which might possibly have yielded results of value. 

It follows that one has always carefully to scrutinise 
Mr. Howitt's facts, comparing them where possible with the 
slender accounts of the Gippsland natives which have come 
from other sources; and (both on account of his theories and 
for other reasons) it is necessary still more carefully to 
scrutinise his inferences from facts, and as to the state of the 
facts in particular cases. In the list of the Kumai divisions 
or local tribes, which he has laboriously collected, there appear 
three tribes or bodies of natives with names taken from men 
who were living when the country was settled by the whites 
(e.g. Bunjil Nullungs mob), and he offers these names to us 
as proper tribal names. This might of itself be enough to 
show that his facts are to be taken as somewhat doubtful; 
and, as to his inferences, observe what his comment upon this 
mode of naming is. "Each of these divisions," he says, "re
ceived its desiguatiou from an eponym, who chal1l1led with, each, 
ge'lWration." 

The Kurnai, we are told, claimed the whole of Gippsland 
from near Cape Everard to near Cape Liptrap, there being 
border lands, however, which were disputed between them and 
the Maneroo and Omeo tribes, their neighbours. The inhabitants 
of certain districts were known, as a whole, as Kroatungolnng 
or east- country people; and, similal'ly, there were Briakolung 
or west-country people, and Tatungolung or south-country 
people. Besides these there were, each with their separate 
country, the Bra-brolung tribes and the Bra-tauolung. to the 

I In Brough Smith'. Allorigima of P'ictoriG (voL i. p. 57), Mr. Howitt men
tions that this maD, Tul&ba, CI was caught &I a young lad by the Macleods of 
Buchan, and thus got hie name, Billy M""leod." 
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meaning of whose names a clue is given in the statement that 
Bra, like Kura, signifies man. The whole Gippsland popu
lation was comprised in those five divisions. This is what Mr. 
Howitt tells us; but it should not pass unnoticed that the 
east, west, and south country people here spoken of were the 
Kurnai who lived to the east, to the west, and to the south of 
the Bra-brolung. among whom he found his chief informants. 
The Bra-tauolung lived to the south of his south-country 
people, and rather farther to the west than his west-country 
people. And while Bra-brolung and Bra-tauolung seem both to 
be simply variants of Kumai (meaning men), east and west and 
south country people may have been designations in use among 
the Bra-brolung (such designations are so used among ourselves) 
for people who had besides other names more proper to them. 
There were diversities of language from district to district; 
there were the usual blood-feuds and tribal quarrels, a frequent 
cause of quarrels being the stealing of women; but the Kumai 
seem to have been ready to unite against their Bra-jerak 
neighbours; and the people of four out of the five districts 
were bound together by the ceremonies for the initiation oC 
youths to manhood, which were performed by them in concert. 
In these the east-conntry people took no part. Initiation to 
manhood was unknown among them--a proof this (the Kumai, 
notwithstanding differences, being obviously one people) that it 
was formerly unknown among the Kumai generally. 

While the whole country was divided (or divisible) into 
five districts as aforesaid, the population of each district was 
made up of small local tribes, each of which had its recognised 
boundaries. The structure or composition of these local tribes 
is what now concerns us, and, unfortunately, Mr. Howitt has 
not been able to ten us anything distinct about it. 

It may be said in passing that polygamy was practised 
among the Kurnai; that fidelity was expected of the wife but 
not of the husband; and that the husband did not give his 
wife to his guest. In general, too, the tribe had a Dame said 
to be taken from the principal place within its territory. 
There were DO chiefs, but the ablest or most forward took the 
lead when leadership was wanted. The women had • voice, 
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and an influential one, in whatever concerned the common 
good. 

Mr. Howitt has not ascertained how kinship was taken in 
the Gippsland local tribe; nor has he collected many facts 
such as might help us in judging of this for ourselves. The 
transmissiou of family (totem) names is, among the Australians 
as among similar peoples elsewhere, the surest guide in this 
matter; but, according to Mr. Howitt, fainily names were un
known among the Kurnai. He mentions only personal names 
and nicknames. And he believes that the Kurnai were not 
divided, as the Australians generally are, into totem clans or 
families. Rules for inheritance also throw light upon kinship; 
but neither are these of any avail as regards the Kurnai. A 
man's personal property was in general buried at his death; 
and there was nothing that could be inherited from him unless 
it were his wife or· wives. The wives, Mr. Howitt says, where 
there were more than one, went to his brothers in order of 
seniority, one to each-which, with polygamy, if taken literally, 
would prove male kinship, and might even suggest agnation; 
but it is evident that Mr. Howitt did not think of inquiring 
whether uterine brothers. had a preference, or whether it was 
uterine brotbers who could thus inherit. Of the case in which 
one wife ouly was left, all he says is that the wife went to the 
deceased's brother, the statement being in no way particu
larised, and being therefore equally consistent with kinsbip 
being through males or through females. Even the blood-feud, as 
Mr. Howitt has been able to describe it, does not carry us far. 
The sister's son was foremost in the work of vengeance-
that is clearly brought out in one esse; and this shows beyond 
doubt that kinship was at one time counted through females 
only among the Kurnai (as Mr. Fison has remarked), and that 
kinship through females was still of importance, whether the 
exclusive kinship or not. Mr. Howitt's impression is that 
relatives both on tbe father's side and on tbe mother's aide 
took part in the blood-feud, which would show that kinsbip 
through the father had come to be acknowledged. Unfortu
nately the cases he gives as examples of the blood-feud (possibly 
through the facts having been imperfectly explained to him) 
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suggest that the persons upon whom it placed a duty usually 
got all the friends they could to help them. 

Some other facts are given by Mr. Howitt which show the 
importance of the connection made through marriage-all 
being consistent, however, with kinship through the father 
being also an established kinship. Marriage made a man free 
to live with his wife's local tribe as well as with his own. 
And it was a man's duty to share food with his father-in-law 
(it may be only when living with him, but it is puzzling to 
find this spoken of as an every-day matter). Y ouug children 
were never killed (the distinction was made by Mr Howitt'l 
informants), but abandoned, as happens where the father is 
answerable for his children to the mother's relatives. The 
woman herself, too was under the protection of the blood-feud. 

As to the marriage law, Mr. Howitt has not tried to base 
it upon kinship, or to put it upon any definite basis. He has 
laboriously gathered information as to the localities to which 
the men of each local tribe went for their wives, but £acts of 
thiS class cannot show Whether there was any principle by 
which marriages were governed. It might be believed withont 
them that men sought wives where women whom they were 
free to marry could be got most conveniently or easily, and 
that custom counted for a good deal in the matter; and they 
do not carry us any further. Since, however, auy Kurnai 
might marry a Bra-jerak or foreign woman, it may be in
ferred that, in general, where there was no kin there was no 
restraint upon marriage. And there was interdiction of 
marriage on the ground of kin. A man could not marry his 
• sister" --& term which, as Mr. Howitt defines it, included all 
first cousins, whether on the father's side or on the mother's. 
Mr. Howitt does not tell us that it extended beyond first 
cousins. Nor has he been able to say that the interdiction 
of marriage on the ground of kin went further in one direction 
than in another. It was of importance, as it happened, in the 
case of those cousins only who belonged to differeut local tribes; , 
and it prohibited a man from marrying (among others)his father'a 
sister's daughter and his mother's brother's daughter-women 
who, with the totem syatem, wonld not have been of his own 
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totem, from whom an exclusive kinship either through males 
or through females would not have cut him olL A man could 
not marry any woman of his own local tribe. And in some 
cases, in addition to this, he could not marry any woman of 
his mother's local tribe. Mr. Howitt does not offer any 
explanation of these prohibitions. 

His statements might carry us, nevertheless, to a conclusion 
as to this, and as to tribal structure among the Kumai also, 
but for one nncertainty. Mr. Howitt insists that wives were 
got among the Kurnai (except to a very tri1Iing extent) by 
means of elopement or capture, which were both practised 
under the same conditions; indeed, nearly all the information 
given to him was about elopements; and one cannot be sure 
that he has not confounded limitations put by circumstances 
upon capture and elopement with limitations put by law or 
custom upon marriage. There might have been women both 
in a man's own tribe and in his mother's tribe whom he was 
not debarred from marrying, and yet it might have been too. 
risky a thing or too gross an outrage, especially as the tribes 
were very smaIl, for him to steal away with one of them, 
whether without her consent or with it. The Kumai restric
tions, as stated by him, however, were those which prevailed 
among the Narrinyeri-prohibition of marriage within the 
tribe, and prohibition of marriage with certain near relations 
not of the tribe-with, in some cases among the Kurnai, the 
prohibition added of marriage within the mother's tribe. These 
are all restrictions which may occur where, after kinship 
through females only, the local tribe has become a proper clan 
established npon male kinship. The prohibition of marrying 
in the mother's tribe may be much more easily and completely 
explained upon this view of them than it can be upon any 
other view. And Mr. Howitt's facts are all consistent with 
it. Moreover, with fidelity exacted from the wife, there was 
no reason why there should not have been among the Kumai 
the fullest acknowledgment of kinship through the father. 
And, on the other hand, the acknowledgment of kinship 
through the father is the best possible reason for fidelity being 
exacted from the wife. 
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We get incidentally another fact from Mr. Howitt which 
strongly suggests that the Kurnai were, as to kinship and the 
composition of their tribes, much in the position of the N arriu· 
yeri. He has been able to translate for us only a few of the 
Kurnai tribal names. And there is perhape only one, the 
name of a tribe of the Bra-brolung, which he has translated 
with perfect confidence. But the name of that tribe meant 
Widgeon (KamilaJroi and Kw:"fI4,i, p. 227). This is a name 
of the totem kind; and if it was a totem name, it wonld show, 
consistently with what has otherwise been indicated to us, that 
one local tribe of the Kurnai was a proper clan with male kin
ship. Why, then, finding it among Australians, should we 
donbt that it was a totem name 1 There would really, all the 
facts considered, be scarcely any reason for doubting. if any, 
but that our authority tella us he failed to discover totem 
divisions among the Knrnai. He had a theory, however, at 
this point, as will be seen by and by. And he haa given us 
at least one other fact strongly suggestive of totemism. which 
occurs (where such a fact was likely to occur) in his account 
of the procedure at an elopement.' Moreover. the case in 
which totemism is most likely to escape discovery is that in 
which the tribe having male kinship, all the people of the tribe 
are usually of the same name and totem, while there is also 
(as there is said to have been, in general, among the Kurnai) 
a local name by which the tribe is commonly known.t 

1 .. By &lid by •• Jlr. Howitt _yo, in d ..... ibing aD elopement, ".,.,. of the 
eligible y"""l! ..... met ODe of the ~le y"""l! ......... ; he looked ot her. 
&lid laid, • DjeeIgaD !' She laid, • Yeenmg ! What cL. the Yemmg eot ,. 
The reply ...... He _ ., &lid .......... tiouiDg bDgaroo. __ or ....... or 
...... other game. Tb"" they Iaugbed. &lid ohe .... ofI with him withoot telling 
lIDy ODe· (K...uu.roi _ K .......... P. 2(1). Jlr. Howitt gi ... this without ... " 
.n of explaDatioD. &lid _ may gi.. the explaDatioa. The .......... '. 
queotioD, if CII8toIII&riIy made, _ ha .. hem either oti\l_ryor. tnditioDa1 
form; t.Jun JDDIt han heeD a J'eI*JII lor it, whether. CODtiDuing reaoD fII not. 
liow. _ .. omen eloped with otraDgerw then might be _ r..r iDqujry .. to' 
IIIIIIriogeabIeae.; (or the KmDai ...,. did DOt .... _1. __ .... they 
did DOt _ tribol or family __ The .. .,...... did _ .... of ......... : 
ADd with _ giYiDgthe rule r..r marriage, the moD might......,. the .. _ 

if he might OIt her totem. 
• Dr. GaIlotiD .... ..-Iy DOt ••• ble ..... .....cal iDq_ thaD JIr. 

Howitt, &lid his opportuDitiee __ iDcomporably better thaD JIr. Howitt".. 10 
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Mr. Howitt thinks that the inhabitants of each of the five 
districts into which Gippsland was divided formed a single 
elan, of which each of the local tribes of the district was a 
section or division. But there appears to be absolutely nothing 
to support such a suggestion. On the other hand, with kin
ship through females only (of which it is clear they had had 
experience), the Kurnai, being exogamous, must have been in 
the common Australian ease of having people belonging to 
different stocks, clans, or fa~es mixed together, not only in 
every district, but in every local tribe. And a change in kin
ship need oust none of these clans from the district. It might 
lead to the people of each clan being collected into a. single 
local tribe, as among the N arrinyeri; and the name of the 
Waiung or Widgeon tribe may indicate that it did this, to 
some unknown extent, among the Kumai. The district names, 
too, so far as known to us (putting aside those which indicate 
geographical relation only)-Bra-brQlung, Bra-tauolung-were 
mere variants of Kurnai, meaning the men or the people; and 
are no more likely to have been elan names than Narrinyeri, 
which has the same meaning, and is, as we know, a general 
name for the people of many different clans, or than Kumai 
itself. It appears, too, that the Bra-brolung, or, at any rate, 
some of them, could intermarry with one another, which 
makes against the view that they formed a single elan. Very 
likely, when not quarrelling among themselves, the inhabitants 
of each district of Gippsland were ready to unite against other 
Kurnai; but from such a fact there can be no inference as to 
clanship. The Iroquois, notwithstanding their famous league, 
were made up of several clans or families, in which descent 
was taken through the mother.' 
seems. therefore, worth while to mention here, with reference to the acantinees of 
iDdicatioIlJl of totemism in Mr. Howitt's work, that Dr. Ga.ll&tin, in writing of 
the Southern Indian utiono of North America, while describing them edmirably 
in other respeobo, diacloeed thet they hod toteme onlycaaually and in • footnote. 
That they were in totem clana is now known on other authority. Dr. Galla.tin, 
however, W8B able to mention a number of totem names, while .Mr. Howitt has 
given ua only OD8, but with what may fairly be taken 88 &D indication of there 
having been oth ... . 

1 Mr. Howitt· ..... Ii .. t statement about the K1U"IIai is to ba found in Mr. Brough 
Bmith· • ..ofborigitoaqf J'"idoria (vol ii. pp. 823" ",.J, and is oon1Ined to the Bra-

2p 
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Mr. Howitt's facts which bear upon the tribal system of thE 
Kurnai have now been all dealt with. But there are twc 
other matters which figure largely in his book, and should Dol 
be overlooked. 

In a work which will be noticed hereafter, it appean thai 
the natives of the Port Fairy district of Victoria were made u~ 
of five clans or families having totem Dames which were taken 
through the mother-viz.Long-billedCockatoo,Pelican,Ban"ksian 
Cockatoo, Boa-snake, and QuaiI--and that, as is usual in such 
cases, no man could marry any woman of his own totem name. 
It appears, too, that, like other people in the same social state, 
the Port Fairy natives had superstitions or practices which had 
to do with animals from which none of them took their names, 
and which were common to them all, of whatever totem name. 
And among other things, the common Bat, we are told, be
longed to the men of whatever totem, who protected it a,,"l1inst 
injury, "even to the half-killing of their wives for its sake· j 
80 that it was protected by the men against the women. 
SimiIarly, the Fem-owl, or large Goatsncker, belonged to the 
women of whatever totem, and, tbongh a bird of ill omen, 
creating terror at night by its cry, was jealously protected by 
them. If a man killed one, they were "as much enraged as 
if it were one of their children,· and would strike him with 
their long poles; 80 that the women protected it against the 
men. A fact such as this, wberever it occurs, is curions, and 
DO doubt worth inquiring about.. Among the Port Fairy people~ 
blobmg _ The _ Kumai io DOt _liDDed ill it, ADd it io DOt eIesr 
whether the Jlra.brobmg, ... people, eaUed 1hemoeI_ Kumai .. "e11 .. _I 
brobmg. In thio stalemeDt llr. Howitt aid tlIat the B,...brobmg ,,~ iD tbne' 
.. cIaoaeo,. by whidl he _ local Iribeo, within each of which IDIIlriaf!O .... 
forbidden, while each might iDtermany with the _ two. Had thio ltate-; 
mont _ -bed, _ -.Jd ha .. heeD little dDubt _ the B ... , 
brobmg local tnlle ..... _ ebm with male kiDohip, ADd _ ( ..... ' 
withDat it boiDg bawB that tho..- of ODe of tho triboo _ Widp>a~ In 
~ _ K __ IIr. Howitt p .. tho __ of 6Ye local triboo of Iha 

Jlra.brobmg, ODd teIIa .. .....thiDg of the habito iD ~ of IDIIlriaf!O of throei 
of them. ODe of the thne, he _yo. took wiy .. from • DOigbhoariDg diolrid> 
mly; the oeoc>rJd took _from the WaiuDg or WidgooD tnlle oaIy ; while lb. 
WaiuDg took _ from th_ two, ADd aIoo .... t .brood for them. M to tho 
__ Kurui, it __ to ... heeD lidded to tho _ of • local tribe whee .. 

iadiridual of tho tribe .... to he ~ 
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whatever its import, it is clear that it had to do with sex; and 
it is clear also that it had nothing to do with totem names or 
tribal divisions. It would not be surprising were one brought 
to conclude that it was connected with the iuitiation to man
hood, the effect of which was to take youths from the women 
and make men of them. 

It is upon a fact precisely the same as this, however, that 
Mr. Howitt and his collaborateur, Mr. Fison, have based their 
whole view of the history and tribal condition of the Kurnai ; 
and, natura1ly, their view is a very extraordinary one. Among 
the Kurnai the Yeerung, or Emu-wren, belonged to the men, 
and was protected by the men against the women, just as the 
Bat was among the Port Fairy people; and the Djeetgun, or 
Superb Warbler, belonged to the women, and was protected by 
the women against the men, as the Goatsucker was among the 
Port Fairy people. Both figured in the proceedings of the men 
and women at the ceremouies of initiation, and in these, in 
connection with the yowig men, another bird, the N urt, a 
species of duck, also played a part. Mr. Howitt seems at an 
early stage of his inquiry to have become possessed with the 
notion that the Yeerung and the Djeetgun were all the Kurnai 
had for totems. (But why did he overlook the N urt 1) And 
he concluded that the Yeerung was the totem of the Kurnai 
men, and the Djeetgun the totem of thE! Kurnai women. By 
parity of supposition perhaps the N urt should have been the 
totem of Kurnai young men. Yeerung and Djeetgun, how
ever, dominate his book, turning up in the most unexpected 
places; and Mr. Fison has devised a theory to account for the 
totsm system being employed among the Kurnai, not to dis
tinguish one body of kindred from another, but to distinguish 
men from women. 

One need not say much of such an error, or of the ingenuity 
of theorising expended upon it. It is enough to repeat that 
the Port Fairy people had precisely similar sex preferences 
to those of the Kurnai, and had totem names and divisions 
besides, and that (unless as regards their origin) the two had 
nothing to do with each other; and it may be added, for those 
who are interested in MI·. Fison's theory, that though the former 
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had somehow to do with sex, it was the latter which regulate 
marriage; so that the theory, with all its developments, iI 
cluding the explanation of "marriage by elopement," is abe< 
lutely chilnerical Obviously Mr. Howitt's view could nevI 
have been thought of had it been known that the Kurnai he 
totem names or divisions. And it was just the view whic 

. might make the most candid inquirer rather slacken his Beare 
for such things. Very likely these (if the totem system prl 
vailed among the Kurnai) were not so easily to be heard of 8 

a fact in which all Kurnai men and women were interestec 
As it is, Mr. Howitt has found for us one Kurnai tribal nam. 
which was an animal name, and has given us indications ( 
others. And without a good knowledge of Kurnai speech, SUI 
posing that the Kurnai had the totem system, it may hev 
been impossible for anyone to do more. It need acarcely b 
added that, whatever totem names they may heve had, we ma: 
be sure that Yeerung and Djeetgun were not among them. 

The other matter to be noticed (of which incidentall: 
something has been said already) is the mode in which th 
Kurnai got their wives. Here once more there is uncertsint: 
as to Mr. Howitt's facts. He tells us that, as a rule, a youlIj 
Kurnai could get a wife only by running away with her-tha 
is, by her freely eloping with him, without the knowledge a 
her parents. "If the young man was so fortunate as to baY! 
an unmarried sister, and to have a friend who also had 81 

unmarried sister, they might arrange with the girla to ron 01 
together;" this is the first illustration of "the system of elope 
ment which he gives ua. In other cases, a young man am 
young woman ran away together because they happened tc 
fancy one another, and the first advances might come froB: 
either. The girl, in all caaes alike, went freely, and witbouI 
the knowledge of her parents; and their consent, if asked 
would be refused as a matter of courae. I 

By and by it comes out that there 11'88 a good deal .,1 
capture among the Kurnai, &lid that the stealing of womeJ] 
was a frequent cause of quarrels between tribes. There is 
some recognition also of exceptional caaes, in .hich wamell 
did not elope, but were given away-made, it would eeem, 
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because a correspondent of Mr. Howitt's who had lived long 
among the Kuruai, Mr. Bulmer ·of the Lake Tyers mission, 
had expressed doubts as to the accuracy of Mr. Howitt's 
information. 

Mr. Bulmer's own account of marriage among the Kurnai, 
written some years before Mr. Howitt's, is to be found in The 
.Aborigfm.es of VidlJ'J"ia (voL i pp. 82 et seq.). When a girl is 
thirteen or fourteen, he says (p. 84), a yam-stick is given to 
her for protection; "and this precaution is nearly always 
needed, for it would not be sufficient fo~ her to say' No' to 
an important question. She drives away any young man who 
is smitten with her charms with her yam-stick." Mr. Bulmer 
here puts the risk to a young woman from violence into the 
foremost place, but it was not his purpose to speak of capture. 
"Matches," he continues," are generally made up among the 
young men;' the women never initiate matches, though they 
have a good deal to say when it is known, that a young woman 
is songht after by some young man. The match is mostly 
arranged between two young men who have sisters, or some 
female relative over whose fate they may happen to have 
controL They follow a system of barter in their matrimonial 
arrangements. The young woman's opinion is not asked." He 
speaks, it will be observed, as if this matchmaking, carried on 
by means of barter, were a common thing, as if it were a 
system-indeed, as if it were the regular thing; and what he 
describes is marriage by exchange, which is exceedingly preva
lent among other :Australians. He goes on to tell how the 
transaction was carried out. "When the young men have 
settled the business:' he says, "they propose a time when one 
of them is to take a girl for his wife. The young man marches 
up to her equipped as if for war, with his club and club-shield 
in his hands; and indeed these are needed, if he does not wish 
to receive a blow on his head from the yam-stick, which would 
perhaps prevent the further progress of his love-making. After 
a little fencing between the pair, the woman, if she has no 
serious objections to the match, quietly submits, and allows 
herself to be taken away to the camp of her future husband." 
It is plain that the young" inan marching up to the woman 
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equipped for war does not go to propose an elopement ·to her 
and that he does not go meaning to put up with a refusal. II 
is manifest that, in virtue of the bargain made, he goes t< 
take her away, by force if necessary; and, in short, there is I 

form of capture. 
Mr. Bulmer te11e us also that elopemente took place, and 

he speaks as if they were pretty frequent. He shows that 
elopement was resented much as capture would have been, 
though, no doubt, in a less degree; and also that the woman 
was nearly always blllught home again, so that elopement W88 

far from leading immediately to marriage. After a couple 
had eloped again and again, however, and been punished for 
the offence, the girl's friends umaliy CQ1!8e1/Jtd to a marriage. 
The man had got love tokens from her, Mr. Bulmer explains, 
which, in the hands of a sorcerer, would put her life at his 
mercy; she became ill, and her friends grew anxious; there 
was pity for the young man, too, who had braved so much for 
her; and so, in the end, "the tribe give him to wife the girl 
for whose &ake he has borne so many honourable scars." In 
the detail just given there is little difference between Mr. 
Bulmer and Mr. Howitt; and (besides that the woman was 
gi'Den at last) it scarcely seems descriptive of a mode of 
getting married to which there was no sort of recogniaed 
alternative. 

Mr. Howitt's admissious about captnre show that he made I 
his statement as to e10pemente much too strong; and, after' 
reading Mr. Bulmer, it cannot be doubted that he mistook the 
place of exchange in Kurnai marriage. So much, as to 
exchange, might almost have been inferred, indeed, from the 
Kurnai having been polygamous. Men do not get many: 
wives by elopement practised under difficuItiee; men do not 
get many wives even by captur&--polygamy cannot get on, 
withont more regu1ar means of wife-getting; and, al10wing for 
inheritance, there can scarcely be any practice of it worth i 
speaking about without wives being obtainable by IIOIIIe form. 
of contract. No doubt the marriages arranged by brothers, 
which Mr. Howitt classes among e1opemente, were in general 
marriages by exchange. 
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What proportions, however, the thre~pture, exchange, 
elopement--bore to each other among the Kurnai does not 
greatly matter. It is plain that the Kurnai arrived at marriage 
by exchange in a movement from capture, for what the man 
got by his bargain was permission to take away or carry off 
the woman. That elopement also was arrived at in a move
ment from capture is clearly shown by a curious fact, 
immediately to be noticed, which Mr. Howitt mentions. And 
if elopement and exchange both grew up upon capture, which 
of the three was the more in vogue becomes a question of 
subordinate interest. 

In an account of the capture of women as practised by 
the Australians, given in Mr. Brough Smith's Aborigines of 
Victoria (vol ii p. 316), it is stated that "in any case, where 
the abduction has taken place for the benefit of some one 
individual, each of the members of the party claims, as a 
right, a privilege which the intended husband has no power to 
refuse." Where a tribe carried off women from another tribe, 
it is added," the unfortunates are common property till they 
are gradually annexed by the best warriors of the tribe:' The 
general case and the particular agree in this, that, in the first 
instance, a woman was common to those who had -made 
capture of her; while she was, in the latter, given immediately 
after that to the man for whose behoof she had- been carried 
off, and was, in the former, monopolised as soon as some 
particular man was influential enongh to make his own of her. 
Similarly, Mr. Howitt tells us of a tribe in which (p. 346) 
"the female war captive was at first common to the men 
present at the capture, and then became the property of her 
captor"-that is, provided she were a woman he was free to 
marry. And of a woman who had been taken in war, he was 
told (Kumai practice this) that "before she was the wife of 
Tankli she belonged to' all the Yowung men," which coin
cides with the second of the foregoing statements. 

It need not be said that the practice thus disclosed as 
following upon capture is not peculiarly Australian; and no 
far-fetched theory is needed to account for it. With contract 
for marriage and capture remaining as a form, we sometimes 
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find it continued-the bride carried off, though the carrying 
oft' has been only a form, the bridegroom's party treat her as 
in like case their predecessors would have treated a captive 
woman. Now, among the Kurnai, as Mr. Howitt shows us, 
this practice was a concomitant also of elopement.. The man 
with whom a woman had agreed to elope summoned his 
friends, and the woman was treated by the party as sbe would 
have been if they had carried her oft' for him' by force, or 
taken her in battle. 

Where we find it with marriage, this practice reveals to 
US an association early formed between wife-getting and 
capture, which, with capture become a form, and possibly 
reduced to a meaningless formality, continues to manifest 
itself in marriage doings. It 88 clearly shows that the elope
ments of the Kurnai-in which the Ulan stole away with a 
woman, and was punishable much as he would have been 
for stealing her-were an aftergrowth of their system of 
capture. 

Mr. Fison has snggested that this practice among the 
Kurnai illustrates what Sir John Lubbock has called expiation 
for marriage. But elopement, though 80 much akin to capture, 
and though it might prove a step towards marriage, did not 
make marriage among the Knrnai; in general, it was not 
followed by the appropriation of the woman, and Mr. Fison 
has been puzzled to say what there was to be expiated. • The 
man; he says, in the only passage in which he has ventured 
to speak clearly (p. 303, footnote), • is one of a group each 
member of which has as much right to elope with the girl as 
he baa. The secret meeting in the forest seems to be a com
pounding for that right.." He might have said they had all 
88 much right to capture her withollt being very paradoxical 
And the same could equally well be said of all the men of 
many groupe. Bllt when he speake of a right to elope with 
her, it becomes difficult to treat him seriously. In elopement 
the girl had choice 88 much as the man; she was not restricted -
to men of any particnlar group; there was DO man who bad 
any right to elope with her. Her COD8eDt even can scarcely -
be eaid to have given a right eYen to the man whom ahe 
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favoured, though no doubt it gave him an opportunity. More
over, the "expiation" was not offered to all the men of even 
one group, but only to those near friends of the man from 
whom he might have claimed help for her capture, the men 
who, with regular marriage, would have been his backers at 
the weddiug. 

On Sir John Lubbock's theory, no doubt, a war captive, or 
foreign woman taken captive, belonged to the captor, and there 
was no need that her appropriation should be expiated; it 
was the appropriation of a native woman that needed to be 
expiated, that infringing a right of the tribe. It seems worth 
while to add, nevertheless, that before the practice which the 
Kurnai followed in their elopements, and which some other 
peoples have had in marriage with the form of capture, could 
be taken as showing expiation for marriage in any case what
ever, the same practice in all cases of actual capture would 
have to be explained as expiation for marriage. That fighting 
men are much the same, with women at their mercy, in early 
times and in late, and whatever the current views about 
marriage right may be, seems to afford a simpler view of its 
origin. But, apart from that, could it be said there was 
expiation for marriage in the case of those women captured 
by a tribe, who were common to the tribe at first, but were 
afterwards appropriated f Did the women remain unappro
priated until their appropriation was sufficiently expiated f 
The fact seems to be that the woman's first position in this 
case is that of undivided and unallotted booty-unallotted 
because nobody has a paramount claim to it. She is common 
because she is not anybody's, but everybody's, and she ceases 
to be common as soon as some one man is able to make his 
own of her. 

Mr. Howitt gives, in appendices to his work on the 
Kurnai, some information procured by him respecting four 
other Australian tribes--information too meagre in every case, 
but still worth a few words of notice. 

The Gournditch - Mara tribe (Western Victoria; Gourn
ditch being a local name, and Mara = man) is said, on the 
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authority of the Rev. J. H. Stahle, to have been composed of 
four classes, t"at is, divisions, named Kemp (water), Bum 
(mountain), Dirck (swamp), and Gilger (river); and to have 
had «no exogamous rule affecting marriage"; 80 that, though 
wives were got from neighbouring friendly tribes, and occasion
ally through capture, there was no rule which restricted 
marriages within the tribe itself. It is not ststed whether 
the distribution of the tribesfolk into four divisiona bad any 
effect or served any purpose, but the names given are of the 
totem kind; they may therefore have been totem or family 
names; and the blood-feud may have depended upon them, 
though it is said they did not regulate marriage. Besides the 
statement as to marriage, the most interesting points in Mr. 
Stahle's information are that children belonged to the division 
of their father, and spoke his language, when the mother was 
of another tribe, and not the mother's language (the mention 
of which seems to show that the mother was often of another 
tribe); and that, there being a headman of the tribe, son lIDO. 

ceeded to father in this office. It thus appears that kinship 
through males was thoroughly establillhed among the Goum
ditch-Mara. There is nothing to show to what extent there 
was kinship through the mother. Sisters were exchanged in 
marriage, that is, girls were batgained away not by their. 
parents but by their hrothers-a point worth noticing, because 
the same thing happened amoug the Narrinyeri, who bad male 
kinship, and amoug the Knrnai, who appear to have bad male 
kinship; but the consent of the parents was necessary. Fidelity 
was expected from the wife, and the husband did not lend her 
to his guest, both points tending to show a thorough establillh
ment of male kinship. There was no objection to polygamy. 

As to the statement about marriage, of course, there is tbe 
question whether it can be trusted; and it does not tell us, be ' 
it obeerved, of any restriction npon the marriage of relatives . 
however near. On reasoniug given in PrimuifItJ Marriage,. 
however, a practice of polyandry might prevent the rise of 
exogamy; and exogamy, where it bad arisen, might disappear 
in the confusion followiug npon the change from kinship 
through females only to kinship through malea If the 
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Goumditch-Mara had the totem system, and were really not 
exogamous, the latter is the probable explanation of their not 
being exogamous. 

Is it still possible to ascertain whether they had any 
marriage law? The mere statement that they were not 
exogamous, marking them as singular among Australian tribes, 
makes them more worth inquiring about than most of the 
numerous tribes which are known to have been exogamous. 

The information as to the Geawe-gal tribe (now extinct; 
Hunter River, New South Wales) communicated to Mr. Howitt 
by Mr. G. W. Rusden is so meagre, and has been so evidently 
supplied from imperfect recollection of facts imperfectly 
observed or understood, that it would perhaps be best to say 
nothing of it. Mr. Rusden tells us, however, that "it was 
absolutely necessary that women should be married according 
to tribal laws:' and he·states that these were laws" of forbidden 
degree or class:' which may be taken as an indication of 
exogamy. He mentions also that "the Geawe-gal had a 
superstition that every one had within himself an affinity to 
the spirit of some bird, beast, or reptile," which (error or 
misunderstanding duly allowed for) may be taken as an 
indication of totemism. Mr. Rusden has nothing to tell as to 
the kinship system of the Geawe-gal. 

Some statements as to the .Turra tribe (York's Peninsula, 
South Australis), which are very interesting so far as they 
go, are given by Mr. Howitt on the authority of the Rev. 
W. Julius Kiihn (but apparently not in the language used by 
him). Of this tribe, according to Mr. Kiihn, there were two 
main divisions--Wiltu (eagle-hawk) and Multa (seal). It 
will be seen immediately that it is left somewhat in doubt 
whether these were not really separate tribes. The Wiltu sub
tribe contained people of ten, the Multa people of six, different 
totems. All the totems are mentioned. We are told that the 
divisions or sub-tribes were exogamous, but that any totem of 
one might marry with any totem of the other; and that 
children belonged to the totem of their father, and therefore, 
to his division or Bub-tribe; so that here once more we come 
upon kinship through males in an Australian tribe in con-
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nection with totemism and exogamy. Daughters were given 
in marriage by their parents, and wives were also obtained 
by exchange of female relatives. Faithfulness, it is said, was 

- expected both of husbaud and wife, which tends to show a 
thorough establishment of the family upon the basis of male 
kinship. Elopement was not unknown, but the penslties were 
serious. A girl who eloped would be put to death by her 
relatives, if they could recover her; and they would kill the 
man alao if they could, but he was generally protected, it is 
said, by the division of the tribe to which he belouged. What 
is mentioned to illustrate this, however, is that if a man or 
the Wonu (wombat) totem of the Wiltu (eagle-hawk) sub-tribe 
were to elope with a Multa woman, he would be protected by the 
Wiltu-Wortu men-tliat is, by the men of his own totem; and, 
to illustrate the marriage-law, it is added that a Wiltu-W ortu 
man would not be allowed to keep a Wiltu-Wortu woman
that is, a woman of his own totem-even if he captured her; 
statements which suggest a doubt whether either the restraint 
upon marriage or the duty of affording protection really extended 
heyond the totem. 

We are not told into what small groups or local tribes the 
Turra people were subdivided, but by the conditions under 
which they lived they almost must have been subdivided. It, 
might have been expected that the people or the aame totem . 
would in general be found living together; nor does the 
mention of the capture or a Wiltu-Wortu woman by a Wiltu
Wortu man, as if it were a case which might occur, make 
against this, for (besides that the woman, when married, 
would be living among strangers) the statement was evidently 
made in answer to a U leading question," and seems to be only 
a way or aaying that a man might not marry a woman or his 
own totem in any case whatever. As to the sub-tribes, we are 
told that when a woman of one was captured in war by a man 
of the other, her sub-tribe would fight to recover her, and 
1'ailing in that, would endeavour to capture a woman or the 
other; and this tends to show that they lived as eeparate. 
tribes. Mention is also made or their meeting together for a 
grand corrobboree. 
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In connection with the grand, corrobboree, a statement 
(already referred to in a footnote) 1 is given which is of the 
greatest interest in relation to the origin of exogamy. At the 
corrobboree (though at ordinary times men did not lend their 
wives to brothers or friends) "the old men took an'll of the 
young wives of the other class [sub·tribe] for the time, and the 
young men of the Wiltu exchanged wives with those of the 
Multa, and 'Il'ice 'IIers4, but only for a time, and in this the men 
were not confined to any particular totem." As men were 
not confined even in marrying to any particular totem, this 
can only mean that for the time the totem made no restriction; 
that a Wiltu man might for the occasion take any Multa wife 
-even a woman of his own totem. The Turra people habitually 
insisted on conjugal fidelity; and the men of one sub-tribe 
were prohibited from marrying (so it is stated) any of the 
women whom the men of the other would in general have for 
wives, and, at any rate, they all were strictly prohibited from 
marrying within their own totem. Was their practice at 
corrobborees a trsdition (observed at extraordinary occasions) 
of the ordinary practice of their early predecessors? Did the 
exogamous prejudice apply at first to wiving only 1 

Of the Wa-imbio tribe, whose territory extended from the 
junction of the Darling and Murray rivers to the Rufus, a 
slight account, supplied by the Rev. J. Bulmer, is given by 
Mr. Howitt. Of the Wa-imbio, Mr. Bulmer says, there were two 
primary divisions, Muquarra (eagle-hawk) and Kilparra (crow); 
he implies that each of these contained people of several 
different totems, but he mentions two totems only-Ka.rnie 
(a large lizard), which belonged to the Muquarra division, and 
N amba (the bone-fi.sh), which belonged to the Kilparra division. 
Mr. Bulmer wrote from experience that he had of the Wa-imbio 
in his early days; he seems to have remembered no other 
totems, but he is "most confident" that children were always 
of the same division as their mother, which involves that they 
were of her totem also, and that kinship was taken through 
the mother. With respect to the conditions of marriage, he 
thinks the consent of parents was usually required, elope-

1 8fI.pra, p. 287. 
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menta also occurring, however; but beyond this his know
ledge seems to have fa.iled him; what he says scarcely amounta 
to more than that there were conditions involving exogamy, 
and that they were strictly enforced. A man would not be 
permitted, he tella us, to keep as his wife a woman of his own 
"class," and the people would not hesitate to kill a man who 
broke the rule; but he does not say what "class .. means in 
this sta.tement--whether a division of the tribe or the totem 
kindred only. In an earlier statement 1 he had said that· a 
Muquarra could not marry a Muquarra, nor a Kilparra a 
Kilparra. "; but in that statement no hint was given of the 
existence among the Wa-imbio of any totems except these 
two. The only marriage mentioned by him is a marriage, 
which followed upon betrothal, between a Wa-imbio man 
and a woman of the Tapio tribe. 

To the preceding notices of Australian tribes scarcely any 
addition of fact can be made from that portion of KamAJaroi 
and KU1'MIi for which Mr. Filion is responsible, that being 
chiefly occupied with theories and controversial mattel"8. The 
brief citations from correspondenta which occur in it (though 
his theories are mainly founded upon them) are, in general, 
too meagre to be of any use, even eould they be trusted; and 
it often seems quite obvious that they are not to be trusted. 
Of course it has to be borne in mind that Mr. FlSOD was 
unable to stndy Australian tribes for himself; and that the 
only means he had of adding to our knowledge of these fast
dying Aborigines (a most praiseworthy object, if pursued with 
proper care and without theoretical bias) was to spread schedules 
of questions far and wide, among til sorts of people who had 
been in contact with natives, and do his best with the answers 
he got. It must be said, however, that (while nearly all his 
new matter is, to speak mildly, doubtful) he has, in his eager
ness for new information, ignored a great deal that was already 
known on better authority than it was in his power to have 
recourse to. He has besides-legitimately, no doubt, in settiog 
furth his hypotheses, but to a much greater extent than justice 

I fie A/IorigiItto 'If YidDrla, yo!. i. p. 88, 187&. lIy I!. Brough Smi.h. 
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to these demanded-used all marriage and kinship terms, as he 
says himself, in an accommodated sense--tJrat is, in a non-natural 
sense, and in other ways mixed up fact and theory together, 
often speaking too confidently of his theoretical views, as if they 
were matter of fact. His work, while it displays an intrepid 
ingenuity which finds nothing impossible, nothing even difficult, 
would for those reasons prove misleading and mystifying if 
taken for a source of information as to the condition of the 
Australian tribes as they actually have been made known to us. 

Some account, however, must be given of the tribe, or 
population, by means of which (and not tho Kamilaroi, who 
are, in fact, a difficulty for him, though their name is on his 
title-page) he has illustrated his principal theory, if Duly to 
illustrate his manner of dealing with facts. This tribe, when 
Mr. Fison received his information about it, consisted of 
seventeen persons; twenty-eight years earlier it had num
bered 900. His informant (a Mr. Stewart) regrets that he 
had not been put upon close inquiry ten years earlier, "when 
the natives were numerous, -when there were old people of 
intelligence to be found among them, when one might, without 
hesitation, accept their ideas and expressions as original." 

The name of this tribe is not mentioned, which is curious; 
it is spoken of ouly as the Mount Gambier tribe. It had the 
totem system, but, as Mr. Stewart understood the matter, with 
this peculiarity, that while each body of kindred bad one 
animal or plant which was its totem-for example, pelican 
or tea-tree--eaeh regarded a number of other things as in
cluded with the totem, which apparently means as on the 
same footing with it. For pelican (to go on with the examples 
already given) these are said to have been dogs, black-wood 
trees, fire, anq frost; for tea-tree, ducks, wallabies, owls, and 
crayfish. A man did not kill, or use as food, any of the 
animals belonging to his own totem group (of the same sub
division with himself, are Mr. Stewart's words; and the totem 
divisions are his subdivisions) uuless compelled to it by 
hunger, and then with expressions of sorrow for having to 
eat his wingong (friends), or tumanang (flesh). "When using 
the last word, they touch their breasts to indicate the close 
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relationship, meanin$ almost a part of themselves." ThE 
totem clan was caIlea tuman. It is natural to suspect mis· 
conception on Mr. Stewart's part as to portions of this state. 
ment; and of thia something will be said immediately. The 
statement, nevertheless, gives unexceptionable evidence of 
totemiam; and those of the same totem were those of the 
same flesh, or, as we say, of the same blood-that is, they 
were the body of acknowledged blood-kindred. Accordingly 
the tuman took "a prominent part in the blood revenge 
arrangement," "also in cases of uncertain death, the tuman of 
the slayer (aIain 1) appear at the inquest." The lite of the 
tribe was so far based on the totem system. It included 
eight different totem clans or tumans, the names of which 
are mentioned. 

So much is clear. There was also a division of thiJ 
population (for which as a whole we know no name) int< 
KUlllite and Kroki (feminine, Kumitegor, Krokigor); anc 
five totems are mentioned as having been Kumite, three 81 

having been Kroki. The meaning of these words is unknown 
it is not known that they are either totem names or local 
names. The tribe is described by Mr. Fiaon as exogamous 
and as taking kinship through the mother. Were it wort~ 
while to make surmises, it would be not nnreasonable to surmiae 
that at Mount Gambier two separate local tribes containing 
different totem kindreds had, through the operation of exogamy 
and female kinship, become welded ioto one community. 

As to the peculiar extension of the totem system in this 
tribe which has heen mentioned, there is a general statement 
made which goes vastly beyond the particulars which are 
given for the several totems. Mr. Stewart is quoted as 
saying that "not only mankind, but things in general, are 
subject to these [the totem] divisions "; and to this is appended 
_ /I 8pUimm, Mr. Fison says-the fullliat of those "things 
in general" which Mr. Stewart felt able to mention for each 
totem (averaging three or four for each). The reference to 
mankind in that passage is in no way explained, and it is of 
uncertain meaning; it may mean only that the tribe was 
composed of totem clans, and yet something more seems 
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intended; surely it cannot mean that strangers to the tribe 
. were necessarily considered as belonging to one or other of 
its clans. Things in general, however, according to the state
ment, were distributed between the clans. On what principle 
of distribution then 1 "I have tried in vain:' Mr. Stewart 
says, "to find a reason for the arrangement." How then 
did he find out so much as he did 1 and did he jump from 
that to his general statement 1 or did the general statement 
come to him independently of the particulars 1 Mr. FOOn 
has here left us entirely to our conjectures. He has given 
us, however, one little glimpse of Mr. Stewart pursuing his 
inquiries. U I asked," Mr. Stewart says, .. , To what division 
does a bullock belong 1 ' After a pause came the answer, 'It 
eats grass; it is Boortwerio [tea-tree].' I then said, 'A 
crayfish does not eat· grass [the crayfish had already been 
described to him as Boortwerio]; why is it Boortwerio 1 ' 
Then came the standing auswer for all puzzling questions: 
'That is what our fathers said it was.'" Here we see the 
poor savage-anxious to please, indifferent to truth, ready to 
give answers such as are expected of him (so observers concur 
in describing him)-put to the question with a result which 
perhaps might have been anticipated. He finds a totem or 
tuman for the bullock on the spot. Mr. Stewart, be it ob
served, was by this time fully possessed of the notion (in 
whatever way he got it) that things in general were distri
buted between the totems. It may be assumed that he had 
been put upon his inquiries by Mr. FOOn; and it will be 
found that Mr. FOOn had got a hint of something similar 
from another quarter (not, however, without warning as to the 
risk of error; see The Aborigimu of VU:toria, voL i. p. 91). 

The only things it seems necessary to say about this re
markable disclosure are, first, that it, at any rste, shows us 
again very clearly the position of the totem clans in this tribe 
(as Mr. Stewart understood the matter)-that they were the 
units, Or separate components, of the community; and, next, 
that Mr. FOOn should not have published, as illustrating 
savaga speculation, a statement one branch of which, as it 
stands, looks like mere nonsense, and which may be altogether 

2Q 
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a product of self-mystification, without giving the neceseary 
explanations, and not without giving us in some part of his 
work every word which his correspondent had given to him. 
We need in such a case all the testimony, and that in the very 
form in which it has heen given, if only to enable us to form 
our own opinion of the witness and of his actual meaning. 

To complete the account that can be given of the Mount 
Gambier people, it remains to notice what is disclosed to us as 
to their marriage law and. their system of kinship. This is 
very brief; it is given as on the authority of Mr. Stewart 
but with only a single line cited from that informant tel 
illustrate or support it. Knmite, the male, Mr. FOOn tells us, 
married Krokigor, and the children were Krokigor (that is, 
of the Kroki division); Kroki, the male, married Kumitegor, 
and the children were Kumitegor (that is, of the Kumite 
division). Kinship was taken through the mother, according 
to this statement; that is clear and need not be doubted. .As 
to the marriage law indicated, when, at another part of the 
work, we get incidentally, and for a different purpose, a brief 
citation from Mr. Stewart (that which has already heen 
noticed), we find that Mr. Stewart, with the know ledge he 
had, had to speak of the totems almost exclosively. It was 
the totems which were prominent in the blood-feud; the totems 
which determined what each man ought not to eat; the totems 
between which there was the alleged distribution of mankind 
and of things in general. Mr. Stewart tells us nothing here 
of Kumite and Kroki, but that either might eat the other'. 
totems; and this was probably stated in answer to a question, 
for it was SUper/lU0U8 coming after what he had IlSid previ0U8ly 
of the totems in same connection. This evidence prepares us 
to find the totems regulating marriages in the tribe, &8 they 
did all other things of importance. Now Mr. Fison tells us 
that they did not a1rect marriage in any way; but that 
marriage was prohibited between all Kumite men and women, 
and between all Kroki men and women, while any man of the 
one &ame might marry any woman of the other. It appears 
that he expected to find the totems a1rectiog marriage by 
putting a fort.her restriction upon it (pp. 41, 42); he was 
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prepared to find that a Kumite totem did not intermarry 
with. all the Kroki totems, but only with one or more of 
them; and the single line as to marriage which he cites from 
Mr. Stewart gives a negative answer to a question on this 
point. What other inquiries he made, and how far Mr. 
Stewart's knowledge extended, we cannot know. Though 
treating this matter of the marriage law as of great import
ance (and it is the sort of matter which necesaarily is of 
interest), Mr. Fison has produced no statement about it from 
Mr. Stewart except the one line just mentioned; and so there 
is nothing more to be said of it. It is clear, at any rate, that 
the Mount Gambier people had the totem system, and also 
that they had exogamy and female kinship. 

What Mr. Fison descries among the Mount Gambier 
people (and this it is which makes Kumite and Kroki import
ant in his eyes) is a division of the tribe into two intermarry
ing classes having kinship through the mother, by which he 
does not mean two divisions within each of which marriage 
was prohibited, but two divisions which intermarried with 
each other, and at first made no other marriages; or, to be 
more accurate, in which the men of one had conjugal rights of 
a communal sort over the women of the other oj theVr 0'UJ1I. 

UffMration. It need not be said that this is hypothesis merely, 
and there is nothing adduced to .support it for this particular 
tribe or population. It is as intermarrying classes neverthe
less that Kumite and Kroki are introduced to us; and by 
stretching out to sea as far as New Britain, Mr. Fison finds 
four other tribes fit to be put in the same category as illustrat
ing what he believes to have been the earliest division of 
tribes among the Australians. Two obly of the four are 
Australian, and Mr. Fison's information about these seems to 
consist of a few sentences for each division, which, as de
scribed to us, is each subdivided into two, but with a system 
of naming which suggests that the two are one--a system of 
naming which is a difficulty for Mr. Fison; not an insur
mountable difficulty, however, for he has been able to offer 
two entirely different solutions of it. How far imperfect 
infonnation is the true solution it is bootless to inquire. Of the 
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first, the Mount Ganibier people, we have already spoken. The 
other (on the Darling River) is also in totem divisions, being 
made up of the Muquarra and the Kilparra (eagle-hawk and 
crow), of which we have learned'something already on the 
authority of Mr. Bulmer. Each division includes several 
totems, but Mr. Fison's informant, a Mr. Lockhart, has, like 
Mr. Bulmer, been unable to give a list oC the totems, and 
mentions oJl1y three. The little Mr. Lockhart says of marriage, 
by the way (p. 41), is expressly said to ill1J!!trate how the 
divisions Muquarra and Kilparra are continued through the 
system of female kinship, but has been unaccountably mi8-
understood by Mr. Fison, who finds in tbis the main, if not 
the only, foundation for a theory of his which has been already 
referred to, that where a division includes several totems, and 
there is no marriage within tbe division, the totem puts a 
further restriction upon marriage; 80 that, for example, a 
particular totem of Muquarra could intermarry only with a 
particular totem of Kilparra. For the Banks Islanders and the 
natives of New Britain, who complete his list, Mr, Fison's 
information is more scanty still-a sentence or 80 for eacb. 

Such is the basis oC fact for the hypothesis of intermarrying 
classes on one side; to note how very slight it is, besides 
being otherwise very dubious, is all that is here intended. 
On what basis of fact, thetJ. does Mr. Fison place the other 
branch of his hypothesis, the communism predicated of the 
men and women of the same gffM1'aJitm 1 

First and chiefly, he relies upon the fact that in a large 
proportion of Australian tribes a husband lends his wife to 
his guest. This he takes to be not a part of hospitality, a 
kindness customarily Tendered on the side of the husband, but 
proof oC a right to the woman on the part of the guest, than 
which there scaroely could be any view more novel or sur
prising. It seems to involve that there wss a right to the 
hospitality to which this was at any rate incident; and yet 
Mr. Fison has to admit that by many tnOOs a stranger might 
be not entertained but eaten. No doubt the practice referred 
to was very common. No doubt, too, where it prevailed it 
was usually ascertained that the men and women might cohabit 
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without incest (this is stated, at p. 66, to have been done in 
one district even in cases of forcible rape); and no doubt, that 
point being clear, the woman was not refused to the guest, 
but that is a very different thing. from the guest having a right 
to her, which he could assert even in her husband's dwelling. 
Pla.inly the facte show nothing more than that the Austra.lia.ns 
acted on their views of hospitality, when they happened to have 
conceded it. Mr. Fison relies also upon the license allowed at 
corrobborees, where the polygamous elders who monopolised the 
women waived their righte for the time in favour of the body of 
tribesmen. This license (without which the monopoly of the 
elders might have been intolerable) he takes to be proof of an 
ancient right of tribesmen; but what it discloses manifestly is 
a state of things in which there is no right. He adds, on the 
authority of Mr. Lance (of whose competencyas a witness we have 
already had opportunities of judging'), that, among the Kamila.roi, 
when Kubbi and Ippata met, they saluted each other as BpOU8e ; 

that the Kubbi thus meeting a stranger Ippata would treat her 
as his wife; and that his right to do so would be recognised by 
her tribe, and this is capped in a footnote by a statement from 
Mr. Cyrus E. Doyle to the effect (to go on with the same 
names) that any Kubbi could take any Ippata as his wife and 
kup Aer, and that his right to her would not be questioned 
by her family (Kamilaroi and K'IIIr1IIJ.i, p. 53). Mr. Doyle's 
statement, made of a polygamous district where wives must 
have been eagerly sought for, is obviously sheer nonsense. 
Mr. Lance's, when his misconceptions of fact are allowed for, 
may show tbat considerable license was practised without 
much objection from the men interested among the Kamila'roi; 
'based upon essential error as it is, it cannot show anything 
more. As to the use of the word which is rendered BpOU8e 

between entire strangers, what it would show is that husband 
and wife addressed each other by a term which was proper 
to be used between many other people than husbands and 
wives, that they had no special term of address for each other. 
Father and son, brother and sister, all kinsfolk indeed among 
the Australians, were as to terms of address in this position 

I SvpiG, P. 299 note. 
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(see Studies in.A1ICient HimYry, lirst series, pp. 310, 311). A 
similar use of the word for husband is noted by Mr. Bulmer 
in his account of the Wa-imbio tribe (Kamilaroi anuJ. K'llll"Mi, 
p. 289), and in that case it carried no implication of rights or 
duties, for fidelity was expected from the wife. 

It is clear that Mr. Fison has found no basis in fact at 
all for this second branch of his hypothesis. He has evidence 
which, no doubt, is strongly suggestive of ancient promiscuity, 
by which is meant a social condition in which conjugal rights 
did not exist, but nothing whatever which indicates the modi
fied communism for which he wanted a basis, which is a com
munism involving marriage right-the" communal marriage" 
of groups of men in the one division (of a tribe in two 
divisious) to the groups of women which were of the same 
generation with them in the other division. He has fuiled to 
show that men had some right of a conjugal sort over women 
other than the right which was acquired by marrisge, and that 
is all he has attempted. And he has not, even from Mr. Lance, 
any suggestion of such a right being limited to women of the 
man's own generation. Moreover, he has no fact which 
suggests that marriage (or license either) was ever, among the 
Australians, confined to the tribe. And it is well known that 
the Australians, since they have been known to us, have 
everywhere taken women, by capture or otherwise, from strange 
tribes as often as they could get them. 

The hypothesis appears, then, to be " in the air." To 
examine Mr. Fison's method of establishing it would not be an 
agreeable task, but that seems to be unnecessary. It was 
devised to account for what Mr. Lewis Morgan has called the 
Turanian form of the classificatory system of relationships; and 
evidence has already been adduced which shows clearly that 
Mr. Morgan (whom Mr. Fison follows) entirely misconceived 
that system and its uses. I If the misconception has to be 
admitted, there is no need to take trouble about the theoriee 
formed to account for it. And it will b6 found when the 
actual use of the classificatory terms is considered that if we are 
to seek the origin of those terms in some system of marriage 

1 8Wdia .. ,,1._ eillmy, lint.n.., pp. 806-312. 
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and the form of the family consequent upon it, there is no 
need to think of any forms but those which are well known 
by observation. It has seemed proper to notice what Mr. 
Fison adduces as favouring his hypothesis, because, from Mr. 
Fison's mode of working, there appears to be a little danger of 
intermarrying classes and the semi-conjugal rights ascribed to 
men over women whom they were merely free to marry being 
accepted by the unwary as Australian facts. 

Mr. Dawson's book,' which has already been mentioned 
incidentslly, gives an account .of the natives of the Port Fairy 
district, Western Victoria, a considerable popu~tion once (for 
Mr. Dawson calculates that the twenty-one tribes which met 
together once a year must have numbered 2500, and there 
were tribes on the coast which did not come to those meetings), 
but represented in 1880 by only fourteen survivors. Mr. 
Dawson te11s us that he got his information from natives only; 
and that he avoided putting suggestive or leading questions 
as much as possible, because "the natives, in their anxiety 
to please, are apt to coincide with the questioner, and thus 
assist him in arriving at wrong conclusions "-a fact which 
many other observers have noted, and which should always 
be kept in view in reading Konnuaroi ami/, Kwrnai. To this 
work his book, from which theories are absent, offers a striking 
contrast. Of course it is not to be supposed that all the 
information he gathered is equally to be depended upon. 

The population consisted of local tribes, which Mr. Dawson 
believes to have numbered, on an average, about 120 apiece. 
Throughout all tribes, it was made up of five classes, which 
took their names from aninlaJs.--the names being Kuurokeitch 
(long-billed cockatoo), Kartprerapp (pelican), Kappatch (the 
Banksian cockatoo), Kirtuuk (the boa-snake), and Kuunamit 
(the quail). Every one belonged to the class of his mother; 
and marriage being forbidden between those who were con
sidered to be of one flesh, no man and woman of the same class 
could marry one another, however remote from each other 
their tribes might be. Moreover, the Kuurokeitch and the 

1 4U11mlilm 4boriginu. 111 JalD88 DaWOOD. Molboome, 1881. 
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Kartprerapp classes were regafded (on what grounds there is 
nothing to indicate) as being so closely related that marriage 
between them could not be permitted; so also the Kappatch 
and Kirtuuk classes; while a Kuunamit was free to marry 
into any class but his own. The marriage law, therefore, as 
in all works about Australia except Mr. FOOn's, was a law of 
prohibition only-not a law which, while prohibiting men 
from marrying certain women, gave them rights over certain 
others. Aud Mr. Dawson gives a tradition which illustrates 
it admirably (it may be worth while to compare with this 
Mr. Fison's Thwry of tM KlI/I"TIai Syatem), and which also 
shows that it was by exogamy (or prohibition of marriage 
between persons of the same flesh) and female kinship that 
these natives explained to themselves the fact that their tribes 
were made up of persons belonging to several different classes, 
to use Mr. Dawson's word-that is, stocks, or bodies of blood 
(or flesh) kindred. The tradition ascribed the origin of all 
their tribes to a Kourokeitch who had for wife a Ksppaheear 
(feminine of Ksppatch), and whose children therefore were 
Ksppatch and Kappaheear, and could not marry each other. 
This made it necessary to introduce «fresh flesh," and wives 
were got from a distance; and, children following the mother, 
five different stocks came by and by to be represented in the 
community. 

It is also stated that every person was considered to belong 
to his father's local tribe, and could not marry within it; nor 
could a man marry a woman of the tribe from which his 
mother came, nor of his grandmother's tribe (by which the 
mother's mother's tribe seems to be meant), nor of an adjoin
ing tribe, nor of any tribe speaking his own dialect. It may 
be taken that these prohibitions (some of which may merely 
indicate what was usual) were accretions which, with time and 
change, were made to the marriage law, and that the original 
prohibition was that which is illostrated by the tradition 
just spoken of-prohibition of marriage between persons of 
the same flesh kindred or female kinship stock. It was the 
duty of the chief (for there were chiefs, who are said to have 
had great power, and to have been treated with much obserf'-
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anee) to ascertain that there was no flesh relationship hetween 
persons about to be married or betrothed to one another; and 
that, even when this was not doubtful, his permission had to 
be " rewarded with presents." 

That a process of change had gone pretty far among these 
people is shown by. many circumstances which Mr. Dawson 
mentions. He tells us, as to children, that "if the infant is a 
boy, the nearest relative is the father; if it is a girl, the 
nearest relative is the mother" (p. 38); and agreeably with 
this, that the first child of either sex is called after its father, 
and the, second, if a daughter, after its mother (p. 41). This 
would show, what bas not been noticed elsewhere in Australis, 
and is found very mrely anywhere, kinship to have been in a 
stage of tmnsition-a man belonging still to the widely 
diffused female kinship stock of his mother, and being bound not 
to marry a woman of its " flesh," and being nearer, neverthe
less, to his father than to his mother (while a woman was still 
nearer to her mother than to her father); and it is consistent 
with this that the tribai bond should have become so important 
that he was also forbidden to marry in the tribe of his father 
(which was his own) on the' one hand, and in the tribe of his 
mother, and the tribe of his mother's mother, on the other. 

What Mr. Dawson tells us of the blood revenge, of inherit
ance, and similar matters, is also consistent with this, but can 
hardly be made to throw additional light upon the matter, 
There seems sufficient reason for believing, however, that 
these natives were in a transitional phase of kinship. 

Children were usually betrothed when just able to walk, 
the father of the girl making the proposal. After a betrothal 
the girl's mother and aunts (which aunts not indicated) Dright 
not look at, or speak to the boy; and they used the "turn
tongue" language when they bad to speak in each other's 
presence. The father being dead, the brother could give a 
girl away with consent of the uncle (father's brother, no 
doubt); while, if a girl had no male relative, the chief could 
give her away; but it is said there was danger (p. 35) of his 
keeping her to himself-which, if it be taken as correct, would 
show that the rule against. marrying in the tribe Dright be 
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waived, in the case of the chief, though it was enforoed by 
him upon the othe",. Polygamy was carried 80 far by the 
old chiefs that "many young men are compelled to remain 
bachelo"" the native word for which means to look out; 
while an old warrior may have five or six of the finest young 
women of the tribe for his wives." 

Both men and women among theSe people were orna· 
mented by cicatrices, .. arranged in lines and figures, according 
to the taste and custom of the tribe"; but Mr. Dawson takes 
it that these were ornamental merely. The bodies of relatives 
of either sex who had lost their lives by violence were eaten, 
.. as a mark of affectionate respect, in solemn service of 
monming for the dead. n The flesh of enemies was never 
eaten, nor that of members of other tribes. 

Having given a tradition preserved by Mr. Dawson to 
show that the Port Fairy natives, assnming the existence of 
totem families or clans, having fe1!l&1e kinship, in which 
marriage, otherwise free, was forbidden on the score of 
kindred, explained to themselves the composition of their 
tribes as being the result of their exogamy and their system 
of female kinship, it seems worth while to point out that it 
is the same constitution of society which is disclosed in what 
Mr. Fison has termed the Murdu legend (Kamil4roi and 
Kurnai, p. 25). This was first published in a psmphlet by 
Mr. Samuel Gason on the Dieyeri tribe (Cooper's Creek), and 
is quoted therefrom by Mr. FisoD. It sets forth that, .. after 
the creation, brothers, sisters, and others of the closest kin 
intermarried promiscnously"; that .. the evil effects of these 
alliances" became manifest; that a council of chiefs was held 
to consider how to get rid of them; and that the result was a 
petition to the Mnramnra (good spirit), who ordered .. that the 
tribe should be divided into branches, and distinguished one 
from another by different names, after objects animate and 
inanimare, such as dogs, mice, emu, rain, iguana, and 80 forth; 
the members of any such branch not to intermarry, but with 
permission for one branch to ming1e with another. Thns the 
son of a dog might not marry the daughter of a dog, but 
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either might form an alliance with a mouse, rat, or other 
family." 

This, like the Port Fairy tradition, is an attempt to account 
for the constitution of a population composed of totem clans 
interfused with one another, within each of which marriage, 
otherwise free, was forbidden. The difference between the 
two is that this is purely irrational; while the Port Fairy 
explanation is rational as far as it goes-and it was no proof 
of irrationality to take totem families, with exogamy and female 
kinship, for granted as a basis to start from. The point to be 
noticed, however, is that both take account of that structure 
of society which has been shown above to be the prevailing 
one in AustraIia, and which, with variations in kinship and 
changes consequent thereupon, is found throughout Australia, 
wherever we have trustworthy evidence. The Murdu legend, 
equally with the Port Fairy tradition, is dead against the 
theories of Mr. Fison. It shows us no "intermarrying classes," 
with a marriage law which, while prohibiting marriage in the 
one, gave men conjugal rights over the women of the other, 
which rights, when the" class" came to include totems, were 
restricted by the totems. It shows us a community made up 
of totem clans, with a marriage law of prohibition merely, 
marriage being prohibited between all persons of the same 
totem. It seems worth while here to repeat--our information 
about the Kamilaroi being still, and being likely to continue, 
imperfect--that it is simply this marriage law which was 
indicated to Mr. Lance, to explain how an Ippaicould have 
an Ippata for his wife. .. This Ippai is not a Blacksnake, 
but an Opossum; .that explains it." Ippai Opossum might 
not marry Ippata Opossum, but there was nothing to prevent 
him from marrying I ppata Blacksnake. It will be found that 
it is, in general, perfectly clear that what Mr. Fison and his 
correspondents speak of as .. classes • are totem clans or families 
merely, and that, wherever this is not clear, the constitution 
of the" class" is involved in obscurity. 

It is interesting to note that Mr. Lewis Morgan found in 
the opening part of Mr. Gason's story a .. basis of probability" 
for his hypothesis of the oonsanguine family, taking that as 
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giving" an accepted and perpetuated native legend" of what 
happened after the creation (Kamilaroi and KlJA"lULi, p. 4). It 
does not seem, however, to conntenance that hypothesis, which 
is an hypothesis of limited and systematised communism sub
sisting in a body of kindred, all the men and women of the 
same generation being married to one another" in a group." 
It is interesting, too, to note that Mr. FOOn-who does not 
accept the hypothesis of the consanguine family, upon which 
Mr. Morgan's other theories are built up, and prefers to begin 
with" intermarrying classes," having the system of communism 
which had been thought ant by Mr. Morgan-inclines towards 
the Muramura acconnt of the origin of totem kindreds as 
affording the best explanation of the origin of his .. classes " 
(Ibid. p. 161). 

Mr. Gason goes on to mention that the marriage system 
shown in the legend was still observed among the Dieyeri, and 
that the first question asked of a stranger was, U What murdu f 
i.e. of what family are you?" And we learn from another 
authority (the Rev. H. Vogelsang-information procured by 
Mr. Howitt-Kamilaroi and KIJA"lULi., p. 52) that the question 
Minna Murdu was connected with U eating and hospitality." 
U For instance, when a stranger blackfellow arrives here, the 
question is Minna Murdu f What are yon f Kangaroo, or 
Rat, or Mouse, or whatever else it may be. All those of the 
same name go to the same camp, eat together, live together, 
even lend each other their women. Even alien blackfellows, 
from a distance of 300 or 400 miles, are thus hospitably 
entertained. U U Our tribe, the Dieyeri." Mr. Vogelsang con
tinues, .. have different names for their Murda from those of 
the neighbouring tribes, bnt they can always understand each 
other "-that is, they do not fail to find out what the Murdu 
is. It thus appears that, among the Dieyeri. men acknowledged 
a stranger from whatever distance, and though speaking • 
strange language, to be of their kindred as soon as it was 
ascertained that he was of the same Murdu or totem family 
with them; that thereupon they entertained him hospitably; 
and that the lending of women """. part of hospitality. Of 
course a woman whom • man of the stranger's totem might have 
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for wife was a woman with whom the stranger was free to 
cohabit. 

It may be added that the tribes consisting of Muquarra 
and Kilparra (eagle-hawk and crow, each comprising several 
totems), which Mr. Fison ranks as intermarrying classes, have 
a rather interesting totem tradition of their own (The AbiYN1Ji7U!JJ 
of Victorin" voL i p. 423). "They believe that the beings 
who created all things had severally the form of the Crow and 
the Eagle. There was continual war between these two beings, 
but peace was made at length. They agreed that the Murray 
blacks should be divided into two classes-the Muquarra or 
Eagle-hawk, and the Kilparra or Crow. The conflict that was 
waged between the rival powers is preserved in song . . . 
the meaning of which is: Strike the Crow on the knee; I 
will spear his father. The war was maintained with great 
vigour for a length of time. The Crow took every possible 
advantage of his nobler foe, the Eagle; but the latter generally 
had ample revenge for injuries and insults. Out of these 
enmities and final agreement arose the two classes, and thence 
a law governing marriages amongst these classes." It is a 
tradition, obviously conceived in the Eagle interest, of a state 
of war between rival powers having been followed by peace 
and peaceful relations, which has got from the narrator, as 
most things have done in the work from which it is taken, a 
tinge of Mr. Fison's theories. But what it suggests is, not 
that Crow and Eagle agreed to divide one tribe into two, with 
a view to the better regulation of marriage, but that Crow and 
Eagle or Eagle-hawk were tribes (and they might have" been 
constituted in the Qrdinary Australian way) which long waged 
war against each other, and that at length there came peace, 
and then their complete interfusion by means of friendly 
marriages. And, whatever such traditions may be worth, this 
account of Muquarra and Kilparra seems vastly preferable to 
Mr. Fison's. 


